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ABSTRACT 

An engineering geomorphological investigation of the Esk River catchment has been 
undertaken to quantifY the relationships between the valley'S geomorphic evolution, the 
many 1-10km2 deep-seated landslides present within the catchment, and a significant flood 
event that inundated the lower valley in April 1938. The identification of key geomorphic 
processes enabled the assessment of catchment's geomorphic stability, the development of 
generalised models for landsliding, and the delineation of a pre-disposed zone of instability. 
This information is then applied to assess key geomorphic controls on the flood event. 

The region lies within the forearc basin ofthe obliquely convergent Hikurangi Margin, and is 
underlain by soft, gently eastward dipping Pliocene marine strata. Structurally it is 
dominated by its close proximity to the Mohaka Fault, as well as two westward-dipping 
blind thrusts beneath the valley identified in this study: the Wakarara Fault Trelinnoe 
Sector, and the Eastern Patoka Fault. Evidence from seismic reflection surveys indicates that 
these have both been active since the early Mangapanian (2.8 - 3.2 Ma), and an analysis of 
stream longitudinal profiles and plan form suggests limited displacement may have taken 
place within the last 10,000 years. 

A survey of rock mass defects within a representative sample area in the centre of the valley 
highlights four sub-vertical joint sets; conjugate sets strike 153° and 246°, and another sub
parallel to the folding strikes 033°. These defects correlate well with lineaments identified in 
aerial and satellite photographs and are attributed to extension of the sediments across the top 
of fault-propagated folds. The generally low power streams have exploited these defects and 
highly incised channels now run almost exclusively along them. 

Deep-seated landslides occur generally within the area of folding and their extents are 
defined by lineaments inferred to correspond to persistent joints in the rock mass. The slides 
are translational, and are facilitated by up to 80m of incision - ongoing since the 
abandonment of an extensive terrace inferred to be Ohakean (18-1 Oka) in age. Basal failure 
surfaces commonly dip at angles as low as 6°, and a combination of tectonically induced 
flexural shears sub-parallel to bedding and very low shear strength tuffaceous horizons are 
inferred to provide planes of sufficiently low shear strength to facilitate failure. While most 
deep-seated landslides appear active, there is no evidence to suggest they were substantially 
affected by recent major tectonic (e.g. 1931 Ms7.8 Hawke's Bay Earthquake) or climatic 
events (e.g. 1938 c.1 :lOOOyr Esk Valley Storm). 

The headwaters of the catchment are located on the Maungaharuru Range. This rises from 
500m - l300m and provides baseflow to the Esk River. Extensive deep-seated landslides 
dominate the eastern face of the range. These are inferred to have been triggered by the 
removal of lateral support at the foot of the range following significant incision and 
denudation in the last interglacial c.125ka. A deep-seated gravitational slope deformation is 
proposed to extend to 1.2km below sea level, and provide a driving mechanism for the slides. 

While the 1938 Esk Valley flood was primarily a result of an exceptional three day storm 
event, suspended sediment load was also an important factor. This is inferred to have 
resulted primarily from channel erosion in soft colluvial sediments on the Maungaharuru 
Range. Combined with significant sediment load from shallow landsliding and possible 
tectonic subsidence preconditioning the lower reaches of the aggradational valley, this lead 
to c.l m of silt being deposited in the lower reaches of the aggradational valley. Rapid stream 
incision in response to uplift in 1931 and aggradation in 1938 is returning the lower reach of 
the river to grade and decreasing the flood hazard. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1 .. 1 PREAMBLE 
The geomorphic evolution of a landscape involves the generation of landscape fonn by the 

complex interaction of constructive, destructive, and sediment transport processes. While 

constructive processes relate almost solely to volcanic and tectonic activity, landscape 

degradation can be the result of fluvial, aeolian, and glacial processes as well as various 

fonns of mass wasting. The latter involves the transport of material downslope under the 

influence of gravity, and can take the form of falls, topples, slides, spreads and flows 

(Varnes, 1978). The contribution of mass wasting to landscape evolution depends on the 

scale, frequency, and duration of the instability; these factors can vary over many orders of 

magnitude depending on the nature of the instability process. 

Deep-seated landslides are defined in this investigation as those that undergo failure in 

unweathered bedrock, they are typically large (hundreds of metres to kilometre scale), 

long-tenn (thousands of years) processes. In areas such as the Esk Valley in central 

Hawke's Bay, where deep-seated landslides are common, they can be both a product of, 

and key geomorphic contributor to, the environment in which they are located. They are 

therefore important processes in landscape evolution. An understanding of the relationship 

between mass wasting and the evolution of an active geomorphic system such as the Esk 

River catchment, especially the mechanics and processes involved, can provide valuable 

insight into the stability, activity, and mechanics of the landslide(s) as well as the relative 

roles of other active processes in defining the stability of the system. 

The Esk River Valley offers an excellent opportunity to investigate the role of mass 

wasting in the geomorphic evolution of a landscape. It is located in a tectonically active 

region of New Zealand, and is underlain by a relatively homogeneous sequence of soft, 

Plio-Pleistocene marine sedimentary strata. The combination of these factors has produced 

a rapidly evolving, structurally simple landscape containing a number of medium and 

large-scale deep-seated landslide~. 

The valley covers an area of 238kmz and is located immediately north of Napier on the east 

coast of the North Island. Flooding in the lower reaches of the valley related to high 

suspended sediment loads, possibly derived from these deep-seated landslides, has in the 
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past put people and property at risk. An engineering geomorphological investigation into 

the relationship between the deep-seated slides and other geomorphic processes active 

within the Esk Valley has the potential to provide a rapid, cost effective means of 

evaluating the stability of the slides, as well as valuable information regarding their role in 

the flooding hazard. 

1.2 THESIS AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The primary aims of this project are to: (1) assess the role of deep-seated landsliding in 

valley evolution by evaluating active processes, and investigating key relationships 

between deep-seated landsliding and other geomorphic processes within the Esk Valley 

(e.g. drainage evolution or tectonic forcing); and (2) assess the contribution of deep-seated 

landsliding to the long-term flooding hazard in the lower Esk Valley. In order to achieve 

these aims a number of specific objectives have to be met, initially to investigate the 

relationships between deep-seated landsliding and geomorphic processes in the catchment: 

• Identify and delineate the extents of deep-seated landsliding in the valley 

• Determine key geomorphic processes and their likely development over time 

II Identify and quantify structural controls 

II Relate landforms to geomorphic processes, both ancient and present-:day 

• Classify landslides based on morphology and likely failure style; and 

• Determine the relationship between landsliding and key geomorphic processes. 

Then, to assess the role of lands Ii ding in generating potentially hazardous flood conditions: 

.. Quantify key aspects of the 1938 flood including climatic contributors, duration, 

flow characteristics, and sediment output. 

.. Quantify sediment input from deep-seated landsliding. 

• Identify alternative sediment sources and estimate volume contributions; and 

II Assess the current activity of geomorphic processes - including deep-seated 

landsliding - and their relationship to the long-term flood hazard. 

A wide range of Engineering Geomorphological techniques were used to achieve these 

objectives, including 'aerial photo interpretation, digital terrain model analysis, 
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geomorphological mappmg, rock mass defect surveys, and seIsmIC reflection 

interpretation. While - as with many earth science investigations - individual techniques 

rarely provide an unambiguous answer; the strength of this investigation lies in the 

combination of results from each technique. This integrated approach allowed the 

following specific research questions to be answered: 

• Are there fundamental controls associated with the activity and mechanics of deep

seated landsliding in the area, and if so what are they? 

• Did deep-seated landsliding contribute significantly to the 1938 flood hazard? 

• Did a severe earthquake in 1931 significantly destabilise deep-seated landslides in 

the catchment? 

• Is the Esk Valley at steady-state, and if not, was the flooding observed in 1938 

simply a reflection of this and therefore likely to be part of a long-term, ongoing 

process? 

• What is the probability of a similar flood event occurring today? 

• Is an investigation into the geomorphology of landslides and the surrounding 

environment a viable means of assessing the associated hazard at a regional scale? 

1.3 STUDY AREA 
The Esk Valley reaches the coast about 10km north of Napier. The river occupies the 

eastern side of a narrow, northward trending catchment and is fed by short E-W trending 

tributary streams. Topography in the lower valley is characterised by low hills and 

lithologically controlled ridges; in the upper valley the low hills give way to broad terraces 

while highly incised drainages dissect the topography throughout the region. These 

drainages act as effective natural barriers, often making travel through the catchment 

difficult. Limestone capped ridges define the northern and eastern bounds of the valley and 

have a significant orographic effect on local rainfall distribution. 

Despite problems posed by the highly incised streams, access to the valley is good and the 

majority of the area is within 40 minutes drive from Napier city. State Highways 2 and 5 

run through the valley, as does the main rail link to Gisborne. 

Economic activities in !he valley are varied. Intensive horticulture is the main activity in 

the floodplain near the mouth of the valley, and a marae, pulp and paper mill, and 
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electricity substation lie toward the coast. The majority of the Esk Valley is, however, 

developed in equal parts forestry and pastoral farming. 

The Esk Valley lies in a tectonically active region of New Zealand, this is responsible for 

the uplift of the weak, Plio-Pleistocene sandstones and siltstones that dominate bedrock 

lithologies in the valley today. The tectonic activity is also associated with frequent seismic 

activity; since 1848 there have been 19 earthquakes with Modified Mercalli intensities of 

greater than 7 in Hawke's Bay (Johnson and Pearce, 1999). These factors have 

undoubtedly contributed to the extensive deep-seated landsliding in the valley, and around 

20% ofthe land area is currently affected by these instabilities. 

1.4 PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
There has been much recent interest in east coast North Island tectonics (eg. Cutten et ai., 

1988; Kelsey et al., 1995; Neall et ai., 1995; Beanland and Haines, 1998; Beanland et al., 

1998; Barnes et al., 2002), Quaternary devebpment (eg. Berryman et aI., 2000; Hicks et 

al., 2000; Crosby and advised by K. Whipple, 2001; Litchfield, 2002), landsliding (eg. 

Pettinga, 1987a; Pettinga, 1987b; Crozier et al., 1992; Reid and Page, 2003), and 

petroleum exploration. However, prior to an analysis by Bland (2001) little geological 

work has been undertaken in the Esk Valley. This is particularly true in terms of late 

Quaternary geology and geomorphology where, other than work on the valley hydrology 

(Williams, 1986; Harrison, 1988; Black, 1991)" and the production of a map of soil cover, 

no published investigation precedes this study. 

The role of Engineering Geomorphology is rapidly becoming recognised as a "suitable, 

cost-effective aid to land-use planning" (Guzzetti et al., 1999), but it is still at a formative 

stage in terms of recognised techniques. Geomorphologists have previously concentrated 

on describing and analysing processes involved in landscape formation (Adams, 1980; 

Bull, 1991; Clapp and McConchie, 2000; Gupta and Virdi, 2000), this has been used to 

develop methods of event prediction (Parise et al., 1997; Clapp and McConchie, 2000; 

Glade, 2000; Agliardi et al., 2001), and is now being applied as a means of hazard 

evaluation. Research based on a geomorphic assessment of hazards has largely been driven 

by the significance of hazards and is focused on the most common types. As a result a 

large proportion of literature is directed toward the evaluation of geomorphic techniques 

for fluvial hazard inves!igations (Dunne, 1988; Patton, 1988; Marutani et al., 1999) while 
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their application for landslide hazards is only now becoming more popular (Hansen, 1984; 

Hutchinson, 1992; Petley, 1998; Guzzetti et at:, 1999; Wasowski et al., 2000). '. 

1.5 THESIS OUTLINE 
The remainder of this thesis is divided into six chapters that broadly reflect the order in 

which the investigation was carried out. While each of the first four chapters assume no 

prior knowledge of Esk Valley geomorphology, each builds on the knowledge gained in 

the previous chapter(s) to provide a comprehensive overview of deep-seated landsliding 

and geomorphology within the Esk Valley. The final two chapters bring together 

observations made in these previous sections, and discuss interactions and implications in 

terms of controls on the geomorphic evolution of the valleYt landslide formation and 

activity, and the aforementioned flooding hazard. Brief outlines of each chapter are given 

below. 

Chapter 3 (Geomorphic Overview) provides a background for the investigation and 

briefly outlines the structure and geomorphology of the region. This also details the 
i 

findings of an investigation into the 1938 Esk Valley flood. 

Chapter 4 (Reconnaissance) describes analyses undertaken during the initial stages ofthe 

investigation. Remote sensing techniques are applied here and include the use of aerial 

photos, satellite imagery, and digital terrain models. 

Chapter 5 (Field Investigations) summarises observations made in the field regarding 

valley geomorphology and landslide mechanics. 

Chapter 6 (Structural investigation) discusses identified active tectonic structures within 

the valley based on an analysis of around 75km of seismic lines shot within the area. These 

findings are then related to the regional structure of the forearc basin. 

Chapter 7 (Discussion) draws data from all aspects of the investigation and discusses key 

interactions in terms of deep-seated landsliding and their implications regarding the flood 

hazard. 

Chapter 8 (Conclusion) answers questions posed at the beginning of the investigation and, 

assesses the applicability of Engineering Geomorphology for regional hazard 

investigations. 
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2 GEOMORPHIC OVERVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 
In order to investigate the geomorphic development ofthe Esk Valley, its influence on the 

many deep-seated landslides within the region, and it's possible impact on flooding 

processes, it is important to first understand relevant geologic, hydrologic, and cultural 

processes. This chapter gives a brief overview of what are deemed to be the most important 

factors contributing to the evolution of the Esk Valley landscape. 

2.2 REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

2.2.1 TECTONIC SETTING 

Hawke's Bay lies within the contractional forearc basin of the Hikurangi Margin, a 

tectonically active region created by the oblique subduction of the Pacific plate beneath the 

Australian Plate (see Figure 2.1). The plate boundary lies in the Hikurangi trough 

approximately 160 k:m east of Hawke's Bay (Lewis, 1980; Lewis and Pettinga, 1993). Here 

the Pacific plate gradually slips below the overriding Australian plate, descending at an 

angle of ~6°. This angle increases to approximately 20° in the region below the axial 

ranges (Bannister, 1988). The process creates ;;t region of intense faulting and folding that 

can be traced from the Hikurangi trough westward to the axial ranges (Lewis, 1980; 

Cashman et al., 1992; Lewis and Pettinga, 1993; Kelsey et aI., 1995; Barnes et al., 2002). 

The margin can be subdivided into three tectonic domains; the frontal ridge, forearc basin, 

and accretionary slope (Lewis, 1980; Cole and Lewis, 1981). 

The faults that delineate the western margin of the forearc basin belong to the North 

Island Shear Belt (NISB) (Ballance, 1993; Beanland, 1995; Neall et al., 1995), and are 

considered a continuation of the dextral strike-slip motion present in the South Island 

Alpine Fault (Neall et al., 1995), 

The Esk Valley lies within the western third of the forearc basin (Figure 2.1). The Mohaka 

Fault to the west of the Maungaharuru Range marks the transition from the ranges of the 

uplifted frontal ridge to sedimentary sequences of the forearc basin (Cutten, 1988). The 

valley displays many tectonic and geomorphic features typical of the East Coast forearc 

basin (Table 2.1). 
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Plate 

Figure 2.1 Tectonic setting of Esk Valley 

Chapter 2 Geomorphic Overview 

The map (after Lewis and Pettinga (1993)) details the main structural features of the Hikurangi Margin 
and defines boundaries between the frontal ridge, forearc basin, and three wedge sectors of the 
accretionary slope. Note the pronounced broadening of the forearc basin around the latitude of Hawke 
Bay. Shaded areas indicate early accreted terranes, the dark indicates Jurassic to Triassic in age, 
while the lighter area indicates Lower Cretaceous. The block diagram is based on that given in Barnes 
et al. (2002) and is approximately true-scale. The location of the diagram is given in the map above. 
This is based largely on offshore seismic data and clearly shows the subduction-related imbricate 
thrusts of the accretionary wedge, the transfer to broadly spaced thrusts in the forearc basin, and the 
continental backstop structures of the frontal ridge. The presence of faults within the field area is based 
on inference. 
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Table 2.1 Occurrence of tectonic and geomorphic features within domains of 

the forearc setting (adapted from Berryman, 1998)). 

Tectonic Domain Tectonic Features Geomorphic Features 

Accretionary Slope Growing anticlines and Uplifted and generally landward 
synclines tilted marine terraces 

Reverse faults Stream capture common 

Angular unconformities in Tilting and reverse gradient of fluvial 
sedimentary sequences terraces common 

Slope basins Cliffed coastlines 

Superficial and deep-seated mass 
movement common 

Mud diapirs and mud volcanoes 

Forearc basin Westward-dipping reverse and Low lying coastline 
oblique slip faults 

Estuaries 
Complex pattern of subsidence 

Barrier bars and uplift during Holocene 

Moderate regional uplift during Low gradient rivers in coastal areas 

Pleistocene Fluvial terrace sequences caused 

Broad synclinal structure 
by aggradation and downcutting in 
inland areas 

Strong uplift and formation of 
Large landslides, perhaps caused asymmetric syncline adjacent to 

western boundary faults by large earthquakes 

Landslide dammed lakes 

Abundant superficial mass 
movement 

Sparse hot springs 

Frontal ridge Oblique slip faults bounding Horizontally offset topography 
region with horizontal to vertical including streams and ridges 
slip ratio commonly 5:1 

Formation of shutter ridges 
Intra-mountain oblique faults 

Remnants of late Tertiary marine 
Infaulted Neogene rocks along erosion surface 
intra-mountain faults 

General summit height accordance 
Down-stepped, faulted western 

Ignimbrite plateau onlapped at 
margin 

western margin 

Landforms and deposits of 
periglacial conditions including 
solifluction lobes, rock glaciers and 
shaved surfaces 
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Chapter 2 Geomorphic Overview 

2.2.2 STRUCTURE OF THE FOREARC BASIN 

Structural elements such as active faults and folds, internally strained rock, bedding, and 

lithology can have a strong influence on the geomorphic processes operating within a 

region. The structure ofthe onshore region of western Hawke's Bay from Hastings north to 

the mouth of the Mohaka River is underepresented in the literature. Studies of the forearc 

region have concentrated in southern Hawke's Bay (Kamp, 1988; Cashman et al., 1992; 

Erdman and Kelsey, 1992; Beanland et al., 1998), the Wairarapa in the south (Kelsey et 

al., 1995; Neef, 1999; Nicol et al., 2002; Formento-Trigilio et al., 2003), and around 

Wairoa to the north (Mazengarb, 1983) (Figure 2.2). Offshore seismic exploration (Lewis 

and Kohn, 1973; Lewis and Pettinga, 1993; Barnes et al., 2002), driven by the hydrocarbon 

potential of the East Coast Basin, has played an important part in these studies and a 

number of surveys have been carried out in Hawke Bay itself, off the coast, and onshore 

along much of the East Coast. Notable are two surveys, one within the Esk Valley Region 

(Westec, 1997), and the other over the Te Waka - Maungaharuru Range (Petrocorp 

Exploration Ltd. 1991). 

The lack of structural investigation undertaken in western Hawke's Bay is partly evident in 

geological maps of the region which show a marked decrease in tectonic features, 

particularly from the Heretaunga Plains north to the Mohaka River (see Figure 2.2). This 

cannot be wholly explained by a change of tectonic input. As a result of this, the 

extrapolation of structural characteristics into the Esk region is essential in order to 

understand the tectonic processes taking place. 

2.2.2.1 Quaternary Deformation history 

The tectonic regime contributing to deformation observed today began around 1.6 million 

years ago (Beanland et al., 1998). Prior to this the region was part of an offshore basin and 

accumulated sediment eroded from coastal ranges to the west (Lewis, 1980). Shortening of 

the basin was ongoing, however, structures present in basement greywackes seen today 

were most active after the end of the Miocene (c. 5 Ma) (Begg et al., 1994), probably from 

3.7-2.5 Ma (Beanland et al., 1998). The initiation of uplift and deformation within the 

forearc southwest of Cape Kidnappers has been investigated by Edwards (1987) and 

Erdman (1990) (Cashman et al., 1992). They describe a repeating cycle of increasing rates 

of uplift followed by transgressions and periods of stability. The first uplift event recorded 

occurred in the late Pleistocene (Mangapanian, 3.1 - 2.4 Ma) (Edwards, 1988). This was 
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followed by a marine transgression, then a second (late Nukumaruan to early 

Castlecliffian, c.1A-1.0Ma) uplift event producing prominent conglomeratic interbeds east 

of the newly uplifted ranges, before the most rapid uplift occurred in the late Pleistocene 

(Castlecliffian, ~0.8 Ma). Contractional structures within the eastern margin of the basin 

fonned contemporaneously with this final event (Erdman, 1990). Structures associated 

with this final event are some of the most prominent features in the region and are clearly 

apparent in the landscape today. 

2.2.2.2 General Stratigraphy 

Uplift of the overriding Australian plate is possibly the most influential process actively 

shaping the forearc morphology. This produces relatively young exposed marine 

sediments, steep topography, and the intensive erosion of sub-aerially exposed bedrock 

(Kamp, 1992) contributing to a rapidly evolving landscape. Sediment eroded off the 

uplifting sub-aerial regions is deposited in the adjacent forearc basin· and over the 

accretionary slope (Lewis and Kohn, 1973). 

The sequence of sediments in the forearc basin thickens to the north (Berryman, 1998) and 

contains a bedrock sequence of compacted, generally uncemented sediments (Pettinga and 

Bell, 1992). These sediments have been laid down since the Miocene (Beanland et al., 

1998) and contain both marine and terrestrial deposits. Due to the large proportion of 

uncemented mudstones, siltstones, and sandstones generally displaying uniaxial 

compressive strengths below 10 Mpa, these sediments are referred to as a "soft rock 

terrain" (Pettinga and Bell, 1992). A gradual decrease in landscape dissection moving 

north toward Wairoa is attributed largely to lithology. Mudstones present to the south have 

been removed in northern areas leaving only the more resistant underlying limestone and 

decreasing the rate of stream incision (Kamp, 1992). The basin fill lies unconfonnably on 

indurated Mesozoic sandstones and argillites (greywackes) similar to those that make up 

the axial ranges. 
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Figure 2.2 Hawke's Bay regional locality map detailing major structural elements 
Structural features are based on data compiled in Kamp (1992), 8eanland et a/. (1998), and 8egg et a/. (1994). This 
illustrates the strong NE-SW structural trend parallel to the Ruahine and Mohaka continental backstop structures. It also 
illustrates the distinct lack of faulting and/or structural data north of the Heretaunga Plains, and gentle SE dip of the 
uplifted strata north of Napier. structures marked in red are compiled in 8egg eta/. (1994), and are regarded as having 
ruptured in the last 125,000years. . 

1) Kairakau - Waimarama Regional slump 10) Te Pohue landslide 
2) Kaiwhakapiripiri Range 11) Te Waka splinter fault 
3) Pah Hill landslide 12) Ahuateatua peak 
4) Waipoapoa landslide 13) Rangiora fault 
5) Ponui landslide 14) Rukumoana fault (Patoka fpult zone) 
6) Tiniroto landslide 15) Poukawa fault zone 
7) Te Putere landslide 
8) Tutira landslide dam 
9) Ngatapa landslide dam 
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Chapter 2 Geomorphic Overview 

2.2.2.3 Internal structure 

The forearc basin displays a distinct NE-SW structural trend, and the characteristics of the 

basin change both laterally (from east to west), as well as longitudinally along the strike of 

the NISB. Two areas of the basin are discussed here, that south of the latitude of Cape 

Kidnappers, and north ofthe latitude ofWairoa. 

Moving from Cape Kidnappers south to the southern end of the Ruahine Range (Figure 

2.2) the basin narrows from a width of 20km to 10km (Cashman et al., 1992). The basin 

fill is asymmetric and is deepest along its northwest margin (>2.5 km) (Beanland et al., 

1998). Sediments in this region appear to be strongly affected by both the convergent 

nature of the plate margin and the strike-slip motion of the adjacent NISB structures. 

Around the latitude of Cape Kidnappers the basin contains low, rolling contractional 

anticlinal ridges that gently plunge north below the gravels of the Heretaunga Plains 

(Cashman et al., 1992) (Figure 2.2). Just south of this area, toward the eastern side of the 

basin, is the Poukawa Fault Zone (Figure 2.2). This predominantly contains westward

dipping thrust faults and can be traced approximately 20km along strike. Offset on faults 

within this zone is reported to have occurred during the 1931 Hawke's Bay earthquake 

(Cashman et al., 1992). Other than these features tectonic disturbance in the predominantly 

Pleistocene basin sediments south of Cape Kidnappers is minimal until near the southern 

end where the depth to basement reduces, and is reflected in an increase of structural 

disruption. Dips of overlying sediments begin to steepen, and reverse faults and 

synsedimentary folds relating to these faults become common (Kamp, 1988). 

To the north of the Esk Valley, around Wairoa, is the central part of the forearc basin 

(Kamp, 1988). The basin here is around 140 km wide and appears less directly affected by 

the contractional nature of the margin. This area is dominated by the presence of the 

Wairoa Basin. This contains a 10km thick autochthonous regressive sequence of Miocene

Pliocene marine sediments (Kamp, 1988). Although the regression was tectonically 

induced (Kamp, 1988), the sequence is remarkably undisturbed. There is evidence to 

suggest this portion of the basin may be under contraction at times, and extension in others 

(Mazengarb, 1983). 

North of the Wairoa Basin, the forearc continues to the NE and joins with the Tonga

Kermadec system (Kamp, 1988). 
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2.2.2.4 Western boundary faults 

Major strike-slip faults define the western margin of the forearc. While much of the inter

plate motion is taken up in the offshore subduction zone, and some margin-parallel strain is 

accommodated within the forearc (Raub et at., 1987). These western structures 

accommodate the majority of margin-parallel strain not absorbed in the subduction zone. 

The Ruahine and Mohaka faults lie immediately to the west of the forearc basin (Figure 

2.2) and the latter generally marks the boundary between Tertiary forearc basin sediments 

and basement Mesozoic greywackes of the continental backstop (Cutten et at., 1988) 

(Figure 2.1). These predominately dextral strike-slip faults are approximately parallel and 

are a continuation of the l'lNE trending Wellington Fault Zone. The Ruahine fault lies 

approximately 10 km to the NW of the Mohaka. Initial movements probably began in the 

early Miocene about 24Ma, and activity definitely took place on the Mohaka fault prior to 

lIMa, however, most lateral displacement has taken place in the last SMa (Cutten, 1994). 

Both of these faults have shown strike-slip displacements in the Quaternary (Erdman and 

Kelsey, 1992) and are actively uplifting the axial ranges at a rate of -3mmJyr (Kamp, 

1992). They have horizontal slip rates 5-10 times that of their vertical displacement (Raub 

et at., 1987; Beanland et al., 1998; Berryman, 1998). Total strike-slip displacement on 

these faults is unknown but has been inferred to be as much as 200 km (Cutten, 1988). 

Recent studies by Beanland et al. (1998) suggest strike-slip movement on the Mohaka fault 

may be less than 300m in the last 3 m.y., and possibly restricted to the Quaternary, 

indicating most lateral movement prior to this has been on the Ruahine fault. 

2.2.2.5 Selected active structures 

While little mapping of active faults within the Esk Catchment has taken place, it is likely 

that many features within the region are related to the continuation of structural styles 

identified outside its boundaries. This section discusses the identified active forearc basin 

structures adjacent to the Esk Valley. This includes those identified by Beanland et al. 

(1998) in a study undertaken to the south of the Heretaunga Plains, and three documented 

active faults identified on the margins of the Esk Valley (the Rukumoana Fault, the Te 

Waka Splinter Fault, and the Rangiora Fault). 

Forearc basin faults southeast 0/ the Heretaunga Plains 

A detailed study of the structure and deformational history of the inner forearc was 

undertaken by Beanland et aL (1998). This study incorporated over 400 km of seismic 
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survey data and provides the most comprehensive illustration of tectonic defonnation 

within the inner forearc available today. The location of this study is given in Figure 2.2. 

While ~30 km south of the Esk Valley, many of the features described may correlate to 

structures within the Esk study area. 

Rangefront contractional structures fonn a zone 2-4 km in width approximately 5 km SE of 

the Mohaka Fault (Erdman and Kelsey, 1992; Beanland et ai., 1998) (Figure 2.2). These 

reverse faults generally dip 60-80° to the northwest. Striations on the planes are within 20° 

of the fault dip and indicate predominately dip-slip movement (Erdman and Kelsey, 1992). 

Strong reflectors marking the unconfonnable top of the basement sit 4 km higher on the 

ranges to the west of the faults than in the forearc indicating the net vertical displacement 

across the rangefront in the last 3.7 my (Beanland et ai., 1998). This displacement may, 

however, not have been entirely on rangefront faults as the currently predominantly strike

slip Ruahine, Mohaka, and Wellington Faults between the ranges and the forearc may have 

once also had a significant dip-slip component contributing to the net vertical displacement 

(Beanland et al., 1998). Evidence suggests that this vertical displacement may reduce 

significantly toward the Esk Valley in the north (Erdman and Kelsey, 1992; Beanland et 

ai., 1998). 

As mentioned in section 2.2.2.1, few faults defonn upper Cenozoic sediments in the north 

of the area studied by Beanland et al. (1998). The Pliocene-Pleistocene strata are instead 

gently folded with bedding generally dipping at less than 5°. En echelon reverse faults 

noted in a seismic section to the north (C89-02) displace Miocene sediments and gently 

fold younger Mangapanian (2.8-3.2 Ma) deposits. These are overlain by horizontal strata 

indicating significant tectonic activity ceased soon after this time (Beanland et ai., 1998). 

Toward the southern end of this study area N1\lW trending reverse faults within the forearc 

have a spacing of approximately 2-8 km. The intensity of faulting decreases to the north as 

the average spacing increases to c. 20 km. This decrease in intensity is greatest between 

Dannevirke and Hastings where many traces abruptly terminate (Beanland and Haines, 

1998) (Figure 2.2). This corresponds to a widening of the forearc and may be a result of 

the greater area available for strain distribution. The fault planes are well defined and 

generally dip 30-80° to the NW. Overlying strata are typically folded into steep monoclines 

(Beanland et al., 1998). 
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Rukumoana Fault (Patoka fault zone) 

A 21 km long trace of the Rukumoana Fault is the strongest trace of the Patoka Fault Zone, 

and has been mapped almost to the southern border of the Esk catchment (Figure 2.2, 

location 14). The Patoka Fault Zone was first identified by Henderson (1933), and was 

suggested to be the source of a strong earthquake felt at Te Pohue a week after the 1931 

Hawke's Bay earthquake. The Rukumoana Fault was first identified by Stoneley et al. 

(1958) and has subsequently been recognised by several other authors (Bland, 2001). It is a 

prominent structure now classed as part of the Patoka Fault Zone and related to the 

Ruahine/Mohaka Fault system (Petrocorp Exploration Ltd, 1991; Begg et al., 1994).' 

The fault can be traced in seismic reflection profiles from near where it splays from the 

Mohaka Fault at a slight compressional jog west of Patoka (Figure 2.2), and is inferred to 

cross through the Maungaharuru Range at SH5 (Wylie, 1993; Bland, 2001). However, this 

may not be the case and is discussed in more depth in Section 5.3. 

The fault dip flattens at depth and is projected to intersect the Mohaka fault (Wylie, 1993). 

It is inferred from surface investigations to be dominantly dextral strike-slip (Begg et al., 

1994), however, a significant component of westward dipping thrust displacement is 

evident in seismic section and vertical offset has been estimated from field mapping at 

between 20m and 100m (most recently 60-lOOm; Bland (2001)). There is also a significant 

c.25° increase in dip of sediments adjacent to the fault (Bland, 2001) indicating further dip

slip motion. 

Te Waka Splinter Fault 

This is a relatively minor structure that lies to the south of the Esk Valley between the 

Mohaka and Raukomoana Faults (Figure 2.2, location 11). Around 15 km strike-length has 

been mapped by Neall and Hanson (1995), and the fault is described as an extensional 

splinter trace of the Mohaka fault. In the southern section the fault has an orientation of 

034°/85°W, and can be traced to below the Te Waka Range trig station where it splays and 

appears to terminate. At this locality the western block is downthrown by 30m, however as 

this is near the terminus of the fault, total displacement is likely to increase to the south. 

Possible horizontal displacement is between 60 and 100m, and faulting events have been 

identified both pre- and post- the 11,850 yr.BP Waiohau Tephra (Neall et al., 1995). 
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Rangjara Fault 

The Rangiora fault is a 14 km long NE trending dextral strike-slip structure mapped by 

Cutten et al. (1988) to the NE of the Esk Valley (Figure 2.2, location 10). A 5 km length of 

this fault has been recently active with three faulting events, each offsetting features by 4-6 

m and showing reversal of the upthrown side. These are dated at 3300-1900yr.BP, and two 

at less than 1900yr.BP. Corresponding rates of movement for the Rangiora fault and NISB 

structures for the Holocene indicate that the Rangiora Fault may be related to this system 

and, in fact, may be evidence for the eastward propagation of the NISB into the forearc 

basin (Cutten et al., 1988). 

2.2.2.6 Deep-Seated landslides 

Deep-seated landslides are defined in this study as those that undergo failure in 

unweathered bedrock. Deep-seated landsliding is a relatively common occurrence within 

the Hikurangi Margin. A number of such landslides have been identified within the Esk 

Valley, although these have remained largely uninvestigated prior to this study. This 

section briefly outlines some of the key characteristics of deep-seated landslides 

investigated within the Hikurangi Margin. 

The Hikurangi Margin contains some of the largest documented landslides in New Zealand 

(Crozier et al., 1992). Some of the most notable slides occur south of Hastings around the 

Maraetotora Plateau, and include the 30km wide Kairakau - Waimarama RegionalS1ump 

(Crozier et ai., 1992), the Kaiwhakapiripiri Range - a 3km long mudstone and limestone 

block slide (Crozier et ai., 1992), Pah Hill, Mt. Kahuranaki (Sp6r1i and Pettinga, 1980), 

Ponui (Pettinga, 1987a), and Waipoapoa (Pettinga, 1987b). Lake Waikaremoana was 

dammed by a very large, probably earthquake induced, landslide over 3280 years ago. 

Other documented extremely large landslides to the north of Hawke's Bay include the 

Waikaretei Lakes landslide (c. 11,000 B.P.), Tiniroto, Te Put ere, and Tutira (Johnson and 

Pearce, 1999). The location of each of these landslides is given in Figure 2.2 (localities 1-

8). Countless other deep-seated slides in this region remain uninvestigated. 

The Waipoapoa and Pounui Landslides are seated in weak Upper Miocene sedimentary 

strata, an alternating well-bedded sandstone-mudstone sequence of accretionary slope 

basin origin (Pettinga, 1982; Pettinga, 1987a, b). Both slides represent the reactivated 

portion of larger, pre-existing landslide complexes, and reactivation occurred in 1976 

following a period of above average rainfall. The slides have estimated volumes of 
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8.35xl06m3 and 2.5x106m3 respectively and are of comparable size to those seen in the Esk 

Valley. Typical failure style at each site involved initial bedding-controlled block sliding. 

At Waipoapoa this was followed by flowage and the incorporation of multiple defect

controlled blocks, whereas at Ponui rapid movement and partial disintegration followed. 

Near vertical joints and faults at the Waipoapoa Landslide allowed the propagation of the 

crown escarpment, and while bedding dips gently against the direction of movement, 

evidence suggests that these contacts facilitated the formation of a sub-horizontal basal 

shear surface. High pore-water pressures resulting from infiltration along defects and 

permeability contrasts in the alternating sandstone and mudstone beds are also indicated as 

an important contributor to the failure. (Pettinga, 1987b) 

The Ponui Landslide occurs in a succession of alternating sandstone-mudstone and 

amalgamated sandstone and is a reactivation of a slide initiated by the 1931 Hawke's Bay 

earthquake. Defects around the Ponui landslide enabled the propagation of the lateral 

escarpment. The principal failure surface, a thin, tectonically induced montmorillonitic 

clay gouge zone paralleled the bedding orientation. Sliding occurred along the intersection 

of bedding (10° - 36°) and lateral (near vertical) defects, producing a very low angle failure 

surface (6° to 20°) (Pettinga, 1987a). 

Lake Ngatapa (Figure 2.2, locality 9) was formed at the confluence of the Te Hoe and 

Mohaka Rivers (Johnson and Pearce, 1999) by a landslide dam resulting from the 1931 

Hawke's Bay earthquake. This was around 40km away from the earthquake epicentre and 

created a lake 2km long. The dam was considered permanent until it was washed out 

during the 1938 flood (Grant, 1939; Adams, 1981; Neall et al., 1995; Johnson and Pearce, 

1999). Unfortunately there is no documented investigation into the landslide itself. 

2.2.3 1931 HAWKE'S BAY EARTI-IQUAKES 

The main Mw 7.6 Hawke's Bay Earthquake and the Mw 7.3 aftershock occurred on the 3rd 

and 11 th of February 1931 respectively, and played an important role in shaping the historic 

geomorphology of the Napier area. The epicentre of the Hawke's Bay earthquake was 

initially thought to be located around 5km NW of Patoka (Figure 2.4, grid ref. 

2820500,6200500) (Bullen (1938) in (Hull, 1990; Begg et al., 1994)). However, McGinty 

et at. (2001) recently revised this location and using geodetic data calculated it to be near 

Lake Poukawa. This is ~oincident with recorded surface faulting. The earthquake produced 

a 90km long dome that extended from Hastings NNE to the Mohaka River (Figure 2.3). 
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Old Man's Bluff 

7.3 Hawke's Bay aftershock 
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ay Earthquake 

5 10km 

Figure 2.3 Contours of elevation change (m) as a result of 1931 earthquakes 

(from (Hull, 1990)). 

Revised epicentres are from McGinty et at. (2001). Surface rupture traces are 
indicated in red in the region of the Hawke's Bay earthquake. 

The Hawke's Bay earthquake is inferred to have occurred along a segment of a steeply 

dipping reverse-dextral fault. This is likely to be an imbricate tluust propagated up from 

the decollement at a depth of around IS-20km (Hull, 1990; McGinty et af., 2001). While 

the fault may be traced onshore in the region of the Poukawa Fault Zone, a lack of primary 

surface rupture is likely to be due to fault tennination at depth, and overlying soft surface 

sediments defonning elastically (Hull, 1990; McGinty et af., 2001). The epicentre of the 

Hawke's Bay aftershock 11 days after the initial earthquake is recorded as being near the 

centre of Hawke Bay. This is, however, poorly constrained and may be in error by tens of 

kilometres. Rupture is considered to have occurred on a separate fault trace to the Napier 
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event (McGinty et at., 2001). Residents in Te Pohue describe this earthquake as being 

stronger than the earlier event (parsons, 1997). 

Doming was measured by re-Ievellings along the Napier-Gisborne railway in the weeks 

following the earthquakes (Hull, 1990; McGinty et al., 2001). Maximum uplift was 2.7m 

around Old Mans Bluff in the north, the mouth of the Esk River was raised 2m. Ahuriri 

Lagoon, immediately north of Napier was raised about 1m draining the lagoon and 

diverting the tributary of the Tutaekuri River southward. This uplift contrasts a pattern of 

Quaternary subsidence in the lagoon (Hull, 1986, 1990) (see Section 6.3.4.2 for further 

discussion). 

2.2.4 SYNTHESIS 

From the information outlined in this section, it is evident that the Esk Valley is located in 

a tectonically active emergent setting. The geological history of this area, including 

tectonic and depositional processes since its inception, are well documented and provide a 

relatively straightforward model of increasing tectonic activity with the formation of an 

accretionary prism and structures to accommodate increasing strain from subduction at an 

obliquely convergent plate margin. The increase in tectonic activity is matched with an 

increase in basin sedimentation derived from Mesozoic basement rock in the uplifting 

ranges of the Australian Plate to the west. 

Many of the processes described in the formation of the forearc are continuing today and 

new structures are constantly forming. While few tectonic structures have been mapped, 

the Esk Valley is potentially susceptible to disruption from a number of structural sources. 

These include the continuation of the structural trend identified by Beanland et at. (1998) 

30km to the south, the reactivation of pre-existing faults linked to an earlier period of 

activity, other structures related to the Rangiora and Rukumoana Faults, or the eastward 

propagation of the NISB as suggested by Cutten et al. (1988). 
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Figure 2.4 Locality map of study area. 
The study area is defined by the extents of the Esk River 
catchment (outlined in black). NZMG co-ordinates, units are in 
meters. (Map taken from Department of Survey and Land 

Scale approx. 1 :200 000 

1__ 6km 1 
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2.3 ESK VALLEY GEOMORPHOLOGY 

2.3.1 GEOMETRY 

The Esk River catchment covers an area of over 238km2 and stretches as a 10km wide N-S 

trending corridor 25km north onto the crest of Maungaharuru Range (Figure 2.4). 

Excluding Purahotangihia and the Maungaharuru Range, which rapidly rises to over 

1200m, relief in the catchment is relatively low with a maximum elevation of 500m and an 

average valley gradient of 0.4°. The valley is characterised by steep, linear hillslopes 

surrounded by extensive broad terraces and largely detached from a highly incised 

drainage system. Factors important in the shaping of these slopes include lithology, degree 

of catchment maturity, deep-seated landslides, and shallow regolith failures. 

The lower catchment forms a distinct "L" shape as the Esk River stretches from the coast 

in a west-northwesterly direction for around 6km before turning sharply north and 

following the trend of Waipunga Ridge. This form is repeated immediately to the west in 

Tamingimingi Valley and Pakuratahi Valley and is likely to be related to structural control 

within the Kaiwaka limestone which forms a cap over much of the area. 

Drainage within the valley is highly asymmetric as the combined effects of bedding and 

tectonic uplift have lead to the entrenchment of the main channel against the eastern 

limestone capped cliffs of Waipunga Ridge. Major tributaries to the Esk River intersect at 

regular intervals and stretch from the cont1uences WNW across the catchment. Only those 

from Okurakura Stream north have their headwaters located in the Maungaharuru Range. 

Interpretation of a satellite image by Wylie (1993) has identified a large number of 

lineations created by surface features within the valley. Many of these lineations closely 

match stress directions identified through the investigation of tectonic features elsewhere 

in the forearc, as weII as bedding orientations within the valley. The source or relevance of 

these lineations has not previously been investigated, though Sporli (1987) undertook an 

analysis of lineaments in Torlesse basement rocks immediately to the west of this study. 

Lineament patterns are strongly developed in the basement, and he identifies three main 

trends: 020°-030°, 045°-050°, and the most prominent, 060°-070°. While these are 

generally believed to be fault related, he puts forward a number of possibilities for their 

formation - including a possible transition from E-W compression in the Hawke's Bay 

monocline to E-W extension in the Taupo Rift. The relationship between these lineations 

and those identified in the Plio-Pleistocene strata within the Esk Valley is not known. 
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Hypsometric Cum 

The hypsometric curve is a useful means of summarising basin morphology and comparing 

degrees of basin maturation irrespective of basin scale. It indicates the total proportion of 

basin area above a proportion of total elevation (Keller and Pinter, 1996). The hypsometric 

curve for the Esk Valley is given in Figure 2.5. 

c o 

Hypsometric curve for Esk 
Valley 
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Figure 2.5 Hypsometric curves for the whole Esk Valley (left), and with 

lIIIaungaharuru Range removod (right). 

The hypsometric curve indicates that by far the maj ority of the basin area is relatively low

lying and that elevations within the basin are generally concordant. The integral of this 

curve, known as the Hypsometric Integral (HI), is used to indicate basin maturation. A 

value of between 1 and 0.6 describes a youthful basin in which deep incising rivers are 

present in an elevated landscape. A mature basin in which landscape processes are in 

equilibrium will have a lower HI, between 0.6 and 0.35 (Strahler, 1952; Keller and Pinter, 

1996). For the Esk Valley the value of this integral is 0.267, typical ofa "transitory" stage 

of basin development, a mature stage in which remnants of the young basin remain 

(Strahler, 1952). In this case the "remnants" are in fact the slopes of the Maungaharuru 

Range. When these are removed, the mature hypsorrietric curve and integral on the right of 

Figure 2.5 is produced. This has a relatively low HI, and is indicative of a basin with 

"strong relief, steep slopes, steep stream gradients, and high drainage density" (Strahler, 

1952). However, this interpretation is complicated by the superposition of high magnitude 

aggradation and degradation events within the Esk Valley. Low planform, highly incised 
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streams are underrepresented in the analysis and only slightly reduce the HI. The 

hypsometry is therefore a reflection of the relict landscape - formed prior to the current 

period of incision - with a bias toward exaggerated relief. It indicates likely tectonic 

adjustment around the Maungaharuru Range. 

2.3.2 ESK VALLEY GEOLOGY 

The Esk Valley region of the forearc basin contains a 900m thick succession of Mid to 

Late Pliocene mainly marine sediments lying unconformably on the Mesozoic greywacke 

basement (see Attachment 1). These sediments are characterised by rapid lateral facies 

changes and generally dip gently (~8°) to the SE (Bland, 2001). The sequence is composed 

of two groups as in Figure 2.6. The older Maungaharuru Group (late Kapitean to late 

Mangapanian) strata outcrop in the northern region of the catchment and are mainly 

comprised of sandstone and carbonate sediments (Bland, 2001). These include the Te 

Waka and Titiokura Formations, calcareous sandstones that are key structural elements on 

the Te Waka - Maungaharuru Range. The Petane Group contains all younger strata 

deposited to the end of the Pliocene and incorporates some non-marine sediments such as 

iron cemented greywacke gravels, as well as tephras sourced from the Taupo Volcanic 

Zone which has been active since the Late Pliocene (Bland, 2001). The gravels units form 

prominent flat-topped hills and ridges throughout the valley as their high resistance to . 

weathering and erosion shelters the less resistant underlying rock. The lack of tectoniC 

disruption within the Esk Valley is evident in the lack of variation in dips throughout the 

region; these strike around 41 ° NE and dip c. 8° to the SE. The exceptions to this are on the 

Maungaharuru Range where rangefront faults have uplifted the basin fill, in particular 

immediately to the west of the Rukumoana Fault where dips steepen dramatically (c.300) 

(Bland, 2001). Units within the valley are often tens of metres thick with much smaller 

scale internal bedding (Bland, 2001). 

Sedimentary strata forming Waipunga Ridge that defines the eastern margin of the Esk 

Valley have been described by Haywick et al. (1991) and were probably deposited during 

glacio-eustatic sea-level fluctuations in the late Pliocene. These are part of a laterally 

continuous 
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Pebbly coquina, shelly sand and limestone; pumice and greywacke conglomerate in mid formation. 

Calcareous blue-grey silty mUdstone; grades up into sand. 

Fine calcareous sand grading up into limestone and coquina. 

Calcareous blue-grey silty mudstone; grades up into sand. 

Fine calcareous sand grading up into limestone and coqUina, 

Calcareous blue-grey silty mudstone; grades up into sand, 

Laminated fine siliciclastic sand with shell beds and scattered calcareous concretions. 

Massive blue-grey silty mUdstone grades up into fine sand. 

Poorly sorted greywacke conglomerate, fine sand and silt. Thick pumice near top. 

Massive blue-grey silty mudstone, fine sand and pumice layers. 

Siliciclastic fine sand, rare pumice and silt beds. Scattered calcareous concretions. 
Succession of siliciclastic sandstone and siltstone with prominent greywacke beds. 
Siliciclastic sandstone and siltstone grading into a greywacke conglomerate. Tephra layers common. 

Siliciclastic micaceous sandstone and siltstone grading into a greywacke conglomerate. 

Thin siliciclastic siltstone grading into sandstone. Capped by greywacke conglomerate. 

Siliciclastic siltstone and fine grained sandstone grading into greywacke conglomerate. 

Alternating siliciclastic si~stone and sandstone beds with occasional shellbeds. Some tephric materials present. 

Interbedded coqUina and sandstone. 

Pale grey to yellow-brown barnacle plate grainstone with interbeds of silt, sand, and mud. 

Pale brown to grey-brown, fine to medium grained, poorly cemented, slightly to moderately concretionary sandstone. 

Figure 2.6 Composite stratigraphic column for Esk Valley (Haywick et al., 1991; Bland, 2001) 
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sequence of non-marine to inner shelf sediments (consisting of greywacke gravel, 

siliciclastic and carbonate sand/siltstone and bioclastic limestone) with some mid-shelf 

sandy/muddy silts (Raywick et al., 1991). The ridge is capped by the 50m thick Kaiwaka 

Limestone and contains remnants of Castlecliffian strata. 

The effect of lithology on catchment morphology is obvious as unifonn dips, and strong 

resistance contrasts produce similar erosional patterns throughout. RiIlslopes are generally 

steep and linear and are often capped by sharp, lithologically controlled ridges (Black, 

1991). Isolated conglomerate-capped remnants are common and fonn prominent 

landmarks. South-easterly facing (down dip) slopes are generally much shallower than 

those inclined against dip to the north-west, and an obvious increase in topographic 

dissection is evident between Maungaharuru Group sediments and the younger Petane 

Group. 

Prominent dip slopes are evident in the ranges to the west, particularly in the Te Waka and 

Maniaroa Ranges where the upper limestone cap defines the entire eastern slope of the 

hills. In the Maungaharuru Range the sediments are more defonned, and considerably 

more eroded, however, the overall fonn of the eastern face is still directly related to 

bedding attitude. 

2.3.2.1 Landscape Maturity 

The maturity of a landscape describes the degree of geomorphic equilibrium attained 

between erosional processes and earthbuildinglresistant forces (Strahler, 1952; Bull, 1991). 

Morphologically a mature landscape is one in which the rate of hillslope degradation 

equals that of uplift (or baselevel lowering) (Bull, 1991). While the detachment of 

hillslopes from the fluvial system in the Esk Valley has reduced the rate of fluvial 

degradation in much of the catchment to imperceptible levels, the occurrence of shallow 

landslides provides an indication of areas in which disequilibrium is greatest. This 

instability may be a remnant of the pre-incision landscape, or related to geomorphic 

processes operating in the region today. 

The timing of terrace fonnation within the valley indicates the cessation of major hillslope 

denudation and provides time for the landscape to reach steady-state. Extensive terrace 

sequences in the upper Esk catchment indicate hillslopes are likely to be more stable than 

in lower parts of the catchment where a greater connection between streams and adjacent 

slopes has produced convex hillslope profiles with a greater degree of dissection. 
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2.3.2.2 Deep-Seated landslides 

Very little work has been undeliaken on deep~seated landslides within the Esk Valley, 

though deep~seated failures were recognised and mapped at reconnaissance level by Black 

(1991), and are identified in a landslide database maintained by The Institute of Geological 

and Nuclear Sciences (IGNS). 

The Te Pohue block slide is the only documented slide in the Esk region and lies on the 

border of the Esk Valley (Figure 2.2, locality 10). Inferred to have been triggered by 

tectonic activity, debris from the slide blocked drainage and produced the lake at Te Pohue. 

This event has been dated at post 1850 yrs BP, shortly after the deposition of the Taupo 

tephra (C. Hannan, pers comm. in Neall et at. (1995)). This is consistent with a period of 

activity on the Te Waka Splinter fault that crosses near the headscarp of the slide. While 

the mechanics of the landslide have not been investigated, this is almost certainly a 

bedding controlled failure. Sharp, linear lateral and head scarps strongly suggest pre~ 

existing defect control on release. 

2.3.2.3 Shallow Regolith slides 

The widespread occurrence of shallow regolith failures on the East Coast of the Nolih 

Island is well documented (Eyles, 1971; Black, 1991; Crozier et at., 1992; Dunlop, 1992; 

Pettinga and Bell, 1992; Marden and Rowan, 1993; Merz and Mosley, 1998; Trustrum et 

at., 1999; Clapp and McConchie, 2000; Hennrich, 2001). The problem is widespread, and 

is commonly attributed to recent deforestation and conversion of much of the land to 

pasture (see Section 2.3.4 for more on vegetation change). While the problem was 

recognised early (Henderson and Ongley, 1920), and severe erosion during a flood event in 

the Esk Valley in 1938 lead to the formation of the Hawke's Bay Catchment Board 

(Dunlop, 1992) specifically to investigate methods of dealing with the problem, in the 

1960's erosion had reached a degree regarded by some as "the worst example of soil 

erosion on pastoral hill country anywhere in the world" (Marden and Rowan, 1993). 

Typically the shallow failures occur in a geomorphically rejuvenating landscape where 

river incision and slope processes are active. These failures commonly involve the upper 

2m of soil cover and occur on steeper slopes (20-36°+) (Pettinga and Bell, 1992). Soils are 

typically composed of weathered bedrock and airfall tephras derived from the Taupo 

Volcanic Zone. While in an undisturbed state these are unlikely to reach saturation during 

a rain event (70-81 % satUration), remoulded soils in landslide scars and deposits can have 
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a far lower degree of saturation (50-93%) (Merz and Mosley, 1998) and slides may be 

reactivated by even moderate intensity rainstonns (Pettinga and Bell, 1992). 

Antecedent moisture conditions are important in tenus of slope stability as these define the 

base pore pressure level prior to a major precipitation event, and therefore the level of 

rainfall required to destabilise slopes. The structure of the undisturbed soils means they are 

able to retain moisture well after a rainfall event (Merz and Mosley, 1998). However, after 

several months oflittle rainfall, shrinkage can cause crack networks to develop in the soils. 

This too can increase slope susceptibility as it allows rainfall to infiltrate rapidly and 

become concentrated along permeability barriers, leading to the triggering of landslides 

(Pettinga and Bell, 1992). 

While severe sliding has been reported m the Esk Valley, the distribution or current 

activity of these slides has not been investigated. Black (1991) notes shallow landsliding is 

particularly widespread in the mid-catchment around Otakowai, Deep Stream, and 

Mangakopikopiko Stream (Figure 2.4). The slopes of the Maungaharuru Range in the 

upper catchment have also been severely affected. Flat to moderate rolling land in the 

upper Kaiwaka Stream catchment, however, shows little evidence of such slides. 

2.3.3 HYDROLOGY 

2.3.3.1 Climate 

A westerly airflow dominates weather patterns in New Zealand. This produces a sequence 

of eastward moving anticyclones followed by troughs across the country and, combined 

with the mountain ranges to the west, determines the major climatic features of Hawke's 

Bay (Thompson, 1987a). It ensures that the Hawke's Bay has the greatest percentage 

variation of rainfall in New Zealand as hot, dry conditions are followed by periods of 

heavy rainfall (Johnson and Pearce, 1999). 

During west to north-west airflows Hawke's Bay experiences hot, dry conditions as the 

ranges shelter the region and precipitation falls to the west. This effect is, however, 

reversed during southerly and easterly conditions where the ranges enhance rainfall in the 

region. The latter pattern is commonly associated with flood-causing events as 

precipitation can be heavy at the rangefront and headwaters of many river systems. 

North to north-east airstreams bring mild, humid airmasses down from mid-latitudes. 

These are often slow-moving - particularly when blocked by an anticyclone to the south -
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and generally produce mild, cloudy conditions with very little precipitation. (Thompson, 

1987a) 

Two climatic regimes bring major flooding to Hawke's Bay: depressions formed in the 

Tasman Sea or Tropics, and tropical cyclones. These have an average return period of 3 

years (F.M.Kelliher, M.Marden, A.J.Watson, unpubl. data in Marden and Rowan, 1994). 

Depressions moving over the North Island bring humid air masses east. As the depression 

moves eastward north of Hawke's Bay, strong moist easterly airflows south of the trough 

are forced up over the ranges. This condenses the airmass and subsequent precipitation is 

very heavy and localised (Thompson, 1987a). Tropical cyclones also play an important 

role, with storms often passing in close succession every four or five years. The tropical 

cyclone season lasts from November to April and cyclones are often accompanied by 

heavy rain and gusty conditions (Thompson, 1987a). 

2.3.3.2 Basin geometry and morphology 

Basin geometry and morphology can affect processes ranging in scale from regional 

precipitation distribution down to localised slope runoff and infiltration characteristics. 

Particularly important in the Esk Valley, are the orographic effects of the bounding 

topography, the form of hillslopes and terraces, and the long, narrow asymmetric basin 

shape. 

Morphology controls both the distribution of precipitation, and the way it is passed through 

the system prior to entering the stream network. The most dominant morphological factor 

is the orographic effect of the Maungaharuru Range (Grant, 1939; Cowie, 1957; Black, 

1991; Johnson and Pearce, 1999) and Purahotangihia (Black, 1991). These produce high 

rainfalls in the headwaters of the catchment (Johnson and Pearce, 1999): 2800mm and 

1800mm annually at the summits of the Maungaharuru Range and Purahotangihia 

respectively, and lOOOmm in the lower valley (Black, 1991) (Figure 2.7). As well as 

introducing a large amount of precipitation to the system, the effect of these ranges means 

rainfall distribution is low and resultant runoff rapidly drains from the steep slopes into 

main and tributary channels preventing ponding or other primary storage. 

There is very little storage within waterways of the Esk Valley; the few small, isolated 

lakes present are most likely a result of perched watertables over impermeable lithologies, 

or spring flow - often associated with backtilting within active deep-seated landslides. 

Relief is characterised by sharp ridges and steep, linear slopes, as well as short, steep, 
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highly incised rivers (Grant, 1939; Johnson and Pearce, 1999). This ensures rapid runoff 

and high channel flows, with few 

areas for infiltration or ponding 

(Black, 1991). 

Terraces form broad sub-horizontal 

surfaces between hillslopes and the 

river system. While these provide 

little natural subaerial storage, they 

are composed of thick gravel 

sequences overlain by porous 

volcanic soils, and offer good 

opportunities for infiltration and 

subsurface flow. Possibly a more 

important effect of the terraces, 

combined with the highly incised 

streams, is the reduction of two-way 

connectivity between hillslope 

sediment transport processes and 

erosional stream processes. This 

means both sediment production and 

sediment transport into the fluvial 

system is reduced as the lack of 

direct fluvial erosion allows 

hillslopes to adjust to a stable 

equilibrium. And shallow slope 

Figure 2.7 Annual rainfall 

isohyet (from Black, 1991) 

angles prevent mass wasting and significant bedload transport. 

A flood hydro graph is a graphical representation of river output against time for a rainfall 

event. Basin geometry is an important factor in the formation of a flood hydrograph, 

especially in the Esk Valley where required variables such as basin slope, bed roughness, 

and hydraulic radius are constant for much of the valley. Major features of the Esk Valley 

flood hydro graph include: 
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• Rapid response - the lack of storage in the catchment means the river quickly 

responds to rainfall, and peak flows on the hydro graph closely match the timing of 

maximum event intensity. 

• Steady increase of flood flow - The long, asymmetric form of the Esk Valley means 

drainage path lengths for the valley increase linearly (see Figure 2.8). This means 

flood flows rise and fall linearly relative to the contribution from the catchment. A 

strong flood peak as a result of the concentration of lengths around 30AOkm is 

compounded by this area being the highest rainfall area (the Maungaharuru Range). 

• Immediate return to baseflow - The lack of storage and infiltration capacity within 

the catchment means residual flows return almost immediately following a flood. 
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Figure 2.8 Summary of drainage path lengths forEsk Valley 

2.3.3.3 Lithology and the Fluvial System 

The fluvial system within the Esk Valley is very closely related to basin lithology and 

morphology. In particular, lithology strongly controls baseflow within the catchment. 

The Esk River and its tributaries are for the most part accommodated in narrow, highly 

incised, sinuous channels. The mid to upper reaches of the valley contain the most 

pronounced examples of this commonly 60-80m deep and c.200m wide the height to 

width ratio in some valley sections is as low as 1: 1. Sinuosity increases from the 

headwaters to the mouth of the Esk and is matched by a transition from bedrock to alluvial 

ehannel fill. After turning the bend at the southern end of Waipunga Ridge the last few 

kilometres of channel are relatively straight. Prior to European settlement, the outlet to the 

river was further to the south into Ahuriri Lagoon (Williams, 1986). 

Baseflow for the Esk River is around 2.5m3/sec. and much of this (58%) is supplied from 

the limestone capped Maungaharuru Range (Black, 1991). Deep-seated landslides also 
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contribute significantly as mixed sandstone/limestone debris provides excellent storage and 

transmission structures. Harrison (1988) indicates the prominent cemented conglomerate 

beds of the lower Petane Group may also add a component of baseflow. Though above 

average levels of fracturing in siltstones in Ohurakura to Otakowai Stream catchments, and 

the presence of broad, uncemented gravel terraces in these areas may also be important 

factors. 

Quaternary sediments play an important part in the valley hydrology. In a study of two 

small zero order catchments immediately outside the Esk Valley, Merz et al. (1998) found 

undisturbed soils were unlikely to reach saturation and produce overland flows except in 

the most extreme storms, though, high proportions of macropores within the soil may 

produce rapid subsurface flow. Alternatively, shallow landslide scars reduce regolith cover 

to negligible depths, and overland flows within these areas are high. 

Deep-seated landslides provide storage within the Esk Valley, and probably contribute 

significantly to baseflow. Irregular terrain on the surface of the slides promotes ponding 

and infiltration, and fractures in the often poorly consolidated slide material support 

subsurface flow. Conversely, instability on the surface of deep-seated slides - particularly 

those on Maungaharuru Range - leads to increased levels of shallow landsliding and 

subsequently enhances runoff, decreasing catchment storage. 

Streams do not contain a lot of sediment, particularly in the upper valley. Bedrock channels 

are common and the fine silt and sandstones offer little resistance to erosion. Channel fill is 

generally composed of fine gravels derived from conglomerate beds in the Matahorua 

Formation. Some siltstone boulders are also present in upper reaches, but these rapidly 

degrade and silts are deposited in pointbars and overbank deposits in the lower, less 

constrained sections ofthe river. The investigation by Williams (1986) gives d50 values for 

bed and armouring layers in the lower Esk Valley around 9mm and 35mm respectively, 

and suspended sediment around O.7mm. 

2.3.4 VEGETATION AND LAND USE 

Vegetation plays a key role in the hydrologic cycle of a catchment. Plants intercept 

precipitation, limit overland flow, and help reduce latent soil moisture conditions by 

absorption and evapotranspiration. These effects help dampen peak flood flows, and 

prevent soil loss - and its subsequent build-up in channels. When combined with the added 

soil stability provided by root cohesion, the vegetation also helps improve hillslope 
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stability and reduce the frequency of shallow regolith landslides. The current vegetation, 

and vegetation history within the Esk Valley is therefore an important consideration when 

investigating active geomorphic processes. 

A warming climate between 14,500 BP and 11,500 BP followed the last glacial period and 

lead to the afforestation of much of the North Island and transformation from scrub and 

grassland to broadleaf forests (McGlone, 1995). Around Poukawa, in southern Hawke's 

Bay Matai and Totora-type hardwoods created a dense forest that is inferred to have 

completely covered the region. This forest was in place until around 1000yr BP when 

probable burning by Polynesian settlers quickly reduced the forest to levels similar to that 

seen today and bracken and scrubby plants colonised the land (McGlone, 1995). 

European colonisation of the Hawke's Bay region began around 1840, and at this time 

43% of Hawke's Bay forest remained. Bush and scrublands in the Esk were converted to 

pastoral runs in the late 1850's and English grass was sown. The remaining forest at Te 

Pohue was milled between 1870 and 1900 (Grant, 1996; Parsons, 1997) leaving small 

remnants of indigenous forest in the upper Ohurakura catchment (Black, 1991). It was not 

until the late 1940's, when the Hawke's Bay Catchment Board began investigating serious 

erosional problems within the Esk Va]]ey, that the progressive destruction of vegetation 

was halted (Dunlop, 1992). At this time there was little or no riparian vegetation along 

streams, and intensive areas of shallow failures within the middle catchment (Black" 1991). 

Today, the use of modem farming practices and fertilisers, widespread riparian planting, 

and afforestation of over a quarter of the catchment in exotic pines appears to have 

addressed many of these issues. Substantial vegetation can aid slope stability by reducing 

soil moisture levels through rainfall interception and transpiration, as well as reinforcement 

through interlocking root networks (Pearce et al., 1987; Forest Research Institute, 1990). 

Marden and Rowan (1993) investigated the effect of different types of vegetation on the 

stability of slopes in Tertiary bedrock following Cyclone Bola (917mm of rainfall in 72 

hours), which hit the East Coast of the North Island in March 1988. They found by far the 

best protection was provided by closed canopy forests (indigenous forest and exotic pine 

plantations >8 years old); land occupied by regenerating scrub and exotic pines 6-8 years 

old was four times more susceptible to landsliding.than that with a closed canopy, while 

young exotic pines «6 years) and pasture provided the least protection and land was 16 

times more susceptible to sliding. 
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2.4 FLOODING HAzARD 
2.4.1 1938 ESKVALLEYFLOOD 

A natural hazard is a natural process that puts people's life or property at risk. The Esk 

Valley has a history of hazardous floods, the most significant of these being the 1938 Esk 

Valley Flood (Williams, 1986; Johnson and Pearce, 1999). This occurred as a response to 

three days of heavy rainfall and caused serious damage to much of the Esk Valley, in 

particular the more populated lower reaches where on average 1m of silt was deposited 

over the entire valley floor (Grant, 1939; Cowie, 1957). Washouts and slips caused 

considerable damage to road and rail throughout the region (Cowie, 1957), and telephone 

communications were cut (Hawke's Bay Daily Mail, 1938). 

While the Esk River was not the only river to flood during this stonn, the discharge of the 

Esk Valley was the highest per unit area of any in Hawke's Bay (Grant, 1939). A 

hydro graph based on rainfall records in Grant (1939) and eye witness accounts in Cowie 

(1957) is given below in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9 Inferred hydrograph for April 1938 Esk Valley Flood 

The hydrograph form is inferred from accounts of the water level at various stages 
during the flood given by residents in the lower Esk Valley and recounted in Cowie 
(1957). These were then tied to stage-rating curves calculated for the lower Esk 
River and given in Williams (1986). Daily rainfall records are derived from Grant 
(1939), and the inferred curve describes the temporal distribution of the rainfall. 
Peak precipitation rates were almost certainly much higher. However, the daily 
records this is derived from do not allow more frequent variability to be resolved, 
and the curve therefore only broadly describes the rainfall pattern. 
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I 
Time Record Approximate flow 

23 April Rainfall began 5m~/s 

25 April Rise commenced 500 m~/s 

4a.m. 

7:15 a.m. Bank high 700 m"/s 
-
9:30-10:30 a.m. Rising near peak 1800-2000 m"/s 

1 0:00-1 0:30 a.m. At peak 2000 m'J/s 

10:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Falling slowly to bank high 2000-700 m~/s 

Two days later i Down to normal 5m"/s 
I 

Table 2.2 Local settler account of Esk Valley flood peak (Cowie, 1957) and 

associated approximate flows (Williams, 1986) 

The peak flood discharge of 2000m3/s lasted just over half an hour, and this corresponded 

to a record of peak rainfall in the upper reaches of the catchment 2-3 hours earlier (Grant, 

1939; Cowie, 1957; Williams, 1986). 

24 and 72 hour rainfalls· recorded at Lake Tutira (Cowie, 1957) equate to a c.lOOO year 

storm at Esk Forest, the nearest government recording station (based on logarithmic 

extrapolation of current records in Thompson (l987a) - see Appendix A). Flood flows in 

the lower Esk River were also over twice the 

calculated 100yr design flood (Williams, 1986) .. 

2.4.2 HYDROLOGIC FACfORS 

Floods 10 the Esk V alley ar~ accentuated by 

factors relating to its climate, morphology, 

geology, geometry, and land use. 

2.4.2.1 Climatic control 

The highly variable climate in Hawke's Bay is 

possibly the single greatest contributor to 

flooding hazards in the Esk Valley. Intense 

storm events infrequently punctuate the 

normally warm, dlY conditions experienced in the 

region. This offers little opportunity for landscape 

self-regulation or adjustment (see Bull, 1991). 
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The two potentially hazardous climatic regimes (depressions formed in the Tasman Sea or 

Tropics, and tropical cyclones) discussed in section 2.3.3.1 have notably different 

signatures within the Esk Valley. Tropical cyclones move across the valley rapidly and 

rainfall distribution, while affected by orographic elements, is largely determined by the 

cyclone path. The onset of flood conditions is rapid with only a moderate influence from 

catchment geometry. Shallow landsliding is common; however, storm duration limits the 

transportation of sediment into the stream system. Flood flows also reduce quickly as total 

precipitation and infiltration is relatively low. 

Conversely, depressions can be very slow moving. Rainfall distribution from these systems 

is in direct response to topography and is therefore concentrated along the Maungaharuru 

Range. Combined with event duration, this ensures prolonged peak flood flows, complete 

saturation of the catchment, high landslide input, and possibly the activation of deep-seated 

landslides as groundwater levels and pore pressures increase. 

The 1938 event provided an extreme example of a depression-related storm. In this case 

the effect was accentuated, however, as a south-easterly front related to an anticyclone to 

the south brought cool air up to meet the warm, moist north-easterly front and increased 

the rate at which the air was being forced up (Cowie, 1957) (see Figure 2.10). The 

importance of the orographic effect is highlighted in the 1938 event where rainfall 

distribution was similar each day - indicating the movement of the system was not a major 

factor - and by far the heaviest falls occurred by the ranges (lOOOmm at Puketiriti (7km 

SW of the Te Waka Range) and 274mm in Napier for the same three day period) (Grant, 

1939; Thompson, 1987a). 

2.4.2.2 Geometric and Morphologic contributors 

Morphology in the Esk valley generally accentuates flooding processes. Steep, linear 

hillslopes maximise runoff and reduce the opportunity for infiltration and storage. This is 

compounded by the presence of the steepest slopes in areas of maximum precipitation - the 

Maungaharuru Range and Purahotangihia. The highly incised, relatively clean, linear 

channels have a low hydraulic resistance and offer little opportunity for ponding, ensuring 

high flows. These factors, while decreasing the duration of a flooding event, lead to an 

increase in potentially hazardous peale flood flows. . 

While terraces at the foot of hillslopes reduce the degree of hydraulic connection between 

many steep valley slopes and the fluvial system, it is assumed efficient drainage within 
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ephemeral streams and terrace sediments significantly diminishes this effect and a high 

proportion of slope runoff and subsurface flow is transferred into the stream system during 

a flood event. The effect of terraces and stream incision on sediment production and 

transport within the valley is emphasised during flooding events, where slopes surrounded 

by terraces may be less likely to fail, and sediment produced by such failures is unlikely to 

reach the stream system. 

The effect of the geometric and morphologic controls on the Esk Valley flood is most 

notable when comparing the short (2-3hr) delay between the peak rainfall in the upper 

catchment and maximum flows in the lower Esk River (Section 2.4.1) indicating high 

throughput. Evidence for the lack of storage can be seen when comparing the calculated 

total outflow for the event based on the inferred hydro graph (1.4x108m3) with the total 

precipitation recorded in the catchment over the three days (based on isohyets derived in 

Grant (1939», which totals 1.3x108m3• While errors involved in this comparison are high 

(see Appendix B), this indicates virtually all precipitation was immediately drained from 

the valley. 

2.4.2.3 Lithologic and Fluvial Factors 

Sediment entrained as suspended and bedload during flood flows contributes to flood 

hazard processes by controlling channel processes, and inundating land following the 

recession of waters. Sediment mobilised during flood flows provides tools for scour and 

erosion in bedrock channels (Whipple et al., 2000). However, very high sediment loads 

can saturate the flow and prevent normal erosional processes from taking place during 

floods, particularly in alluvial channels. This can enhance the effect of flood events by 

holding bed level constant and effectively raising water levels. Following the 1938 flood 

there was very little incision noted in the mid- to lower channels and significant 

aggradation occurred in the Esk River channel within the aggradational valley (Grant, 

1939; Williams, 1986). Siltation of the lower Esk Valley caused the most damage to 

property during the 1938 flood. 

This siltation can be attributed to landslides within the catchment (discussed later), erosion 

of bedrock banks, and the mobilisation of sediment stored in the fluvial system. It is 

difficult to determine the greatest sources of sediment, however, some indication can be 

gained by investigating the type and volume of sediment mobilised in the 1938 flood, and 

comparing basin characteristics immediately after the flood and subsequent adjustments. 
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Inspection of sediments deposited during the 1938 flood by Grant (1939) shows by far the 

majority (83%) was fine-medium sand between O.l5mm and 0.5mm, although the silt 

component rose to >30% in lower reaches presumably due to waning flow rates and less 

bedload transport. This is in contrast to much coarser sediments measured in the lower Esk 

by Williams (1986) (see Section 2.3.3.3), and may indicate a low proportion of siltation 

came from remobilised bedload in larger Esk Valley channels. Extreme scouring of beds in 

"small tributaries in the high reaches of the valley" (Grant, 1939), probably around 

Okurakura Road at the foot of the Maungaharuru Range is likely to have produced the 

greatest bed load contribution to the siltation in the lower Esk. 

The volume of material able to be carried as bed or suspended load within a flow is 

dependant on the type of sediment being transported, channel characteristics, and flow 

rates. There are a number of empirical formulae that can be used to calculate maximum 

bed load transport rates for a given flood condition. These are based on excess shear 

stresses, excess discharge per unit width, or excess stream power per unit width. However, 

these equations perform poorly, and usually a combination of results for all three types is 

adopted (Knighton, 1998). Sediment rating curves for the Esk River were produced by 

Williams (1986) using a combination of three popular empirical formulae: Meyer-Peter 

Muller, Englund-Hansen, and Einstein-Brown. These were then checked against actual 

sediment recordings from the 725m3/s July 1985 flood. 

The resulting curves are given in Appendix B and indicate maximum sediment 

concentrations for the 1938 event were around 17.5% of the total water volume. Based on 

flow rates derived from slope - area analysis, and assumptions including excess sediment 

supply to channels, accurate reports of flood staging (Cowie, 1957), and the validity of the 

sediment rating curve for a flood of this magnitude, this would equate to a total sediment 

output of approximately 4.51x106m3• While 6.5x106m3 was apparently deposited on the 

valley floor, errors involved in these calculations are high, the former being based on eye 

witness accounts, and a huge extrapolation of calculated data; and the latter based on 

estimations of sediment thickness by Grant (1939). At best the magnitude of these figures 

illustrates the degree of sediment transported, and the close agreement suggests that almost 

all the sediment was deposited in the valley (see Appendix B for calculations). 
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Landslide processes have the potential to compound flooding hazards. Generally the most 

extreme effect of landsliding is the formation and subsequent breach of landslide dams. 

This is an example of a process that is a direct contributor to a flood hazard and has been 

extensively researched. Less direct effects are, however, very poorly understood - possibly 

due to the difficulty in quantifying them and the huge variability depending on event 

characteristics. Examples of these indirect effects include severe aggradation in channels 

and floodplains, increased overland flow as slide scars provide channels of low hydraulic 

resistance, damage to engineering structures due to mechanical tooling or pressure from 

debris mobilised by landslides (eg. coarse bedload or logs caught upstream), redirection of 

stream channels and bank erosion due to lateral sediment input, and the lessened ability of 

rivers to alter form and efficiently carry debris due to infilled channels and high bed 

resistance. 

Deep-seated slides 

Deep-seated landslides can play an important role in determining flood processes both in 

their immediate vicinity and in the downstream chalUlel reaches. Minimal landslide 

displacement can generate large volumes of very coarse sediment. This can dam or deflect 

streams and severely limit stream power, especially in narrow, confined waterways such as 

those in the Esk Valley. Perturbations on the surface of deep-seated landslides lead to 

instability and accelerate localised mass wasting processes. This also leads to increased 

sediment outputs from landslide complexes. 

Of the 8km2 · of deep-seated landslides within the Esk Valley (excluding those on the 

Maungaharuru Range), a total13km of toe slope intersects rivers in the Esk Valley and is 

able to discharge debris directly into the chalUlels. A movement of 1m per slide would 

equate to an input of c.0.5x1 06m3 of sediment to the system. 

While there is no record of historical movement on any of these slides, possibly due to the 

low population density and lack of records from the early 1930's (parsons, 1997), the 

likelihood of movement as a result of the 1931 earthquake and/or the 1938 storm is high. 

The potential for these slides, along with the landslide complexes of the Maungaharuru 

Range, to contribute considerable amounts of sediment and affect fluvial processes within 

the Esk Valley therefore warrants investigation. 
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Shallow Failure Contribution 

The majority of silt deposited during the 1938 flood has been attributed to the "thousands" 

of shallow failures in the catchment (Hawke's Bay Daily Mail, 1938). These were 

reportedly most intense in areas with the greatest rainfall, and at the time were largely 

attributed to the 1931 earthquake (Cowie, 1957). As mentioned in Section 2.3.2.3, while 

the exact nature of shallow landslides in the 1938 event has not been investigated, the 

mechanism and distribution of these slides in elsewhere in Hawke's Bay has been studied 

in detail. These failures are not likely to have produced significant landslide dams. 

However, shallow landslides triggered by ground shaking during the 1931 earthquakes and 

heavy precipitation in the 1938 storm, produced a large amount of sediment and been a 

major indirect contributor to the 1938 flood. An illustration of the magnitude of landsliding 

can be seen in Figure 2.11 below: 

Figure 2.11 Upper Esk Valley 14/05/1938 

Taken soon after the Esk Valley Flood, this photo clearly illustrates the lack of 
substantial vegetation cover at the time, and the extreme degree of shallow 
landsliding. The photo is taken looking north above Island Farm, The Esk River 
runs up the centre of the photograph, and the jLinction with Deep Stream can be 
seen approximately halfway up the image. Photo courtesy HBRe archives. 

2.4.3 EARTHQUAKE EFFECTS 

Earthquakes are indirect contributors to flooding processes, their primary effect being the 

triggering of large numbers of landslides. This effect is seen both during the event, and in 
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the long-term destabilisation of hillslopes - these often fail in years following the event 

(Wasowski et a!., 2000). The landslide-causing effects of earthquakes are well 

documented, and have been linked both to shallow (Keefer, 1994; Luzi and P ergal ani, 

2000), and deep-seated failures (Keefer, 1994; Crozier et ai., 1995). Despite this we have 

only a basic understanding of the process that takes place during an earthquake to cause 

slope failure (Wasowski et al., 2000). 

Evidence for the initiation of rockfalls and shallow landslides in the 1931 earthquake is 

commented on by Henderson (1933) and Marshall (1933) as well as many eye-witness 

accounts (Grant, 1939; Cowie, 1957; Parsons, 1997). None, however, attempt to quantify 

the extent of landsliding. Deep-seated landslides were also described by Marshall (1933) 

on the coast at Old Mans Bluff, as well as those documented by Adams (1981) and 

Pettinga (1987a; 1987b) discussed in section 2.2.2.6. These last examples include a slide 

over 100km away from the earthquake epicentre and indicate a real likelihood of deep

seated failures occurring in the Esk. 

Earthquakes can also alter, and therefore destabilise, stream paths. Surface rupture can 

create knickpoints or dams in river. courses, and tectonic uplift instantly re-grades a 

stream's profile and can force rapid channel aggradation, degradation, or avulsion. Each of 

these effects can be hazardous to people or structures and enhance the effect of subsequent 

floods by prompting rapid change in the fluvial 'system: Examples of these effects can be 

seen in Hawke's Bay in the migration of the Tutaekuri River (Begg et a!., 1994), and 

possibly high levels of incision occurring in the mouth of the Esk River described by 

Williams (1986). 

2.5 SUMMARY 
The Esk Valley has been subject to a diverse range of processes, acting both modern and 

prehistoric. It is important to have an understanding of processes acting in similar regions 

in order to attempt to quantify their interactions with, and effect on, landforms in the Esk 

Valley. 

Features and processes common to the forearc basin are particularly important. These 

include soft Pliocene marine sediments, active tectonic uplift and associated thrust faults, 

broad, continuous fluvial terraces, and common deep-seated and shallow landsliding. 
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3 REMOTE SENSING AND FIELD 
RECONNAISSANCE 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
An initial reconnaissance investigation was undertaken to determine the extent of deep

seated landsliding within the Esk Valley and attempt to identify dominant geomorphic 

controls. This investigation utilized a combination of 1 :50,000 topographic maps (Stirling, 

1979), a panchromatic LANDSAT image (Landsat 7 enhanced thematic mapper, 1999), 

geological maps (Haywick et ai., 1991; Bland, 2001), and c.1:25,000 scale aerial 

photographs (New Zealand Aerial Mapping, 1944). Structural anomalies identified within 

the field area were then quantified with the use of a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) based 

on 20m contour data derived from Department of Lands and Survey topographic maps. 

Results from these investigations were compiled in a GIS database and then used to 

identify areas in which to concentrate the field investigation. 

3.2 SATELLITE AND AIR PHOTO INTERPRETA nON 

3.2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Extensive satellite and air-photo interpretation formed the basis of the reconnaissance 

study. The 1 :25,000 scale aerial photo stereo pairs were used to identify deep-seated 

landslides and assess their likely geometry, mechanism of failure, and activity. Stream 

patterns were also examined in these photographs as well as any lineaments that may be 

evidence of dominant underlying structures such as joint systems, faults, and bedding 

orientation. The air-photo study was backed up with the use of a DEM and 17.5m1pixel 

resolution rectified LANDSAT imagery. These enabled the quantification of larger 

features identified in aerial photos as they can be mapped to NZMG co-ordinates. They 

were also used for the identification of more regional structures (>10 krn in extent). 

The combination of these sources was found to produce good results, and provided a 

comprehensive overview of structures at vastly different scales. The majority of mapping 

was undertaken from high quality aerial photographs, however, relief and geometric 

distortion in these made the production of a true-scale geomorphic map for the region 

infeasible. The referenced satellite image was used mainly to identify regional trends and 
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investigate the relationship between features covering more than a third of the area of each 

aerial photograph, for example the aerially extensive landslide complexes on the 

Maungaharuru Range. The low resolution of the satellite image limits its use for the 

identification of features under 300m long, and geomorphic features appear "flat" due to 

the lack of shadowing. The DEM, while providing no data on surface cover and having a 

coarse vertical resolution, is useful as relief could easily be exaggerated - simulating aerial 

photos; and larger features can be measured directly off the projection - as with the 

satellite image. Other benefits of the DEM include the ability to vary illumination and 

vertical exaggeration, as well as manipulate data to emphasise specific morphologic 

features or properties. 

While both stereo and aerial oblique photographs were taken of the Esk River immediately 

after the 1938 flood (see Figure 2.11), the first full coverage of the area was undertaken in 

1943 by New Zealand Aerial Mapping. In order to identify historical changes in the valley 

morphology and its contributing geomorphic processes, these early aerial photographs of 

the Esk catchment were contrasted with a later high quality 1 :25 000 series from 1981. The 

series numbers, and individual photos used are listed in Appendix C. 

3.2.2 RESULTS 

A large landslide complex is identified as part of the Maungaharuru Range on the western 

margin of the catchment. This consists of both 'rotational and translational failures in the 

order of 10km2. Several smaller deep-seated translational slides (c.1km2) are also identified 

within the catchment, as well as many shallow failures, particularly in early photographs. 

Bedding orientation can be determined and many indurated beds (commonly 

conglomerate) are delineated. Streams generally appear to be of low power and sinuous, 

although on close inspection these are very highly incised (~80m) and apparent sinuosity is 

derived from sharp, angular bends (see Berry Rd. Stream in Figure 3.1A). Three main sets 

of lineaments are identified, generally marked by corresponding channel orientations. 

Traces of the dextral strike-slip Patoka Fault Zone are also apparent outside the catchment 

to the southwest (see Appendix C). 
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3.2.3 SPECIAL INVESTIGATION: SHALLOW lANDSLIDE 

DISTRIBUTION AND ASSOCIATED SEDIMENT 
PRODUCTION 

3.2.3.1 Introduction 

The striking degree of shallow landsliding evident in the early 1943 aerial photos is one of 

the most distinctive characteristics of the Esk Valley at that time. Here it is suggested that 

nearly all shallow landslides visible in the 1943 series are a direct result of the 1938 storm. 

These photos therefore offer a means of calibrating a slope stability model for the 1938 

storm such as that developed for the Tutira area by Hennrich (2001). This section describes 

the development of a basic shallow landslide distribution map for the 1938 storm based on 

the observation that most steep slopes in the area were subject to intensivelandsliding as a 

result of the event. 

While no information is available on the state of the catchment prior to the 1938 storm, 

bright white scars evident on aerial photographs taken soon after the event illustrate the 

degree of landsliding in the region at the time (Figure 2.11). Based on the rapid recent 

deforestation prior to 1938 (described in Section 2.3.4), and the strong reaction from local 

authorities to the degree of landsliding (see Dunlop, 1992), it is reasonable to assume the 

majority of these scars are a direct result of this event. Comparisons of shallow slides 

evident in these oblique images with 1943 ph<;>tos (as in Figure 3.1) indicates very little 

modification or reestablishment of vegetation on the scars, and therefore suggests all those 

visible in the later photos can also be attributed to the 1938 storm. From these images it is 

clear that the failures are generally restricted to steep slopes, of these, commonly over 60% 

ofthe surface has failed. 

This investigation is similar to that undertaken by Eyles (1971) in the adjacent Tangoio 

Conservation Reserve where landslides identified in the same series of aerial photographs 

were also attributed to the 1938 storm. He found approximately 17% of slopes in the 

reserve failed during the 1938 storm to an average depth of 0.6m. Failures typically 

occurred on slopes between 26° and 36°, and were more frequent on northern facing slopes 

due to a greater climatically-related variation in soil wet/dry cycles. 

3.2.3.2 Method 

The density of failures on slopes on which slides are present, and consistency of failures on 

steep slopes indicates a strong relationship between slope angle and stability during the 
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1938 event. Conversely, there appears to be very little variation that may imply a 

dependence on factors typically required in deterministic stability models such as soil 

depth, antecedent moisture conditions, and contributing catchment area (e.g. Shalstab 

Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994). This may reflect a combination of the homogeneity of 

the mixed weathered-bedrock and volcanically-derived soils, and the intensity of rainfall 

which may have lead to saturated conditions throughout the catchment. 

This relationship was tested by converting digital elevation data taken from the LINZ 

DEM to a digital slope map using Golden Software Surfer. The critical slope was then 

adjusted by inspection to obtain a best fit to the landslide distribution evident in aerial 

photos. An upper and lower bound was selected to account for oversteepened slopes where 

no surficial soils will develop, and those apparently too shallow for landsliding to occur. 

Unfortunately no allowance could be made for slope aspect. However, as a result of 

bedding orientation in the valley the majority of steep slopes are on the NW (scarp) side of 

topography. This means failures on the SE (dip) side of topography are therefore in the 

minority, and a decrease in the frequency of failures in these slopes is unlikely to 

substantially affect results. 

3.2.3.3 Results 

There is a very good correlation between slope angle as defined by the LINZ DEM and 

shallow landslide distribution as a result of the 1938 storm. For slopes between 270 and 

31 0 there is approximately an 80% tailure rate. However, on slopes where failures do 

occur, the slope map under represents the area over which sliding took place. This 

relationship in two locations where 1943 photographs have been manually rectified to 

match NZMG co-ordinates can be seen in Figure 3.1. Due to their location in relation to 

the Maungaharuru Range, these areas are likely to have been subject to distinctly different 

rainfalls during the 1938 storm, however, landslide conditions appear similarly related to 

slope, and the increased rainfall in the vicinity of the range does not appear to have played 

a significant part in the instability as suggested in early reports (see section 2.4.2.4). This 

analysis indicates these failures occupy approximately 0.4% of the total catchment land 

area. 

The slope window in which sliding occurs is steep 'for the Esk catchment where the 

greatest slopes are typically on the scarp side of topography and are consistently around 

20 0 (see Figure 4.16), notably below the 270 failure angle suggested by the DEM. This 
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window may represent the upper limit at which slopes are able to develop a significant soil 

profile. Slides appear to be occurring on geomorphically active areas, such as 

oversteepened "soft" bedrock slopes below indurated conglomerate ridges, areas that have 

maintained soil cover and are now being affected by the extreme fluvial incision such as 

terrace edges, and dissected topography in the Mangakopikopiko catchment. The lack of 

landsliding on shallower slopes in apparently inactive regions may suggest the 

destabilising effects of the 1931 earthquake are not particularly significant. 

This strong correlation between slope angle and landslide frequency has been used to 

develop a landslide susceptibility map for the Esk catchment during the 1938 storm (see 

Appendix E). Based on this, approximate volumes of sediment production have been 

derived for the event. The total landslide plan form area from this map is around 

1.16xl06m2; considering an average slope of 29°, and landslide depth of 2m (Pettinga and 

Bell, 1992; Merz and Mosley, 1998), this gives a total sediment production of 

+1.33xl06 

2.67xl06-o.38xlo6 m3 (see Appendix E for calculations). 

While it is difficult to estimate how much of the sediment generated by landsliding during 

the 1938 storm reached stream channels and therefore became a factor in the resulting 

flood; it is reasonable to assume that because a large number of the slides were in areas of 

apparently rapid geomorphic change primarily driven by stream incision, the connection 

between slopes and streams in these areas facilitated a high degree of fluvial sediment 

transport. 
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Figure 3.1 Comparison between slope map and shallow landslide distribution in 1943 

Berry Rd. Stream can be seen toward the bottom of 3-1 A, 3-1 B details the Trelinnoe study area. 
Despite some distortion in the photos, a very good correlation can be seen between the 'location 
of bright white landslide scars resulting from the 1938 storm, and slope angles indicated 
between 2r and 310. 
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3.3 FLUVIAL GEOMORPHOLOGY 
" ... rivers have all the makings of a scientific obsession - they are tremendously varied and 

complex, but also systematic - as if just one more crucial insight would explain all the 

variety and complexity " 

Keller and Pinter (1996) 

It has long been recognized that natural watercourses are one of the most sensitive 

indicators of geomorphic environmental change. Their plan fonn and longitudinal profile is 

remarkably sensitive to minor environmental perturbations related to climatic and tectonic 

forcing. Such perturbations include variations in flow, sediment flux, and baselevel 

change. 

This stage of the investigation aimed to first identify key channel characteristics, then link 

these characteristics to geomorphic processes. Rivers in the Esk Valley are instantly 

characterized by two key features; their sinuosity, and the high degree of incision. Key 

geomorphological knowledge is combined with quantitative morphologic analyses in order 

to identify and quantify relevant aspects including their longitudinal profile, sinuosity, and 

later the relationship between fluvial processes and the extensive river terraces 

throughout the valley. 

3.3.1 LONG RIvER PROFILES 

3.3.1.1 Introduction 
The long profile of a river is simply a plot of bed elevation against the path length of the 

stream to its outlet. While this is generally one of the least adjustable factors in a stream 

system (Knighton, 1998) - particularly in bedrock channels - the study of long river 

profiles has proved a useful indicator of long-term geomorphic processes including 

sediment transport mechanisms, discharge, and tectonic forcing. 

Rubey (1952) summarized the key factors controlling channel grade and therefore profile 

shape, in the equation below: 

Equation 3.1 
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Where: 

s 

X 

k 

Qs 

M 

Q 

:=:: 

= 

channel gradient 

cross-sectional shape (=depthJwidth ratio) 

constant (detennined by inspection) 

sediment load 

sediment size 

discharge 

This equation fonus the basis of many studies of fluvial systems, and clearly shows the 

direct relationship between sediment characteristics and channel grade, and the inverse 

relationship between discharge and grade. This equation, as with many studies, is based on 

an assumption of "steady state" conditions - where a balance exists between long-tenu 

uplift and erosion producing statistically invariant topography. 

As well as variations in the magnitude of these factors, their effect also varies depending 

on bed morphology or channel dynamics. Whipple and Tucker (2002) divide channels into 

three main groups: 

• transport-limited; where the gradient or the channel is defined by the rivers 

ability to transport sediment load. While these channels are generally alluvial, 

Howard (1980) points out limited bedrock incision is also possible. 

• detatchrnent-limited; where channel grade is defined by the balance between the 

rivers ability to erode its bed and the rate of upliftfbase level fall. These are 

almost exclusively bedrock channels and are considered to be limited by stream 

power and bed erodability. 

l1li hybrid channels; channel gradient in these systems is defined by both transport 

capacity, and the rate of bedrock detatchrnent. These mixed bedrock-alluvial 

channels are common, and are characterised by "frequent outcrops of bedrock 

but largely blanketed by a thin layer of alluvium" (Whipple and Tucker, 2002). 

As well as these three groups, further complexity is introduced when considering steady 

state and non steady state systems (Whipple and Tucker, 2002). 
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An investigation into river bed morphologies in the Esk Valley suggests these are 

predominantly hybrid channels; bedrock outcrop is frequent, particularly in the upper 

reaches of streams, where the proportion of bedrock exposed in the channels commonly 

exceeds that with thin alluvial cover, however the proportion of alluvial cover increases 

toward the outlet of the system, and the channel that extends through the aggradational 

valley at the bottom of the system is transport-limited, the mouth of the river regularly 

having to be opened by machinery to overcome the strong aggradation (Williams, 1986). 

Further comment on channel features identified within the valley is given in Chapter 4. 

3.3.1.2 Review 

It has long been recognized that the profile described along the length of a stream channel 

can often be correlated to simple mathematical functions. The applicability of exponential, 

logaritlunic, and power functions has been investigated by many authors (eg. Krumbein, 

1937; Snow and Slingerland, 1987; Morris and Williams, 1997, 1999; Knighton, 2000) 

with varying results. Generally, exponential functions of the form given below in Equation 

3.2 have been found to best match stream profiles. 

Where Hand Ho are final and initial median 

grainsizes, L is channel length 

Trcmsport-lirn:ita:l systm7s 

Equation 3.2 

(cited in Knighton, 1998) 

Correlations of long profiles to exponential functions are, however, merely the most 

generalised expressions of a complex literature. They are based on investigations of what 

are assumed to be transport-limited systems, that is: systems in which sediment transport 

processes dominate, and were fundamental in defining the form of the profile. Such 

assumptions are suited to silt, sand, and gravel-bedded alluvial systems where a 

downstream reduction in sediment size is inferred to be a controlling factor on channel 

slope. This is a logical conclusion and is based on the obsenration that the particle size 

model in Equation 3.3 mirrors that for channel elevation along any exponentially graded 

stream (Equation 3.2). 
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Equation 3.3 

D and Do are final and initial channel elevations. 

However, studies using a simple particle size correlation produced poor results unless 

discharge was also included in the analysis (Knighton, 1998). By incorporating this third 

factor into the equation, Hack (1957) showed a clear relationship for a range of 

exponentially graded channels given by the equation: 

( r Equation 3.4 
s :::: 0.006 !!50 

Ad) 

Where 

s local channel slope 

Dso = median grainsize 

Ad = drainage area 

The exponent in the above equation describes the degree of profile concavity. Drainage 

area is used as a proxy for discharge, which is notoriously difficultto measure due to large 

spatial and temporal fluctuations. 

Morris and Williams (1997), in a theoretical proof, showed that exponential profiles are 

prevalent in channels with low lateral inflows and in which bed loads are subject to 

communition or hydraulic sorting. The low lateral inflows factor is important as this 

situation is analogous to long, narrow valleys in which stream length can therefore be a 

proxy for drainage area, and by implication, stream power. This is highlighted in their 

study where actual stream. data deviates from modelled conditions at junctions where 

drainage area (and therefore stream power) is instantly increased. A later study correlating 

bed concavity and particle size on 137 transport-limited channels ranging from 0.0010-

1770 km in length gives a strong linear correlation with a coefficient of variability (R) of -

0.980 (Morris and Williams, 1999). 

The complexity inferred in Rubey's (J 952) equation (Equation 3.1) where sediment load, 

size and discharge are all variables - combined with the variability in stability state of 
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natural channels becomes apparent when comparing studies on each factor. Knighton 

(2000) suggests from field studies that "channel gradient is most strongly related to 

discharge", whereas Whipple and Tucker (2002), while investigating factors that control 

the rate of incision in bedrock, found theoretical variations in sediment flux produced good 

results and exponential profiles. These studies are in turn both in direct contrast to the 

previously presented findings of Morris and Williams (1997). 

The findings of Whipple and Tucker (2002) are based on a model of transport-limited 

incision proposed by Willgoose et al. (1991) and Tucker et al. (1998) in which volumetric 

sediment transport capacity is written as a power function of bed shear stress. This is 

presented below: 

Q =K Am,S"' 
c I Equation 3.5 

Qc volumetric sediment transport capacity 

Kt = dimensional transport coefficient 

A = catchment area 

S local channel gradient 

m,n = positive constants that depend on basin hydrology, hydraulic geometry, and 

erosion process. These are extremely difficult to calibrate, and very few field studies have 

derived values for them (Sklar and Dietrich, 1998). 

By incorporating uplift rate (U), and a variable (p) to quantify the proportion of sediment 

delivered to the channel as bed load, an equation can be derived from Equation 3.5 to 

predict channel gradient and therefore profile shape in a steady state transport-limited 

system (Equation 3.6 and Equation 3.7) (Willgoose et al., 1991). 

Equation 3.6 

Equation 3.7 

The importance of stream power is considered so great by Whipple and Tucker (2002), that 

they define an intrinsic concavity index (fJ) (Equation 3.7) in order to better describe the 

fonn of the exponential curve excluding other external factors (e.g. nonunifonn uplift 
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(Kirby and Whipple, 2001), variations in substrate (Moglen and Bras, 1995), and 

downstream variations in sediment flux (Sklar and Dietrich, 1998)). This is derived from 

the slope of a line of best fit projected through points for a single channel on a log-log plot 

of drainage area against gradient. 

Demchment-limited systens 

Our understanding of processes operating in bedrock and hybrid bedrock-alluvial channels 

is nowhere near as good as those for alluvial channels, and only recently have attentions 

begun to be turned to these systems (e.g. Foley, 1980; Howard and Kirby, 1983). Bedrock 

channels have generally been assumed to be detachment-limited systems, where erosion of 

the substrate is the primary controlling variable on channel grade. 

There are a number of mechanisms proposed to facilitate bedrock erosion including simple 

bed load abrasion, dissolution, cavitation, quarrying, and mechanical instabilities 

associated with knickpoint migration. The fundamental control on these processes and the 

rate of incision has long been assumed to be stream power, however, the importance of 

sediment flux in providing tools and access to bedrock has recently been recognised (Sklar 

and Dietrich, 1998; Whipple and Tucker, 2002). These controls have lead to the use of a 

bedrock channel stream power incision model based on bed shear stresses as given in 

Equation 3.8 (Howard and Kirby, 1983; Howard et al., 1994; Whipple and Tucker, 2002). 

E = Kf(qJAms n Equation 3.8 

Where: 

E vertical incision rate 

K dimensionless erosion efficiency factor (increases with erodability) 

f( qJ represents models describing dependence of river incision rate on sediment 

flux, generally: 

=1 in detachment limited system where sediment transport 

capacity (Qc) > (Qs) sediment flux 

<1 with decreasing QsIQc capacity 

An expression to define detachment-limited steady state channel gradient (Sd) can be 

derived from this equation using a similar method to that outlined for transport-limited 

systems (Equation 3.9 and Equation 3.10) (Howard, 1980; Whipple and Tucker, 2002). 
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Equation 3.9 

Equation 3.10 

Hybrid channels 
The profile of hybrid channels such as those in the Esk Valley is largely dependant on the 

model used to define f(qJ for variations of QsIQe, and the degree of disparity between the 

intrinsic concavity indices of the system in a transport- and detachment-limited state C()t 

and ()d) (Whipple and Tucker, 2002). 

Whipple and Tucker concentrate on two models presented forf(qs}: 

1) The linear decline model (Beaumont et al., 1992) - wheref(qs} decreases to zero 

with increasing QsI Qe (Equation 3.11) 

f(qs) =: 1- QsI Qc Equation 3.11 

This assumes more energy is required in to transport bed load in lower reaches, and 

the amount available for incision is therefore reduced (Whipple and Tucker, 2002). 

2) The parabolic model (Sklar and Dietrich, 1998) - where f(qs} increases to a 

maximum around Q/Qe = 0.5, and decreases to zero at the upper and lower limits of 

QsIQe (Equation 3.12). 

Equation 3.12 

This attempts to describe the role of sediment in both providing tools for erosion at 

low relative sediment flux (Q/Qe < 0.5), and then providing a cover to protect the 

bed from erosion at high relative sediment flux levels (Q/Qe > 0.5) (Whipple and 

Tucker, 2002). 
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The disparity between intrinsic concavity indices for the transport- and detachment-limited 

systems affects the degree to which the stream gradient flattens or steepens through the 

hybrid region. If a rapid transition occurs from transport- to detachment-limited, then the 

difference in the intrinsic concavity index determines the strength of the break in steady 

state channel gradient that will occur at this point. In hybrid systems, however, the 

presence of shallow alluvium in the channel allows this transition to occur along the length 

of the channel (Whipple and Tucker, 2002). 

Whipple and Tucker use these solutions to derive models for steady state hybrid channel 

gradient that apply for various geomorphic conditions. In the simplest case, where the 

intrinsic concavity index for the transport-limited system is less than that for the 

detachment- limited system (a commonly argued case), and the linear decline model is 

applied for f(qs), the steady state gradient model for the channel is simply given by the 

sum of the models for the transport- and detachment-limited systems (Equation 3.6 and 

Equation 3.9). This is given below: 

Equation 3.13 

Esk Valley 

Of the models presented for channel gradient in' Whipple and Tucker (2002), the hybrid 

channel is considered to be analogous to the situation in the Esk Valley, though a lack of 

data regarding the catchment and the question of temporal process variations prevents the 

confident selection of a model. However, Whipple and Tucker (2002) show that for all of 

the models as K is increased, describing the soft, readily erodable bedrock in the Esk 

Valley, the detachment-limited factor each model rapidly decreases, and the hybrid 

channel slope approaches that for the transport-limited state (Whipple and Tucker, 2002). 

Profiles defined by this equation, or indeed those defined by the hybrid equations 

approximate exponential curves, particularly at high intrinsic concavity values (Whipple 

and Tucker, 2002). More research has to be undertaken to derive an intrinsic concavity 

index for the Esk Valley. 

3.3.1.3 Method 

Long river profiles for the Esk Valley were manually digitised off a 20m DEM. This 

method was chosen primarily for the rapidity of measurement, and has been used in a 
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number of studies (Dietrich et al., 1993; Montgomery and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1993; 

Snyder et al., 2000). Sources of error for this method are, however, considerable and given 

below: 

.. Data to produce this DEM was taken from 20m contours and interpolated to fit a 

rectilinear grid. This process produced a stepped surface at low gradients, 

because for widely spaced contours the region between contours is assigned 

elevation values only slightly below those of the upper bounding contour. Near 

the lower bounding contour, elevations sharply decrease (see Figure F.l). 

• Due to the coarseness of digitised points, and the effect on the grid of high 

degrees of incision in river valleys, the initial data is very "dirty", with many 

spikes due to contamination from valley walls. These are removed by simply 

rounding all data down to the nearest 20m, effectively negating the effect of poor 

vertical interpolation of the grid. 

• The degree of incision is likely to have also hampered the production of contour 

maps off aerial photos. In some sections the bottom of valleys is not visible in 

aerial photos, and in others only poorly. This may have lead to a significant error 

and effectively raised the stream channel in the narrowest sections. 

• Digitising invariably shortens the path length of the rivers by cutting comers on 

the actual path. Although this effect compounds along the digitised length, the 

effect on data for this study is considered negligible. 

Individual streams were digitised and plotted on a composite graph of long profile length 

vs. elevation (see Figure 3.2). This plot is used in preference to that of Whipple and Tucker 

(2002) primarily because of the simplicity of the data acquisition compared to inherent 

difficulties involved in calculating drainage area variation along the stream profiles. The 

linear nature of most of the catchments in some ways negates the need to plot drainage 

area, as with the narrow valleys investigated by Morris and Williams (1997), path length 

effectively becomes a proxy for drainage area. The increased stream power related to the 

orographic effect of the Maungaharuru Range as discussed in (Chapter 2) would also be 

severely underestimated by a simple area-power correlation. Exponential curves of the 

fonn in Equation 3.2 were automatically fitted to the profile curves (Figure 3.2). Fit 

statistics are given in Appendix F. 
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3.3.1.4 Results 

The river profiles fit extremely well with exponential curves, this aided the identification 

of anomalies in the stream profiles, and classification of stream processes. The profile 

curves, locations of the rivers, and their spatial relationship with other key geomorphic 

controls such as conglomerate beds and the Maungaharuru Range are given in Figure 3.2. 

A nomalous stream profiles 

The most distinctive aspect of the profiles is a region within the middle of the field area 

where the profile of a number of streams plot above that of the exponential functions. 

While the average maximum deviation of the profiles is only 20m (the vertical resolution 

of the contour data the DEM is based on), the consistency of the anomaly in individual 

profiles, and coherence through the valley lends weight to the inference that the anomaly is 

not simply a product ofthe gridding or sampling processes. 

While resistant conglomerate beds within the Matahorua Formation may decrease the 

incision rate and create a local highpoint in the channel profile, only poor outcrop in any 

channels, and the broad spacing of the conglomerate beds suggests this may not be a strong 

control on incision. In fact it is possible conglomerates below the water table may not have 

yet developed significant cements to resist erosion. 

The sharp increase in bedload size as a result of the input of resistant greywacke gravels is 

also likely to be a factor in the adjustment of a channel to grade. However, as shown in 

Rubey's (1952) equation, the increase in size should lead to a steepening of the reach, 

increasing the concavity ofthe profile and therefore appears to be minimal. 

Anomalies in both Ohurakura and Berry Rd. Streams detract further from arguments for 

these two scenarios as these streams run almost entirely throUgh Patoka Formation 

sandstones and do not incise through, or carry gravels at any stage. 

Rapid uplift or a drawing down of base level can propagate a diffuse knickpoint up through 

the system and may also induce this form. This is however, not supported by the 

distribution of the anomaly, or the apparent return t~ grade above the anomaly. 

The preferred explanation is for a broad structural warping beneath the anomalies as a 

result of active compressional stresses present in the forearc. This is discussed in further 

detail in Section 5.3. 
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3.3.2 SINUOSIlY INDEX 

3.3.2.1 Introduction 

While the highly incised rivers of the Esk Valley are very tightly constrained and therefore 

lack the ability to adjust channel form, studying the sinuosity ofthe streams and gorges in 

which they are entrenched offers an opportunity to investigate the response of the rivers to 

tectonic and lithologic controls since the onset of incision. This can help provide important 

information on rates of landscape development, as well as controls on the valley system at 

the time of incision. 

3.3.2.2 Review 

The sinuosity of meandering streams is a useful indicator of channel processes and can 

provide evidence on factors such as sediment flux, flow regime, bank erodibility, and 

tectonic adjustment within a reach (Keller and Pinter, 1996; Knighton, 1998). Meandering 

within a graded system is viewed as a way of maintaining an equilibrium between channel 

slope and discharge andlor sediment load and is part of a channel form continuum that runs 

from straight, through meandering, to braided (Leopold and Wolman, 1972). 

This relationship, combined with Equation 3.1 by Rubey (1952) provides an excellent 

insight into the relationship between channel processes and form. If regional or local slope 

is increased, the river will increase its meander length in order to maintain channel slope. 

On reaching a critical slope threshold meandering will then· rapidly decrease with 

increasing slope and channels will tend toward braided forms. Alternatively, an increase in 

flow resistance such as sediment load and bank resistance will require an increase in 

channel slope, and decrease sinuosity in steeper channels (Knighton, 1998). Valley slopes 

in the Esk are considered to be above this threshold and it is suggested an increase in slope 

will decrease meandering. 

The above relationships can be used in conjunction with knowledge of stream inflows and 

lithological controls to investigate subtle tectonic influences on the system (eg. Adams, 

1980; Burnett and Schumm, 1983; Campbell and Yousif, 1985; Ouchi, 1985; Gomez and 

Marron, 1991; Litchfield, 1995). In a study ofa New Zealand river system, Campbell and 

Yousif (1985) found a distinct increase in sinuosity in a braided river immediately 

upstream of the axis of an active anticline, while downstream the increase in gradient 

produced a composite sinuous-braided form. This is illustrated overleaf in Figure 3.3. 
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3.3.2.3 Method 

Sinuosity is defined as in the equation below: 

Sinuosity (S) 
Channel length (C) 

Valley Length (V) 
Equation 3.14 

While channel sinuosity is easily identified, quantification can be difficult and time 

consuming due to difficulties with the variable scale of meanders, superposition of 

multiple meander wavelengths, and inconsistencies associated with the interpretation of 

meander form. Traditionally sinuosity is measured by constructing a straight-line valley 

length (V) through inflection points marking the intersection of adjacent thalwegs along 

the channel profile, then measuring the stream length between the points (C). The process 

is usually undertaken by hand; this can be time consuming, introduce measurement errors, 

and can only be applied over discrete intervals. Automating the task is complicated by the 

variability in natural channels, and user inputs required to identifY meander patterns. A 

means of partial automation was investigated by Litchfield (1995) in which an "inverted" 

measure of sinuosity was calculated using set channel lengths calculated from a digitised 

profile, and then measuring the valley length between points. This was shown to provid~ 

good results, however, it still only allowed calculation over discrete intervals and the 

resultant sinuosity measure is slightly different to'that derived from traditional methods .. 

The method used in this study provides a means of automating the calculation of sinuosity 

continuously along the stream profile while using user-defined window lengths to 

determine the scale of meander investigated. This eliminates many errors in the previously 

described techniques. A line representing the valley length is digitised using straight lines 

connecting the inflexion points of major thalwegs along the river. A grid is then derived 

that extends beyond the limit ofthe widest meander and enables correlation between valley 

length and channel length continuously along the profile. A running window was chosen 

that equated to around half the wavelength of the dominant meander, ensuring it was 

sampled without losing excessive resolution. This agrees with observations made by 

Litchfield (1995) who suggests a half wavelength interval along the valley length produces 

results that best describe the channel. Further discussion on this method is presented in 

Appendix G. 
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3.3.2.4 Results 

The results of this investigation are displayed in Figure 3.4. Two scales of meander were 

noted in the Esk rivers, one with a path length of approximately llan, and another much 

tighter pattern superimposed on this with a path length of 60Om. These appear to relate 

respectively to the early form of the incised channels, and to much later forms that have 

defined the rivers present paths within the valleys. 

lkmmeander 

The broad meander pattern in the Esk Valley is preserved at the level of the extensive 

terrace surface that can be traced throughout the valley (see Section 3.3.3). This indicates 

the pattern reflects processes and key structural controls active in the valley immediately 

prior to, and during the first bedrock incision event following terrace formation. IT can 

therefore provide insights into the initial state of these processes, and can help quantify the 

development of structural controls over time. 

On inspection, meanders that define the form of the gorges are generally very angular and 

align with defects mapped in the valley (see Section 4.3.3). This suggests the meander 

pattern is imprinted on structural controls. Field observations indicate these controls are 

not strong, mainly persistent vertical defects, and weak lithological contrasts. Defects are 

however, considered to be spaced frequently enough to be readily exploited by meanders 

of those wavelengths present in the rivers without substantial deviation from their natural 

form. As a result, the main attributes of the meander pattern amplitude and wavelength

are considered representative of the natural pattern; however, form, orientation and 

curvature, are not. 

600m meander 

The meanders of shorter pathlength generally have an amplitude less than the width of the 

incised valleys and therefore represent the stream today in greater detail than is preserved 

of the older form at the upper level. Those within less incised channels e.g. 

Mangakopikopiko Stream, lower Kaiwaka Stream, and upper Deep Stream, generally have 

high amplitudes and very short wavelengths, while meanders of similar pathlength in more 

incised streams have much longer wavelengths and lower amplitudes, apparently due to the 

effects of the tightly constrained channels. This has the effect of preventing re-grading of 

the channel through lateral planation and therefore indicates unstable reaches in which 

aggradation or degradation rates would be heightened. 
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The shorter pathlength sinuosity almost always has a higher sinuosity index than the long 

meanders. This implies there has been an increase in meandering over time, and may 

indicate a general decrease in valley slope related to reduced rates of uplift, or a system 

reaching grade. This would suggest downcutting rates are not as high as at the onset of 

InCISIOn. 

Possible controls on meander pattern 

It is interesting to note consistent large meanders in the channels immediately prior to 

entering the main stem of the Esk River. These are possibly due to a long-term 

inequilibrium between the Esk and its tributaries, and may reflect higher sediment loads or 

discharge within the Esk sourced from the Maungaharuru Range forcing a steeper channel 

profile, or faster incision rate. 

Lithologic contrast is often a significant control on channel form. The most important in 

the Esk Valley is between iron cemented conglomerates and adjacent poorly cemented 

siltstones or sandstones, this contrast could certainly control local channel grade and 

sinuosity. However, a lack of conglomerate outcrop adjacent to the sinuous stream 

channels makes identification of processes difficult. At best, comparisons can be drawn 

between an increase in sinuosity angularity and Matahorua Formation sediments 

outcropping elsewhere in the region (Waikoau and Waiiti Rivers) as evidence for 

lithological control. The conglomerate beds may be expected to "hold up" the rivers and 

severely inhibit incision as they do for prominent landforms within the valley (see Section 

4.2.2.1), this should have the effect of markedly reducing channel sinuosity as the grade is 

forced to steepen. The rivers have incised up to 4km along the conglomerate beds since the 

end of terrace formation (Figure 3.4), however, definite trends are not obvious other than 

an apparent increase in the angularity of the meanders, possibly due to stronger defect 

controls in the cemented sediments. 

Correlations between long river profiles and sinuosity are difficult as a high proportion of 

the total stream lengths are apparently above grade. This leaves little of the channel 

experiencing similar conditions in which to observe background levels. However, regions 

in which the channel profile lies above the expmiential profile generally correspond to 

areas of increased sinuosity (Figure 3.4). The exception to this is Mangakopikopiko Stream 

in the south, which runs uncharacteristically straight across the inferred region of uplift. 
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3.3.2.5 Summary 

The sinuosity of channels within the Esk Valley streams provides an insight into processes 

acting since the onset of incision and during the formation of the gorges. It may also 

provide insight into the geomorphic stability of streams today as described in Section 2.3.1. 

Of the two pathlength meanders identified l the longer one appears to indicate conditions at 

the onset of incision. As this is generally less sinuous than the shorter wavelength meander 

it may be a result of a steeper system with rivers approaching a braided form. 

The shorter pathlength meander is generally more sinuous than the previously mentioned, 

and may indicate a reduction in incision rate, or system nearing grade. 

Defects within the rock mass appear to be a strong control on the formation of meanders, 

and are inferred to have played an important part since the onset of incision. 

The dominant lithological control on sinuosity are the cemented conglomerate beds of the 

Matahorua Formation. These appear to produce a distinctive angularity in both large and 

small-scale meanders. 

It is difficult to quantify the response of the meander pattern to the region in which rivers 

run above grade, however, there appears to be a general increase in sinuosity associated 

with this region. 

3.3.3 TERRACE MAPPING 

3.3.3.1 Introduction 

Terraces are planar surfaces created by the avulsion of river channels. These can be fonned 

during times of degradation, in which the surfaces are generally cut into bedrock; or 

aggradation when terraces are formed by the deposition of sediments transported by the 

river. There is at least one aggradational terrace system present throughout most of the Esk 

Valley. Understanding the distribution, form, and interrelationship between terraces in the 

valley is important in order to understand previous geomorphic regimes operating in the 

valley, and the rate of subsequent landscape change. 

Terraces in the valley are generally >100m wide an4 slope gently down to the present day 

incised stream channels. Upper surfaces are flat and display little evidence of 

. channelisation or disturbance since their formation except in the ephemeral channels. Each 

terrace often contains up to four c.3-Sm risers that step down to the main channels. 

However, in some areas isolated paleo-channels can be observed bounded on either side by 
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matched terrace remnants. Terrace risers are often remarkably linear, and may indicate 

structural control. These were mapped by Black (1991) as fault scarps, though no evidence 

can be found to support this conclusion. 

While only limited field investigation of the terraces has been undertaken in this study, 

results have shown they are generally composed of 10-15m of matrix supported 

uncemented greywacke gravel - almost certainly derived from conglomerate members of 

the Petane Group. Large-scale bedding can easily be identified, and no organic material 

was found. The gravel appears to lie on broad bedrock straths, gravels at the top of the 

sequence rapidly grade into c.3m of rarely cross-bedded, slightly pumiceous, volcanic soil. 

Terrace drainage is concentrated in the incised ephemeral streams and feeder springs that 

reflect the high hydraulic conductivity of the volcanic soils and gravels. The intersection of 

these streams and Esk tributaries is usually marked by a well defined knickpoint as the 

streams lack the power to match tributary bedrock incision rates. 

3.3.3.2 Review 

The mapping and correlation of terraces within the North Island has been undertaken by a 

number of authors. Of these authors, Pillans (1986) provides a good review of terraces 

formed in the last c.250,000 years, while Litchfield (2002) draws on recent work to study 

factors driving incision on the East Coast since the formation of the youngest Ohakean 

Terrace (11-10 ka). Berryman et ai. (2000), investigates factors associated with the 

formation of a flight of terraces in the Waipaoa River catchment in northern Hawke's Bay 

dating from the end of the last interglacial (110ka?) to the Recent. 

Aggradation and incision within a catchment is closely linked to glacial and interglacial 

climate and sea level change. Oxygen isotope and sea level curves for the last 140ka are 

given in Figure 3.5 below: 
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Figure 3.5 Oxygen isotope curve for the last 140ka (Shackleton, 1987) 

Shading represents inferred aggradational episodes (Berryman et al., 2000), light 
grey correlations are uncertain 
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During the peak of the last glacial sea level was approximately 120m below present day 

levels (Shackleton, 1987), and the coastline in Hawke's Bay is inferred to have been as 

much as 30km offshore (Litchfield, 2002). This caused significant incision in downstream 

reaches of rivers, contrasting with aggradation in upstream reaches. 

The terraces in the upper catchment are formed in response to increased sediment supply 

from periglacial environments during cold glacial periods, they are then preserved by 

tectonic uplift and/or tilting (Pillans, 1986; Berryman et al., 2000; Litchfield, 2002). Of the 

twelve terrace treads identified by Milne (1973) in (Pillans, 1986) in the Rangitikei Valley, 

four sets have been identified in the Ngaruroro River near the Esk Valley (Hammond, 

1997) and in the Waipaoa (Berryman et al., 2000). Due to a lack of characteristic ash 

marker beds overlying older surfaces, the Ohakean Terrace is the only one of these to have 

been correlated in the Ngaruroro (Hammond, 1997), though Berryman et al. (2000) gains 

age control on the most recent three (c.18ka, c.31ka, c.64ka). 

The Ohakean terrace is the most extensive surface in eastern Hawke's Bay, and was 

abandoned at the end of the last glaciation. This surface is commonly found 60-80m above 

present river level (Milne, 1973; Pillans, 1986; Hammond and Palmer, 1992), the 

subsequent incision being the likely effect of reduced sediment input following the 

termination of the last (Otiran) glaciation (Pillans, 1986). Three terrace risers around 3m in 

height can be identitied on the Ohakean Terrace in both the Mohaka and Ngaruroro Rivers, 

signifying separate periods of aggradation. These are dated at c.16-14ka, 14-11 ka, and Il-

10ka (Hammond, 1997). Similar risers have been identified on the Ohakean terrace in the 

Manawatu (Marden and Neall, 1990), and Waipaoa River catchment (Berryman et al., 

2000). Hammond (1997) describes the terrace as "a Nukumaruan mudstone or sandstone 

strath which is overlain by gre)'wacke sandstone aggradation gravels with sand, silt and 

clay lenses. Blanketing the aggradation gravels are loess and tephra coverbeds." 

3.3.3.3 Method 

In order to fit with time constraints, mapping of the terraces within the Esk Valley was 

undertaken with the aid of aerial photos, a satellite image, and OEM. Likely surfaces were 

identified in aerial photos, and from field reconnaissance. These were mapped on the 

satellite image, then overlain on the DEM to provide spatial and elevation control. With the 

aid of GIS, these points were then plotted on a graph of elevation vs. the stream path 
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distance to the river outlet. Trends in this data allow individual points to then be correlated 

with terrace sets, bedding, or unrelated features. 

Sources of error in this investigation are similar to those described in the Long River 

Profiles Section (3.3.1.3), and are related to the coarseness of the DEM vertical resolution, 

uncertainties when mapping terraces from aerial photos, and also include the impracticality 

involved in dating surfaces to ensure correct correlation. 

Limited field investigation supplemented the aerial photo interpretation. This included 

observations of terrace morphology and stratigraphy, as well as an attempt to provide age 

control on the abandonment of the surfaces. The latter was undertaken using a hand auger, 

and attempted to obtain tephra samples which could be geochemically correlated to ash 

beds of known age. 
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3.3.3.4 Results 

There appears to be a single terrace set present throughout the Esk Valley (Figure 3.6), this 

is divided by a prominent breakpoint above Island Farm where the profile shallows 

markedly. While sampling of the surfaces did not provide sufficient data to constrain the 

age of terrace formation, based on morphology, elevation, the depth of soil formation, and 

the extent of the terrace surface it is considered very likely that these correspond to the 

Ohakean age surfaces that are so extensive throughout the east coast. While individual 

terrace risers were identified locally in the field, the mapping of these surfaces based on 

20m DEM data meant these were unable to be resolved, and the surface mapped represents 

a combination of these, though is mostly representative of the highest, most extensive 

surface. 

Stratigraphy 

Only very limited investigation into the terrace stratigraphy was undertaken, and this was 

hampered by a lack of exposure on the well-rounded topography. Due to the magnitude 

and nature of sediment input, terraces can be divided into two main groups, those sourced 

from the Maungaharuru Range, and those sourced in Matahorua Formation gravels. 

Terraces sourced from the Maungaharuru Range are broad, particularly north of Berry 

Road. Only one exposure of coverbeds was identified below a breached irrigation dam 

north of Berry Road stream. Within this exposure a 2m thick sequence of cross-bedded 

reworked fine-grained volcanic soil is exposed. The majority of the sequence is, however, 

likely to be sourced from the range and composed of fluvial silts, sands and limestone 

cobbles. Based on observations of the bedrock/terrace surface relationship exposed in the 

cliffs that define the incised stream channels, it is considered unlikely coverbeds adjacent 

to the channels exceed 10m in thickness. This is backed up by spring and ephemeral stream 

flows on the terraces that commonly coincide with inferred bedrock highs - indicating 

perched watertables are able to intersect the surface, and that coverbed thickness IS 

probably therefore significantly reduced by the minor elevation changes (~6m). 

While gravel terraces sourced from Matahorua Formation gravels are extensive in the 

region south of Deep Stream, the only region investigated was in the Trelinnoe study area 

(Section 4.2). Here there is 10-15 m of silty gravel, which grades rapidly into 3m of fine 

sandy and pumiceous soil. This is discussed in more detail in section 4.2. 
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Profile 

The grade of terraces in the Esk appears to be controlled by a combination of lithology, 

stream power, and bed.load. This is not surprising considering they are fluvial landforms, 

and factors controlling their formation are the same as those discussed in Section 3.3.1. 

While fluvial controls at the time of formation are not studied in depth, an investigation 

into the profile form provides important insights into processes active in the Esk since the 

time of formation. The mapping and correlation of individual sample points to exponential 

profiles also aided correlation within catchments, and enabled anomalous locations to be 

discarded. 

As with the long river profiles, there is a distinct disparity between the profile of terraces in 

the upper part of the catchments and those below the Deep Stream area. However, in 

contrast to the long river profiles, terrace gradients in the upper Esk Valley are much lower 

than those in the lower valley. The most notable disparity is in the Esk River itself where a 

sharp upstream decrease in gradient corresponds to a general absence of prominent terrace 

features between Island Farm and the northern end ofWaipunga Ridge as well as the lower 

reaches of Deep Stream. While the reasons for this disparity are not clear, some 

suggestions are put forward below: 

1. Abrupt change in ratio of sediment size/volume to stream power - During cool 

glacial conditions it is likely elevated regions experience much greater rates of 

mass wasting as temperature fluctuations are greatest. Orographic effects of the 

Maungaharuru Range may also not have been as strong as more precipitation 

fell as snow than in lower catchments. This may have lead to an excess 

sediment supply in the upper catchments producing a low grade aggradational 

terrace, lower sediment volumes and higher rainfalls from lower catchments 

could have dramatically increased the transport rate and steepened the terrace 

profile. 

2. Resistant lithology in channel creating long-standing !midpoint - The 

limestone caprock on Island Farm (see Section 4.1.4) may have extended across 

the Esk River and produced a resistant knickpoint. 

3. Deep-seated landslides to north of Island Farm may have served as permanent 

sediment sources preventing incision above this point Two large landslides 

immediately north of Island Farm (see Attachment 1, Section 4.1.4)appear to 
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have moved a considerable distance, and now discharge directly into the incised 

Esk River channel. If these were active during terrace fonnation, they may have 

constantly choked the channel with sediment, and prevented excavation of 

sediments from the upper catchment. This may explain the lack of a high terrace 

in Deep Stream as the outlet to this may have been constantly blocked. 

4. Incorporation of gravel clasts into bedload may have increased bedload size -

The incorporation of Matahorua Fonnation gravels from the lower catchments 

may have increased the bedload size, and subsequently required a steeper 

channel grade. 

5. Drainage in upper catchment was initially to east past Lake Tutira - The 

elevation of the broad surface around the toe of Purahotangihia is at the same 

level as the highest level terrace surfaces in the upper part of the Esk catchment, 

it is therefore possible streams in this part of the catchment initially flowed out 

past the present day Lake Tutira and the surface is graded to this path. 

6. Terraces indicate increase in regional uplift rate - As demonstrated by Whipple 

and Tucker (2002), an initially steady state river profile can display this sharp 

decrease in gradient if the regional uplift rate increases suddenly. As incision is 

driven from the mouth of the river system, terraces in the upper catchment can 

be uplifted without grade modification while the newly adjusted steepened 

channel profile propagates up through the system. In the case of the Esk this 

readjustment would have reached the discontinuity point when deglaciation and 

rapid incision set in, preserving the terrace fonn. 

7. Post-formation tectonic warping of the terrace profile - A structure such as the 

Wakarara Fault (discussed in section 4.3.3) may have locally uplifted terraces in 

the region of the discontinuity, and the profiles of the lower tributary streams 

(from Deep Stream down). This should show up as a convexity in the terrace 

profiles. 

Arguments can be put forward for and against each 'of these cases, and possibly the answer 

lies in a combination of two or more scenarios. This requires a much more comprehensive 

investigation of the system. 
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From the terrace profiles we can con finn we are looking broadly at one, possibly two, 

periods of prolonged steady-state behaviour within the system. The profiles also show that, 

during this steady-state behaviour, rivers in the Esk Valley graded to exponential profiles. 

This helps support the argument for an exponential profile in the Esk Valley rivers today 

when under steady-state conditions. 

Incision 

Incision since terrace fonnation varies throughout the valley, however, it is in general very 

high. The terrace profile for the lower Esk River can be extrapolated to intersect the 

present day coastline c.30m above present day sea level, excluding the headwaters of 

catchments, this is the minimum level seen. Incision is at a maximum in the centre of the 

Esk Valley beneath the terrace discontinuity where it is around 80m. This level is fairly 

consistent throughout the mid to upper Esk Valley. Conservatively assuming terrace 

abandonment at c.18 ka (Litchfield, 2002) this level of incision equates to minimum and 

maximum average incision rates of 1.7 and 4.Smm/yr - equivalent to rates of 4-7mmlyr 

identified in the lower reaches of the Mohaka River to the north, and 2-Smm/yr in the mid 

reaches of the Tutaekuri to the south (pers. comm Litchfield, 2003). The majority of this 

incision appears to have, however, occurred since the abandonment of the youngest terrace 

at c.10-11ka (Hammond, 1997; Berryman et al., 2000; Litchfield, 2002), average incision 

rates since this time are therefore much higher, approxim~tely 3 and 8mm/yr respectively. 

The volume of sediment removed since the onset of incision can be calculated by 

producing a grid surface interpolated from the data points defining the terraces, then 

calculating the volume between the DEM surface and this interpolated terrace surface. This 

was undertaken using Golden Software Surfer 8 and provided a volume of approximately 

lOSSxl06m3• Based on a c.10-11ka age of terrace abandonment, this equates to an average 

sediment flux of 96,000 m3/yr. 

3.3.3.5 Summary 

Terrace composition, distribution, and elevation all suggest the features in the mid to lower 

Esk Valley are Ohakean Terraces related to the last glaciation. Most locations mapped off 

aerial photos can be correlated with a single terrace set running up through the Esk Valley. 

While a prominent breakpoint occurs dividing terraces in the upper and lower Esk Valley, 

the close correlation to exponential profiles indicates the system was probably at or nearing 

steady state both above and below the breakpoint. 
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Perturbations since terrace fonnation must be either on a regional scale, or produce very 

little elevation change as these cannot be resolved from deviations of terrace data from the 

exponential profiles. 

Incision rates since the abandonment of the terrace surface(s) at approximately tOka are 

high, and therefore required a similarly high sediment flux to transport the sediment out of 

the system. 
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Due to the large scale of the Esk Valley (>250km2), target areas for a more intensive field 

investigation were determined in the reconnaissance stage. These were chosen to provide 

the best representation of the valley geomorphology and active processes, and included a 

condensed study area 3x1.5km referred to here as the Trelinnoe study area, selected parts 

of the Maungaharuru Range, and various other locations throughout the valley. 

This chapter is divided into three parts in order to best summarise observations, including: 

Section 4.1 Geomorphic domains provides a comprehensive overview of key aspects of 

the Esk Valley geomorphology within five separate domains; 

Section 4.2 Trelinnoe Study Area details observations on fluvial and hillslope 

geomorphology in a condensed study area. Particular attention is given to morphology and 

processes relating to four deep-seated landslides identified in this area; and 

Section 4.3 Defect analysis presents results from a survey of rock mass defects 

undertaken in the valley. 

4.1 GEOMORPHIC DOMAINS 
Geomorphic domains are regions in which similar geomorphic characteristics· are 

displayed. These characteristics can include landforms, active processes, and structural 

controls. Dividing an area into geomorphic domains contributes to the overall 

understanding of the area by directing a focus toward important geomorphic factors in each 

domain, highlighting spatial variations in geomorphology, and most importantly enabling 

the identification of key interactions by observing similar domains that may lack one or 

more contributors. 

The valley can be divided into six distinct geomorphk domains identified in Figure 4.1: 

• Waipunga Ridge 
.. Lower Esk Aggradational Valley 
• Tributary domain 1 
• Tributary domain 2 
• Tributary domain 3 
• Maungaharuru Range mass movement 
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Processes, landforms, and key geomorphic controls are markedly different in each domain, 

however, crossovers of individual aspects often allows the relative impact of each factor to 

be considered in the absence of others. The following section discusses observations of key 

geomorphic processes, controls, and landform morphology in each domain in order to 

provide an overview of the current geomorphic state of the Esk Valley. 

c::::J Waipunga Ridge 
_ Lower Esk Aggradational Valley 

Tributary Domain 1 
[=:J Tributary Domain 2 

c::::J Tributary Domain 3 
c::::J Maungaharuru Range Mass Movement 

Figure 4.1 Geomorphic domains of the Esk River Catchment 
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4.1.1 W AIPUNGA RIDGE 

This fOnTIS the eastern margin of the Esk Valley, the scarp slope presents a topographic 

barrier that directs the Esk River south to the end of the ridge before turning sharply 

eastward and running out to the coast. The ridge is on average 200m above the channel of 

the Esk River, and slopes are steep - around 20°. The spur is capped by a laterally 

continuous gently eastward dipping sandy limestone which fOnTIS the prominent ridge, and 

plays an important part in affecting the drainage within the domain. Drainage density on 

the slope face is low as streams run unimpeded downhill into the Esk. Relatively low 

drainage density on the top of the spur, and stream capture across the ridge indicates a 

large amount of subsurface flow typical of limestone terranes. 

Other characteristic features of this domain are a large rotational landslide at the southern 

end (1), and a prominent break in slope along the length of the spur corresponding to the 

level of terraces observed elsewhere in the valley (2) . 

Figure 4.2 Waipunga Ridge Digital Terrain Model 

Vertical Exaggeration = 2 

o 2 4 6 - Bkm 
I 
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Figure 4.3 Lower Esk Aggradational Valley 
geomorphic domain DTM 
Figure includes detail of the aggradational 
domain and surrounding area, as well as cross
section through valley fill based on slope profiles 
and well data. 
See Figure 2.6 for full stratigraphic column. 

Legend 

1. 20m high terrace 

2. Channel intersects bedrock 

3. Channel intersects bedrock 

4. 

5. 

Early outlet channel. Modified post-European settlement 

Water bore frequently encounters gravel 

6. Water bore only occasionally encounters gravel 

7. Rocky Basin Landslide (Mackey, 2003) 

8. Deep-seated landslide in Waipunga Ridge geomorphic domain 

a. 
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Kaiwaka Formation 
Pebbly coquina, shelly sand and limestone; pumice 
and greywacke conglomerate in mid formation. 

Devils Elbow Formation Calcareous blue-grey silty mudstone; grades up into sand. 

Waipatiki Formation 

Te Ngaru Formation 

Tangoio Formation 

Mairau Formation 

Fine calcareous sand grading up into limestone and coquina. 

Calcareous blue-grey silty mudstone; grades up into sand. 

Fine calcareous sand grading up into limestone and coquina. 

Calcareous blue-grey silty mudstone; grades up into sand. 

Laminated fine siliciclastic sand with shell beds and 
Darkys Spur Formation scattered calcareous concretions. 

Aroapaonui Formation Massive blue-grey silty mudstone grades up into fine sand. 

Tutira Formation Poorly sorted greywacke conglomerate, fine sand and silt. 
Thick pumice near top. 

(after Haywick, 1991) 
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Scale 1: 75 000 Vertical Exaggeration = x2 
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Section through Esk aggratational valley showing projected bedrock profile (VE = x2) 
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4.1.2 LOWER ESKAGGRADATIONAL VALLEY 

The lower Esk River valley consists of a relatively broad alluvial plain (Figure 4.3). This is 

constrained on the northern margin by steep bedrock slopes of the Tangoio block, an 

elevated terrain of gently eastward-dipping emergent Plio-Pleistocene interbedded shallow 

marine limestones, siltstones, sandstones, and conglomerates (Haywick et at., 1991). A 

relatively low, dissected terrain composed of the same shallow marine strata defines the 

southern margin of the valley, however slope angles are much lower than those on the 

northern margin of the domain. 

At the upper extent of the domain a broad, 20m high terrace separates Mangakopikopiko 

Stream from the Esk River (Figure 4.3 (1 ». While the valley floor is reasonably flat, the 

Esk hugs the northern side of the valley, intersecting bedrock twice (2,3). The channel is 

well defined, .and typically 35-4Om wide - "within estimates of natural channel width" 

(Williams, 1986). This is generally around 2m below bank level, the low flow channel 

meanders within the main channel and is typically incised another 2m. The channel slope 

is around 0.0025, steep for at least one set of regime equations (Williams, 1986), and over 

twice the expected grade based on long river profiles (see Section 3.3.1.4). This is likely to 

be a result of both uplift during the 1931 earthquake, and the redirection of the lower reach, 

initially south to the estuary (4) (see Section 2.3.3..3) - effectively steepening the channel. 

Apart from the broad terrace noted earlier, there is no obvious evidence for the presence of 

terraces formed as a result of glacial climates. While these would have almost undoubtedly 

been formed in the valley during these conditions, they may have been eroded as a result of 

subsequent channel avulsion, buried by aggradation, or lie close to the current valley floor 

level and require a more detailed investigation to locate. 

Preliminary analysis of twelve water well logs for bores deeper than 30m in the valley 

indicate the bedrock profile beneath the alluvial sediments approximates the extrapolation 

of slope profiles from above the surface. This suggests the maximum depth of alluvium is 

c.70m and it is thickest on the northern margin of t~e valley. Alluvial gravel lenses are 

apparently only encountered on the northern side, the majority of sediments being silts and 

clays with occasional sands. The gravel lenses are typically thin (c.2m), and increase in 

frequency to the east, regularly occurring at cAm intervals in a bore near the centre of the 

valley (Figure 4.3 (5», and only twice (7.5 & 21m) in a 65m bore at the western end (6). 
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Figure 4.4 Tributary Domain 1 DTM 
Figure shows detail of Tributary Domain 1 and 
main lithological contrasts. Indurated limestones 
and conglomerates are delineated with darker 
lines. 
See Figure 2.6 for full stratigraphic column. 

Localities 

1. Prominent conglomerate-controlled dip-slope 

2. Eland Landslide 

3. Northlands Landslide 

4. Eskmount Landslides 

5. Deep-seated landslide in upper Matahoura Formation 

(Grassy Knoll Member) 

6. Ponding suggests impermeable conglomerate(?) 

7. Extreme sinuosity in streams underlain by conglomerates 

8. Linear incised valleys and ridges indicates defect control 

9. Steep slopes along western margin of the catchment 

Calcareous blue-grey silty mudstone; grades up into sand. 

# 
~ 

c{9 

Fine calcareous sand grading up into limestone and coquina. 

Calcareous blue-grey silty mudstone; grades up into sand. 
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Te Ngaru Formation 

Tangoio Formation 

Mairau Formation 

Darkys Spur Formation 

Aroapaonui Formation 

iutira Formation 

Laminated fine siliciclastic sand with shell beds and scattered calcareous concretions. 

Esk Formation 

Waipunga formation 

Massive blue-grey silty mUdstone grades up into fine sand. 

Poorly sorted greywacke conglomerate, fine sand and silt. Thick pumice near top. 

Massive blue-grey silty mudstone, fine sand and pumice layers. 

Siliciclastic fine sand, rare pumice and silt beds. Scattered calcareous concretions. 
(after Haywick, 1991) 

Scale 1: 75 000 Vertical Exaggeration = x2 
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4.1.3 TRIBUTARY DOMAIN 1 
This is the domain nearest to the lower Esk Valley, and includes landforms that provide a 

transition from the low relief rolling hills of the Lower Esk Aggradational Valley to highly 

incised/terraced topography in tributary domains 2 and 3. Figure 4.4 gives an overview of 

the domain. 

While the majority of this domain is comprised of the easily eroded blue-grey silty 

mudstones of the Esk, Aropaoanui and Mairau Formations, the Tutira Formation 

conglomerate and thin limestone units in the upperparts of the Petane Group have a strong 

influence on the topography. Basic geological mapping was undertaken using aerial photos 

to identify high contrast indurated, erosion resistant conglomerates or limestones. Rapid 

lithologic changes and strong competence contrasts within this Group produce a 

characteristically more dissected landscape than that of the Maungaharuru Group. 

Essentially a semi-circular basin with short, steep, meandering streams; the outer extents 

are delineated by short, sharp oversteepened slopes and a prominent ridge. This is almost 

certainly an effect of conglomerate and limestone cap rocks sheltering underlying 

lithologies, especially along the northern boundary of the basin where conglomerates have 

been mapped (Bland, 2001). The contrast in the level of topographic dissection across the 

drainage divide between the Mangaone River to the west; and Mangakopikopiko Stream in 

the Esk catchment is likely to be a reflection of more active erosional processes within this 

domain (Attachment 1). Much shorter stream paths on the Esk side of the divide are likely 

to provide more efficient sediment transport mechanisms and promote active basin 

expansion and increased sediment yields. This is evidenced in the large number of shallow 

failures in the region, particularly along the margins. 

There are four deep-seated landslides within the domain, all in the upper part of the 

catchment. Eland and Northlands landslides (localities 2 & 3) are both situated in the 

Grassy Knoll Member sandstones and siltstones. This is the same Member as that 

underlying Trelinnoe and Little Ice-cream slides in Tributary domain 2, as well as another 

slide to the SW of the catchment (locality 5). Both of these slides occur down-dip and 

appear to be lithologically controlled. Similar scarp morphologies to the east and west of 

the Northlands slide suggest similar failures have taken place here, but the sediment has 

subsequently been totally evacuated by fluvial processes. 
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Incision increases markedly up the valley, with broad, moderately incised «40m) sinuous 

channels in the lower half of the valley, and deep, narrow valleys in the upper reaches 

reflecting a much more rapid incision. Tributaries to the two main branches of 

Mangakopikopiko Stream are short and steep, they show a high degree of connection with 

adjacent slopes, and this is reflected in apparently high sediment loads. Where these 

tributaries rest on, or have incised through conglomerates, sinuosity becomes tortuous as 

the tributaries are caught on the indurated lithologies and forced to run above grade. 

The presence of these extensive conglomerates complicates the mapping of river terraces 

as they dip close to the ancient stream grade in its lower reaches, and appear to have 

trapped the channel on this surface. This probably forced the stream to begin a broad 

meander pattern, and is the reason for the very broad surfaces we see in this catchment 

today. The conglomerate steepens in the head of the catchment this would have forced the 

stream to straighten and incise more rapidly-producing the steeper slopes and narrower 

valley we see today. 
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Secondary landslide in Deep Stream 
Both photos are taken looking north, photo A is located around 
-30m upstream of B, and illustrates a landslide failure surface 
crossing sub-horizontal bedding, and dipping at around 300 

below the stream bed (note geological hammer for scale). Photo 
B illustrates a shallow, relatively recent failure around 60m in 
height. The mass is moving down the hill at an angle of around 
60 0 and is probably related to the failure surface shown in A. The 
arrow indicates the approximate r·elative orientation of photo A. 
This is typical of a number of "small" secondary failures identified 
in Deep Stream. 

Localities 

1. Sharp defect or fault controlled ridge 

2. Limestone cap on Island Farm 

3. Wind gaps 

4. Steep conglomerate controtJed ridge (100-150m relief) 

5. Good stream correlations may suggest drainage capture 

6. Conglomerate capped "grassy knoll" 

7. Trelinnoe Landslide 

8. Little Icecream Landslide 

9. Deep Stream landslide complex 

Figure 4.5 Tributary domain 2 DTM 
Figure includes detail ofTributary Domain 2, truE 
scale cross section of landslide complex north 0 

Deep Stream, and .field evidence for parasitic 
slides and bedding plane shear. See Figure 2.E 
for stratigraphic column. 5000 

D 
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Scale 1: 75 000 Vertical Exaggeration = x2 
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1 :25,000 true scale cross section of Deep Stream landslide complex 
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4.1.4 TRIB1JfARY DOMAIN 2 

This domain includes Otakowai, Kaiwaka, and Deep Streams, as well as the first of the 

unnamed streams in the Esk catchment. Much of the domain is included in the Trelinnoe 

Study Area and is discussed in detail in Section 4.2, this section will concentrate on 

relevant features of the domain outside of the detailed study area. These include the 

landslide domain to the north of Deep Stream, and structural control and morphology of 

the surrounding area. 

The 3.8km2 landslide complex (Figure 4.5 (9), and cross-section D-D') is one of the most 

prominent features in the domain. Extensive bedding-controlled dip-slopes to the west 

indicate source areas for the adjacent landslides. The dip-slopes are controlled by Papariki 

Member conglomerate, however, the basal failure may in fact coincide with one of the thin 

tuffaceous horizons within the overlying Grassy Knoll Member, similar to that found at the 

Trelinnoe slide (7) (Section 4.2.3.1). While the subdued morphology of the slides does not 

suggest current activity, the toe of the southernmost slide shows some strong relief, and is 

considered the most active failure in the complex. The base of this failure is likely to be 

very close to the un cemented sandstone horizon that is inferred to fonn the failure surface 

to the Little Icecream slide (8) (see Section 4.2.3.2). 

Considering the scale and orientation of the sOl,!thern slide, it is likely it would have had a 

major influence on the development of Deep Stream. Indeed it is possible that a landslide 

dam event may have blocked the drainage, the knickpoint found upstream at the domain 

boundary may be a result of such an event. 

A recent lateral failure shown in Figure 4.5 A and B may be due to increasing stresses 

along the margins of the landslide complex as a result of differential motion within the 

slide. This would indicate the slide complex continues to creep slowly. The lateral failure 

is associated with a prominent terrace surface. Approximately 20m high at its maximum 

upstream extent, the terrace dips steeply downstream (~15° below local stream grade) for 

c.lkm. Such terraces were not observed in other streams within the domain, and the 

location, fonn, and very large debris clasts within the terrace suggests it may have been 

formed as a result of a dam generated by one of these secondary lateral failures. 

Along the western margins of the domain, possible wind gaps and a strong correlation 

between the location of streams on either side of the divide (Figure 4.5 locations 3&6) 
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suggest strong structural control or stream capture. These features lie above the current 

level of the extensive upper terrace surface (see Section 3.3.3), and apparently relate to a 

drainage system present prior to terrace formation. If these are related to a stream capture 

event, the fact streams have been captured by drainages in Pohue Formation sandstone may 

indicate a much greater incision rate in this lithology. 

Island Farm is located in the SW comer of the domain, and is an isolated limestone capped 

hill (2). An abundance of landslides on this feature suggest it is currently geomorphically 

active, and is yet to reach the degree of stability attained by the rest of the catchment. 

While the limestone cap cannot yet be correlated to units elsewhere in the basin (pers. 

comm. Bland, 2003) it is posible it once stretched across the present Esk River, and has 

been "holding up" the area. Similar terrace elevations, and an isolated basin within the 

block support a complex drainage history, and suggest stream flow during Ohakean times 

may have been around either side of the "island". The close proximity to the Deep Stream 

landslide complex, as well as unusual features such as the limestone cap, the internal basin, 

and a strong lineament that terminates in a discordant lithology in the Esk River (1) means 

the possibility of this being a large bedding controlled landslide, similar to those in Deep 

Stream cannot be ruled out. 
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Localities 
1. Remnant bedrock ridges indicate 

strong NE-SWdefectcontrol 
2. Highly sinuous channels displaying 

only limited incision. Dominant 
meander orientation matches inferred 
defect orientation from locality 1. 

3. Major increase in incision. 
4. Broad surface with moderate slope 

dips down to stream channel. 
5. Probable landslide shows strong 

defect control about it's margins. 
6. Conglomerate -controlled ridge above 

Berry Rd. 
7. Angular meanders in sinuous streams. 
8. Catchments extend up to 

Maungaharuru Range. 
9. Strong lineaments on terraces 

consistently step down toward stream 
locations 

10. Remnant bedrock ridge to north of 
Berry Rd. Stream may indicate prior 
terrace surface. 

11. Lineaments step down from both the 
NW and SE to form probable NE 
trending paleo-channel. 

Figure 4.6 Tributary Domain 3 DTM 
Figure includes detail of tributary domain 3, and inset providing 
additional detail of the region 10 the north of Berry Rd. Stream 
based on a rectified aerial photo. Arrows indicate landslide 
movement. Linear terrace risers and ridges are indicated, ticks 
are on the scarp side. 
See Figure 2.6 for additional stratigraphic column. 

[ ~. Pohue Formation Alternating siliciclastic siltstone and sandstone beds with occasional 
shell beds. Some tephric materials present. 

(after Bland, 2001) 
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4.1.5 TRIBUTARY DOMAIN 3 
This domain incorporates the section of the Esk catchment entirely underlain by alternating. 

sandstones and siltstones of the Pohue Formation. The homogeneity and low resistance to 

weathering of these sediments is probably responsible for the characteristically low relief, 

little dissected terrain. This is also the only domain to derive sediments and streamflows 

directly off the Maungaharuru Range. Prominent features include the ridge south of Berry 

Road, the most extensive terraces in the valley, and low amplitude, highly angular, sinuous 

stream channels, and many linear terrace risers. 

Deep Stream is the only catchment in the domain not to be sourced from the 

Maungaharuru Range. The upper part of this catchment shows strong evidence of defect 

control both in NE trending low, linear ridges, and a similarly oriented strong meander 

pattern (Figure 4.6 1 &2). 

To the north of Deep Stream, Okurakura Stream lies in a typically broad, low relief valley. 

Like Deep Stream, the sinuous channel in upper reaches shows strong defect control. A 

. knickpoint approximately halfway along the reach (3) marks a transition from this highly 

sinuous form to a more typical highly incised channel. 

Strong lineaments are present on the terraced surface. around Okurakura and Berry Rd. 

Streams, as well as the unnamed stream immediately to the north of these (9,n). 

Orientations of the lineaments change, apparently depending on the orientation of the 

adjacent stream reach, and each marks a rise of over Sm away from the current main 

stream channel. These were mapped by Black (1991) as fault traces, and while their 

strongly linear nature suggests this may be the case, the consistency of the rises away from 

stream channels suggests it is unlikely displacement observed across each of the lineations 

is related to tectonic activity, and is rather an effect of stream erosion. It is probable that 

they were initially formed by tectonic processes as defects in the rock mass, and have 

subsequently been enhanced by stream processes. The orientation of defects exploited 

therefore depends on the orientation of the particular incising channel. 

A prominent ridge south of Berry Road Stream (6) fonns the divide between this and 

Ohurakura Stream catchments. The ridge is capped by a continuation of Matahorua 

Formation greywacke conglomerates, a prominent band of which can be seen extending to 

the NE from below Purahotangihia at the top ofWaipunga Ridge . 
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Streams in the domain are characterised by a highly angular sinuosity (7,2), this is 

particularly evident in Berry Rd. Stream. While the pattern is not clearly apparent on the 

DTM, the aerial photo in Figure 3,1 provides clear evidence. The magnitudes and 

orientations of the strongest meanders can be correlated from stream to stream suggesting 

the principal control is infact persistent defects. The angularity is greatest in upper reaches 

of the streams, possibly a result of increasing defect concentrations and/or persistence 

during the propagation of incision up the channels. 

With a lack of mechanical contrast between lithologies within this domain, landscape fonn 

appears largely defect controlled. Lineaments on terraces are strong, streams are angular, 

and ridges commonly match defect orientations. It is difficult, however, to detennine 

whether this evidently strong defect control is purely related to a lack of lithological 

contrast, or whether tectonic influence - and therefore structural control - is in fact 

stronger in this domain than elsewhere in the catchment. 
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Figure 4.7 Maungaharuru Range Mass Movement geomorphic domain 
DTM Photo Localities 

I 

I 

Figure includes detail of the Maungaharuru Range Mass Movement geomorphic 
domain and adjacent deep-seated failures as well as location of cross-sections 
given in Figure 4.11. Red arrows indicate landslide movement, white arrows 
delineate an arcuate graben inferred to indicate extension into the basin. Broken 
white lines are inferred "in-situ" outcrop ofTe Waka limestone. / 
See Figure 2.6 for full stratigraphic column. l......---------------7/ 
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11. Figure 4.8 (A) - Surface features of the 
southern landslide complex 

12. Figure 4.8 (B) - Southern central landslide 
complex morphology, and terraces north of 
BerryRd. Stream 

13. Figure 4.9 - Photo looking North into the 
basin on top of the Maungaharuru Range 

14. Figure 4.11 (A) - Te Waka Formation 
limestone in outcrop at Basin section line 
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4.1.6 MAUNGAHARURU RANGE MASS MOVEMENT 

This upland part of the catchment is characterised by very steep slopes, rapid erosion, and 

very large landslide complexes. Morphology is dominated by the presence of these 

landslides which extend to the limestone lined basin at the summit of the range. Very large 

limestone blocks (>1 OOOm3) are incorporated into the hummocky terrain of the large slides, 

which mostly appears to be composed of mobilized sandstones and siltstones. 

There are four separate landslide complexes within this domain, each having an area of 

approximately 6km2• Surface features within the landslides are consistent with those of 

translational slides; gradients are relatively linear, transverse ridges are common, and there 

is little evidence of back-tilting. These degrade into earthflows as material becomes 

increasingly chaotic downslope. 

Morphology of the southern landslide (Figure 4.7 (1), Figure 4.8-A) suggests it is an active 

translational failure and that the material is accelerating downslope. Beneath the main 

headscarp, very large limestone blocks (>30m3) form a tract down the centre of the slide, 

the volume of the individual blocks decreases downslope as they are broken up and 

incorporated into the mass. The blocks are highly disjointed, show no preferred orientation, 

and are not considered to be in contact with the principal failure surface, but rather are 

embedded in the mobile landslide mass. 

Swamp areas on the slide currently act as sediment traps, and indicate a perched watertable 

and localised areas of back tilting. A lake may have existed in the upper region of the slide 

(in the basin above the prominent graben), and appears to have breached rapidly (Figure 

4.8-A). The toe of the slide is highly eroded, indicating a long-term - though not 

permanent - dominance of fluvial processes. 

The central slides (Figure 4.7 (2), Figure 4.8-B) are located in steep, relatively narrow 

gullies. Debris within the slides shows little topographic irregularity related to slide 

movement, and appears to have been substantially reworked by fluvial processes. The 

individual slides appear to have consisted of multiple regressive failures, however have 

now receded back to an indurated limestone ridge, and as a result, activity is confined to 

surface failures. 
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Figure 4.8 Photos of southern and central landslide 
complexes on the Maungaharuru Range detailing 
key morphological characteristics 
Photo locations are given in Fig ure 4.7. Photo A is taken 
looking SW across the southern landslide toward Te 
Waka Trig; Photo B is taken looking NW-NE from the 
western end of the prominent conglomerate capped 
ridge in Tributary Domain 3 
Furtherdescription of each photograph is given below: 
A. The approximate location of the SW margin of the 
slide is indicated by the broken black line in the 
farground. Topography on the landslide is chaotic, but 
slope elements are all remarkably well rounded as a 
result of the thick tephra and colluvial blanket. 
Exceptions to this are the limestone blocks that form a 
tract accross the centre of the image, and the gully cut at 
the outlet of the lake. This lake is considered a high 
prioroty for future trench ing as it appears to have been a 
long-term feature, and have breached relatively 
recently, offering the possibility of investigating current 
activity on the slide. 

B. This shows the southern slide in the central 
landslide complex and it's relationship with the broad 
terraces in the region of Berry Rd. Stream. Note the 
contrast between the dissected topography on the 
landslide surface and the broad terraces with a single, 
well defined, highly incised channel. Also note the lack 
of obvious col'Iuviai material where the "toe" of the 
landslide may be expected. This may have been 
removed by fluvial activity, or the majority of 
displacement may be taking place on upper slopes of 
the slide, with fluvial activity being an Important process 
in the transport of material downslope. 
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The plateau at the head of these central slides, while marked as landslide area, is not 

incorporated in the slides. It is, however, being affected by the reduction in lateral 

confinement, substantial subsurface fluid flow, and destabilisation due to the regressive 

slides. Sinkholes ~20m in diameter immediately behind the ridge indicate sediment 

entrained in groundwater is being transported through open subsurface fractures resulting 

from rockmass dilation parallel to the ridge. There is a high probability of failure 

associated with the continued relaxation and opening of these fractures. Back from the 

ridge, swamps reflect poor drainage and subsidence in the area. 

The basin on the top of the Maungahanuu Range (Figure 4.7 (4), Figure 4.9) covers an 

area of 9km2 and provides base flow to the Esk River. The basin is lined with highly 

fractured, disjointed Te Waka Formation limestone that indicates widespread 

gravitationally induced disturbance. An arcuate extensional graben indicates block 

movement into the basin. Similarly, defects along the eastern margin indicate stress relief 

perpendicular to the adjacent scarp. A landslide, possibly related to a larger rotational 

failure, may have once danuned the outlet to the basin, forming a lake and substantially 

reduced base flow in the Esk River. 

Figure 4.9 View looking north into the basin on top of the Maungaharuru 

Range 

Ahuateatua Peak stands in the centre of the image, the location on the photograph 
is given in Figure 4.7. The sharp elevation contrast between Te Waka Limestone 
that forms the ridge below Ahuateatua Peak, and the same limestone unit lining 
the basin in the foreground (300m below the peak) is clearly evident in this figure. 
Other notable features include: a large landslide that may have temporarily 
blocked basin drainage (1); possible lake sediments (2); an arcuate graben 
indicating bedrock extension into the basin (3); and blocky, dissected Te Waka 
limestone inferred to be sliding downslope (4) 
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To the north of the basin is a Ahuateatua Peak defined by a carapace of in-situ Te Waka 

limestone (Figure 4.7 (9)). The limestone is being undelmined along the eastern margin, 

adjacent to the north slide. This has produced a low «20m), but angular scarp where the 

limestone cap has been removed, and now exposes a softer underlying sandstone lithology. 

Defects visible parallel to the scarp indicate further gravitational relaxation of the 

rockmass, and fragmentation of the caprock. Regressive failures where the underlying 

lithology has been exposed are testament to the much lower strength and weathering 

resistance of the underlying siltstone. 

The north slide (Figure 4.7 (3») is characterised by relatively subdued relief, and evolved, 

hummocky topography. This is indicative of a slow-moving earthflow. A linear graben 

near the top of the slide may be fault controlled, or indicate a spatial variation in the 

movement rate of the earthflow. The lower part of the slide can be divided into two more 

rapidly moving earthflows, these appear to be separated by a strong bedrock or fault

controlled ridge. 

4.1.6.1 Structural analysis 
The tectonic and structural process(es) responsible for shaping the southern Maungaharuru 

Range and driving the large landslides in the domain are not clear. The range forms part of 

a SOkm long linear ridge, defined largely by limestones of the Te Waka and Titiokura 

Formations (Figure 4.7, Attachment 1). The Maungaharuru section, however, stands 

anomalously high; Ahuateatua Peak is 200-300 m higher than the linear ridges of the same 

c.80 m thick Te Waka Limestone that run to the NE and SW of the range. 

Beneath Ahuateatua Peak, strata is folded uncharacteristically tightly to form the NE 

quadrant of NE-SW elongate dome. The folding displaces strata approximately 2km east 

from the main strike ridge of the range into the Esk Valley. Te Waka limestone forms a 

carapace over the structure, and the morphology this section of the range is entirely 

bedding controlled (9). A steep scarp to the southwest divides the Te Waka limestone from 

a basin lined with the same unit to the southwest (Figure 4.7 (4), Figure 4.9) (pers. comm. 

Bland, 2003). The limestone to the east of the basin)s once again displaced eastward from 

the dome structure, this time sharply, and by around lkm. Landslides disguise bedrock 

outcrop at the southern end of the range, however 'limestone at the southern end of the 

basin dips gently to the north-east, contrasting strongly with the steep south-easterly dip of 

beds on the Te Waka Range to the south. The limestone in the basin also projects between 
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1.3 and 2km further eastward than that on the Te Waka Range, as this must dip below the 

Pohue Formation at the foot of the range, it must have been displaced at least 1.3km, 

probably up to 2 km to the east. 

A number of investigators have attempted to explain the structural morphology of the 

range, however, hypotheses to date are inconclusive. Francis (1991) mapped the area in a 

reconnaissance investigation prior to seismic surveying being undertaken. He infers the 

Titiokura Fault Zone to run in a NW-SE direction in the location of the SH5 cutting; 

Ahuateatua is to have been emplaced by an eastward dipping thrust fault (the Taraponui 

Thrust) which divides the peak from the basin, and a continuation of the Ngatapa Syncline, 

mapped to the north of the range, extends into the basin and is responsible for the synclinal 

form of strata within basin. 

Studies undertaken since by Cutten (1994) and Bland (2001) challenge this view somewhat 

as in their investigations the Taraponui Thrust is not mapped, and the Ngatapa Syncline is 

inferred to be located well to the west of the basin, and other structures mapped by Francis 

(1991) on the eastern side of the range have been suggested to in fact be based on 

displaced landslide material. 

Only dat tapes produced from the seismic survey across the range following Francis' 

investigation (EC91 5,6&7 - see Attachment 3) are available. The processing of these is . 

time consuming, and beyond the scope of this study. However, an initial report by Wylie 

(1993) based on these lines infers a NNE trending cross fault along the foot of the range. 

NW trending strike-slip faults at either end of this cross fault are inferred to accommodate 

displacement on this structure, although it appears no faults are evident in the lines (see 

Frontier, 1995). A basement high at 400m below sea level is interpreted below the main 

ridge on the eastern side of the range, within the region bounded by these faults. A later 

report based on the same survey data (Frontier, 1995) gives a surprisingly different 

interpretation for what is presumably the same horizon (the "Top Cretaceous 

Unconformity"). This shows no faults, and an unconformity that dips at twice the angle of 

the previous report. The variation in interpretations, may indicate data from the seismic 

surveys is of particularly poor quality, and interpretations are therefore uncertain. 
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Irrespective of the actual structure(s) contributing to the fonn of the range, a number of 

factors are evident: 

., The fonn is tectonic in origin, and a result of tectonic activity since the deposition of 

the Waipipian Te Waka Fonnation Limestone (3~3.6Ma) which shows no significant 

variation in thickness over the entire range, 

III Limestone within the basin was once continuous with the same units now fonning 

Ahuateatua Peak, pesently 300m higher, 

III Structures that displace limestone in the region of the southern and central landslide 

complexes east from the strike of the corresponding units on the main rangefront are 

likely to be discrete and trend/strike NW, 

III The blocky, disjointed limestone within the basin has experienced much more 

defonnation than the intact beds fonning the peak, 

III Active landslides on the slopes of the range surrounding the basin indicate this 

region is currently far more geomorphically active than the in situ strata surrounding 

the adjacent Ahuate~tua Peak; 

• Seismic reflectors beneath the range may be extremely poor, unusual for the bedded 

sedimentary strata underlying the range. 

As the steep scarp on the SW side of Ahuateatua Peak prevents a traditional 

syncline/anticline pair from fitting this situation, and the basin limestone displays a much 

higher degree of disruption and defonnation than that on the peak, it is inferred this 

limestone was initially at the level of Ahuateatua Peak, and the range was in the fonn of a 

NE-SW symmetric tight anticline. The southern end of the anticline is inferred to have had 

a similar fonn to that of Ahuateatua Peak; this is based on an exhumed bedding surface 

above the headscarp on the southern slide indicating an area in which large limestone 

blocks appear to have been excavated through bedding-controlled slip (Figure 4.7 (10)). As 

stream power here is low with no catchment, the most likely mechanism for removing 

these blocks is through translational landsliding on a weak horizon within the limestone 

unit, similar to the style of failure seen within the same Te Waka limestone at the Te Pohue 

slide (see Section 2.2.2.6). This would require at least a moderate southerly dip - opposite 

to the northerly dip observed today. 
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Additional deformation of the basin limestone is inferred to have occurred as a result of the 

subsequent subsidence or downwarping of the unit into the basin. In order to accommodate 

this, either the compressional tectonic regime must reverse and be locally extensional, 

sediments beneath the basin must have reduced in volume, or the range must have 

expanded laterally. As the first two mechanisms are considered highly unlikely, the third is 

the preferred option. 

The cross-section in Figure 4.11-B indicates profiles of the Te Waka limestone across 

Ahuateatua, and through the basin at a location 2.Skm to the south (the location of these is 

given in Figure 4.11-C and Figure 4.7). While the prominent arcuate scarp in the shaded 

relief map (Figure 4.11-C) appears typical of a rotational failure, the presence of the 

steeply dipping in-situ Te Waka limestone in Figure 4.1O-A indicates sediments east of this 

scarp are infact in-situ - excluding this possibility. In order to match the limestone bed 

photographed with the corresponding unit in the basin, it must be extrapolated west in a 

tight anticline (blue shaded region in Figure 4.11-B). 

4.1.6.2 Deep-seated gravitational slope defonnation hypothesis 

Intrrxluction 

This investigation puts forward the suggestion that a "deep-seated gravitational slope 

deformation" (DSGSD), as described by Agliardi et at. (2001), may be a viable means of 

describing some of the structural complexities evident in the Maungaharuru Range, and' 

provide for a driving mechanism to initiate the large failures present along the eastern 

margin of the range. Little is known about these phenomena, however, Agliardi et at. 

(2001) suggest some useful diagnostic features include: 

• Morpho-structures (doubled ridges, scarps, counters carps, etc.) similar to those 

observable, at a smaller scale, in cohesive soils landslides, 

• Size of the phenomenon comparable to the slope, 

• Present day low rate of displacement (mmly, in alpine and prealpine areas); and 

II Presence of minor landslides inside the deformed mass and ancient collapses of the 

lower part of the slope. 

(Agliardi et at., 2001) 
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The DSGSD inferred here is in the fonn of a large rotational landslide. However, the high 

confining pressures involved at depths of up to 2km result in a plastic defonnation of the 

entire sliding mass, significantly changing the distribution of strain throughout the slide. 

In a in "typical soil mechanics" approach to rotational failures, a failure ellipse is described 

through the base of the sliding mass. This represents a discrete shear surface formed as 

stress localises along this plane, material within the slide is then dealt with as a rigid 

(brittle) block. Gravity forces driving and resisting sliding are then balanced taking into 

account friction in the failure plane, and a factor of safety value is obtained to describe the 

stability state of the mass. However, in a collapse of the scale evident here, confining 

pressures acting on the sediments are extremely high «50MPa); this has been shown to 

cause a change in the behaviour of sediments when placed under lateral loads, altering the 

style of deformation from brittle to ductile. The transition has been described in chalk at 

pressures over 30MPa by Leddra et.al (1993), and in London Clay at over 10MPa by 

Petley and Allison (1997). While results of these investigations were obtained under lab 

conditions and cannot be directly applied to field situations, they do provide an analogue to 

describe the behaviour of material at depths in the order of 1 00-250+m (petley, 1996). This 

effectively invalidates the "rigid block" approach to analysing landslides at this scale. 

In a ductile deformation, once interparticle bonds in the material are broken and the initial 

elastic phase of defonnation is overcome, the· material reaches a steady state plastic 

deformation phase where it cannot sustain increases in load, but also cannot strain weaken 

further. In this situation strain is distributed throughout the mass, and the slide can undergo 

a prolonged period of very stable creep at constant stresses (Petley and Allison, 1997). 

Agliardi et al. (2001) used an elasto-plastic material 

model to describe fractured schistose phyllites when 

modelling a DSGSD in the Rhaetian Alps, Italy (Figure 

4.10). This lithology has a Young modulus considerably 

higher (llGPa) than average siltstones (~5GPa), though 

otherwise mechanical properties are similar. The phy~lites 

may therefore be expected to behave similarly, though 

exhibit less elastic or plastic defonnation than sediments 

in the Maungaharuru Range. 
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Figure 4.11 Schematic of Maungaharuru Range 
Gravity Collapse 

A Photo is taken looking south, location is given in 
Figure 4.11 C. A steeply-dipping, in-situ Te Waka 
limestone bed is visible in the centre of image (1), the 
continuation of the limestone on the edge of the basin 
is just visible to the far right (west) as indicated by 
arrows. The hill to the east of the limestone outcrop (2) 
is in-situ Pohue Formation siltstone. The upper Esk 
River is in the foreground. 

B Cross-section is true scale looking north. Grid size 
is 200m. Topographic data is taken from 1 :50 000 
OEM, Thickness of Te Waka Limestone is 
representative only. Numbers (1) and (2) on the 
section correspond to outcrop identified in Figure 4.11 
A. 

C Shaded relief map based on 1 :50 000 OEM Section 
lines and photograph location are indicated. NZMG 
co-ordinates. 
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Failure rnale1 
The inferred failure In the Maungaharuru Range is best described by a rotational 

movement, with the long axis of the failure ellipse oriented down-dip. This is required in 

order to accommodate the transfer of strain from the basin to the face of the range. By 

having the elongate axis of the ellipse down-dip it is inferred preferential zones of 

weakness, and grain orientations in the bedded sediments partially control the style of 

deformation. The sediments, however, deform plastically, and the maximum strain occurs 

through the centre of the mass. The failure ellipse describes the extent of movement, and is 

associated with minimal displacement where many inter-particle bonds remain intact. This 

style of motion is indicated by the strain contours in Figure 4.11-B. 

Based on an initial slope profile similar to that of the limestone remaining to the east of 

Ahuateatua, and a rotational mass transfer, the cross-sectional area lost through subsidence 

in the basin equates to the projected area increase on the eastern face of the range (c. 

240Om2). The area of each of the strain contours in Figure 4.11-B also equates to this 

value. These indicate a slightly eccentric down-dip transfer of maximum strain, most likely 

a reflection of near-surface variations in confining pressure imposed by the geometry of 

the range. 

Basic analysis suggests the failure may extend as far as 1200m below sea level, 2.1km 

below the lowest point in the basin, coinciding with the approximate elevation of local 

basement as interpreted from seismic profiles by Frontier (1995). This may be expected as 

the much stronger greywacke basement is unlikely to deform in the same style as the much 

weaker Neogene strata. If this basement is therefore assumed to be fixed, then a semi

linear increase in total strain may be expected in order to maintain a consistent shear stress 

through the plastically deforming slide mass. 

The centre of the ellipse matches a point of minimal change where the profile of the basin 

limestone intersects that of the limestone defining the hillslope below Ahuateatua. 
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Prop:Jsed sequence of ewus 

1. Tectonic development ofNE-SW trending anticline. 

2. Block sliding off the southern quadrant of the anticline (Figure 4.7 (10)). Tectonic 

activity induces WNW trending shear south Ahuateatua. 

3. Elastic then plastic deformation of sediments begins adj acent to southern side of the 

shear zone. 

4. Deformation propagates southward. Full-plastic deformation is achieved south of 

shear. Significant subsidence of ridge crest. Eastern margin of range begins to 

dilate leading to enhanced sediment stripping, this is at a maximum in the region of 

the tight anticline where extensional defects begin to form in limestone cap. 

Continued block sliding at southern end of anticline. 

5. Ridge starts to achieve concave profile, substantial joints form in limestone cap, 

infiltration begins to increase markedly. Full plastic deformation beneath much of 

the range. Tight anticline continues to form and releases large limestone blocks 

which topple and slide down the oversteepened rangefront. Mass movement 

becomes prevalent as dilation continues along eastern range front. Deep-seated, 

though relatively shallow «150m) rotational slide begins along western ridge as 

response to increased shear stress from main collapse. 

6. Basin now formed above northern section of slide. Plastic deformation continues to 

develop throughout range. Limestone cap largely removed from tight anticline and 

easily erodable underlying sediments begin to be rapidly eroded, this continues to 

deplete resisting forces. Intense deformation of sediment on southern shoulder of 

range now allows formation of large mass movement complexes and rapid 

evacuation of sediment. Rate of rotational failure on western flank matches that of 

main failure. 

7. Continued plastic deformation throughout range. Medium sized landslide at the 

outlet of the basin blocks drainage and creates 3km2 lake. This markedly increases 

pore pressures and leads to period of increased plastic deformation and associated 

deep-seated landslide activity. Subsequent breach of dam returns pore pressures to 

normal and substantial erosion from eastern face may be required to return stress 

balance to normal state and continue movement. 
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Discussion 

While this model is largely theoretical, and backed up by minimal field data other than 

observations of prominent outcrop, and the association of this pattern with the geometry of 

the Maungaharuru Range, it does provide a viable means with which to facilitate the very 

difficult apparent transfer of mass from the range crest through to the eastern face. A 

number of additional observations help back up this model, including - possibly results 

from the EC91 seismic survey. These are discussed along with the inevitable uncertainties 

and complications in the following section. 

The homogeneous form of deformation may explain the variation in the interpretation of 

seismic data across the range (Wylie, 1993; Frontier, 1995). Macroscopic variations in 

strain within the mass are likely to severely complicate reflection patterns. The progressive 

decrease in strain toward the slide margins would prevent the delineation of a discrete zone 

of disturbance and further complicate identification. The reflector identified by Wylie 

(1993) neither fits the basement reflector identified by Frontier (1995), or surface outcrop 

patterns. It does, however, correlate relatively well with inferred areas of similar strain, 

suggesting it may relate to some form of strain partitioning, or other slide-related 

phenomena. This is supported by the cross-fault inferred by Wylie (1993) which terminates 

the reflector in a similar place to the failure ellipse, before the bed is inferred to continue 

once again 800m lower (Figure 4.11). 

Additional supporting observations: 

• There is no true "toe" or break-out at the foot of the range as deformation may be 

concentrated in less confined sediments further up the slope (Figure 4.8). 

• A possible increase in defect concentrations in valley sediments below the foot of 

the range is inferred from strong lineations and stream sinuosity patterns (see 

Section 4.1.5). This may be related to the eastern extent of deformation. 

• Based on morphological evidence, including the inferred degree of subsidence and 

current activity of landslides, deformation on the range appears to have been a long

term process. This supports the steady-state plastic deformation inferred in the 

model. 
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• Vectors representing the maximum accumulated strain coincide with the maximum 

convexity of the Ahuateatua slope profile, possibly indicating the initiation of a 

similar process beneath the peak. 

• The arcuate scarp noted within the basin in Figure 4.7 and 4.9 corresponds with the 

intersection of the main failure and the western mtational slide in Figure 4.11-B, and 

may provide evidence of the inferred structural division about this boundary. 

Complications: 

• A lack of precedent - Petley and Allison (1996) state " ... there is virtually no 

evidence that geomorphologists have considered the implications of the stress-strain 

regime relevant to large failures." The implications of this observation, combined 

with the scale of this particular failure means literature describing similar 

investigations is sparse. 

• Minimal driving force - While the "initial" (Ahuateatua) slope profile provides what 

is considered sufficient driving force to enable the initiation of this process, the 

current profile indicates a much lower driving force - especially if erosion of the 

tight anticlinal structure was not as rapid as is inferred. Consideration must however 

be given to the plastic nature of the deformation; while the strain contours indicate 

the .. current total strain, a plastic substance-need n'ot fail in a predetermined manner 

as in brittle failure, and the principal zone of deformation may migrate over time. In 

this case the zone of maximum deformation may flatten as sediment is stripped from 

the face of the range, and related confining pressures decrease. 

• Lack of subsurface data - while this is not strictly a complication, the acquisition of 

subsurface information such as seismic data could provide valuable information on 

important controls such as bedding attitudes and thicknesses, which may easily 

confirm or discredit this model. 

• No control on initial tectonic inputs - Whether active or not, these are likely to play 

a significant part in the structural evolution .of the range. Until the mechanism 

responsible for the initial anticlinal form of the Maungaharuru Range is known, the 

effect of these can - at best - be assumed negligible. This may be possible if the rate 

of sliding is great enough to allow plastic deformation of the sediments to mask 

structural inputs. 
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4.2 TRELINNOE STUDY AREA 
Selected as a region in which to undertake an intensive field investigation, the Trelinnoe 

study area displays a large number of features characteristic to the Esk Valley, these 

include:-

• Strong lineaments, easily identified from satellite imagery and vertical aerial photos 

• Steep, highly incised streams with limited contributing catchment 

• Broad terraces. While these are more dissected than in many other areas of the 

valley, they are still largely unmodified, and concordant ridge crests in the areas of 

greatest dissection allow the correlation of an enveloping terrace surface. 

• Both Kaiwaka and Otakowai Streams run above their graded exponential profiles in 

mid to upper reaches. 

• The sinuosity of the streams is high, particularly in Otakowai Stream where several 

strong reversals in channel direction take place. 

• Strong lithological control, particularly from conglomerates along the margins of the 

catchments, and isolated hills within the area. 

• Several large-scale mass movements 

A location map for this area is provided below 

Figure 4.12 Detail of Trellinoe study area. See inset of the study area and Esk 

catchment for location. 
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Morphologically the area is dominated by a well-defined upper surface with generally 

subdued well-rounded landforms and prominent conglomerate capped remnants. This 

surface is cut west to east by two highly incised (80-100m) tributaries to the Esk River

Kaiwaka Stream in the north, and Otakowai Stream to the south. These streams converge 

at their eastern ends and flow to the south round the pronounced form of Island Farm 

before discharging into the Esk River. 

Vegetation in the area has changed dramatically since the mid 1900's. Vertical aerial 

photos taken in 1943, five years after the Esk Valley flood, detail a barren landscape 

largely devoid of vegetation other than an apparent pastoral cover and small pockets of 

scrub. Shallow landslides, indicated in photos by bright white scars of exposed bedrock, 

are prevalent - covering approximately 10% of the land surface, and 80% of slopes over 

30°, many of these scars remain in the landscape today. This is a sharp contrast to current 

vegetation cover, and is typical of changes throughout the Esk Valley. Island Farm and 

Little Ice-cream Slide are now planted in commercial pines, dense native bush has 

revegetated gorge walls and riparian zones, and improved farming practices maintain good 

grass cover year round. 

While vegetation may have prevented many shallow failures, it also hides many geological 

features, and for this reason older 1943 photos are used in a detailed air-photo 

interpretation. High levels of distortion in these photos related to lens and topographic 

effects have been removed by manual rectification of the images. This is however not 

ideal, and some distortion remains - particularly around the perimeter of images, and in 

areas with high topographic contrast. 

Geomorphic mapping was undertaken at a scale of 1 :15,000 to highlight important 

morphological features within the area. These included lithological controls, drainage 

patterns, river incision, and landslide features. Results are presented in Attachment 2, and 

an oblique view of the area including geomorphic interpretations is given in Figure 4.13. 

Due to the level of incision in' the river system, the field investigation was undertaken in 

two parts: 

1. Geological mapping and the investigation of bedrock features along the stream 

channels. This provided the best insight into the structure of the area, and errors 

associated with the aerial photo investigation. It was, however, hampered by 

limited access points (stream outlets, and two steep tracks approximately halfway 
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along each channel), slow progress in the gorges, and few landmarks to locate 

mapping. This affected both coverage and accuracy of location in much of the 

work; and 

2. An investigation into landforms and processes of the upper surface above incised 

channels. This was complicated by tephra cover, vegetation, and evolved rounded 

slopes, all of which severely limited exposure. This investigation did, however, 

provide important ground truth to support the aerial photo interpretation. 

Four deep-seated landslides are identified in the study area; Trelinnoe, Little Ice-cream, 

Kaiwaka, and Otakowai landslides, these are discussed in a later section (4.2.3 Landslide 

investigation). 

4.2.1 STREAM CHANNEL FEATURES 

Both Otakowai and Kawaka Streams transition downstream from relatively broad, steep 

sided valleys with shallow fine gravel fills, through to incised gorges with a mixture of 

bedrock, fine alluvium, and moderate sized siltstone boulders, and finally into highly 

incised, very narrow bedrock gorges. 

Valleys and gorges are generally delineated by smooth, near vertical valley walls 

particularly in upper reaches; these often run very straight and suggest defect control. 

Vegetation is present to near stream level. Abandoned terraces are generally not seen in . 

either stream, though in lower reaches small recent terraces are present - probably related 

to flood events. This indicates rapid incision, and negligible variation in long-term 

aggradation! degradation rates. 

Oversteepened channel reaches up to SOm in length may relate to highly degraded 

knickpoints, tectonic controls, or resistant lithologies. These oversteepened reaches arc 

characterised by rapid flows in sinuous bedrock channels up to O.Sm wide by 1m deep and 

serve as an indication of the rapid incision occurring within the system (Figure 4.14F). The 

form of these features suggests rapid planation of a surface followed by relatively recent 

incision. While knickpoints greater than I-2m are not present in the system, it is considered 

unlikely these features are evidence of degraded knickpoints as local bedding orientations 

are typically steep, and the form is not consistent with the steady upstream migration of a 

channel perturbation. These reaches are more likely to be a result of tectonic and lithologic 

controls. Subsurface faulting leading to deformation and uplift of the stream channel 
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initiates lateral migration and downcutting during low flows; high flows easily fill the 

channel and rapidly produce planed bedrock surfaces. These processes are controlled by 

slight variations in bedrock resistance and increased defect concentrations, the latter related 

to the initial tectonic folding. 

Few faults are identified in the stream channels; this is likely to be due in part to vegetation 

cover along much of the valley walls, and preferential fluid flow enhancing vegetation 

growth along fractures and faults. Three faults are identified cutting the channel in the 

upper reaches of Kaiwaka Stream, and while a sense of motion could not be determined, 

similar orientations of the fault planes suggest they may be related to a single style of 

deformation. Each fault is sub~vertical and strikes approximately N-S (see Appendix H for 

details); they occupy zones of deformation ~lm wide, while increased numbers of joints 

are identified up to 100m away from the fault. Each fault was marked by a waterfall 

indicating the strong control on drainage formation. The orientation, persistence, and other 

details were measured for joints within the valley walls were surveyed - these are 

discussed in section 4.3. The location and orientations of the faults compliment similar 

structures identified by Black (1991), and Bland (2001) in strata elsewhere in the region. 
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Red arrow indicates a 1.5m wide fault 
zone containing cemented siHstone. 
Blue arrows indicate the channel 
entering and exiting the fault zone, it 
deviates -10m along strike of the fault. 
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Rapid stream incision into soft 
bedrock in an oversteepened 
channel reach (note joint control -
marked in red) 
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Figure 4.14 Photographs detailing key 
geomorphological characteristics of stream 
channels within the Trelinnoe Study Area. 
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4.2.2 UPPER SURFACE FEATURES 

As mentioned earlier, landforms of the upper surface are generally subdued and well 

rounded compared to features within the valleys. This is in part due to the tephras that 

blanket the landscape, however, it is mostly a result of a disassociation of hillslopes from 

the fluvial system and the dominance of slow geomorphic processes - such as soil creep -

associated with this lack of strong geomorphic influence. Landforms can be divided into 

two groups, those associated with lithological control, and those related to ancient and 

modem fluvial systems. 

4.2.2.1 Lithological features 

Lithology influences slope morphology and drainage form, and is responsible for the 

presence of many landforms in the area. The upper Papakiri Member conglomerate forms 

strong, erosion resistant ridges in the north-west of the area as well as a cap on remnant 

hills. The Grassy Knoll Member conglomerate also forms prominent caps, most notably in 

the centre of the region, and along ridges to the south of Otakowai Stream. Island Farm 

(Figure 4.13, Figure 4.16-B) is capped by a resistant limestone unit that appears to be very 

localised, and cannot be correlated with any other unit in the valley (pers. comm. Bland, 

2003). This unit may help explain the unusual isolated form of the hill. 

Slope drainage is also influenced by lithology, this is most likely a result of both 

weathering resistance and permeability contrasts. Drainage preferentially develops in the 

down-dip direction. Papakiri Member sediments in the west of the area appear highly 

dissected, and drainage forms in small, steep basins with high topographic variation. In the 

north-east of the area, an uncemented sandstone unit produces linear drainages in very 

steep sided gullies, this unit can be traced SSW to just north of Otakowai Stream where a 

similar pattern occurs on a broad dip-slope. 

Lithology controls slope form, and dip-slopes are commonly gentle and grade at, or very 

close to the dip of bedding. This is most often a result of slightly more indurated beds 

sheltering underlying lithologies. In contrast, scarp slopes are consistently ~20-25° and 

concave upward, a result of the resistant lithology· standing at a much higher angle than 

underlying strata are able to maintain (Figure 4.16). 
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4.2.2.2 Fluvial features 

Fluvially related features are dominated by broad Holocene gravel terraces that gently dip 

toward current channels and can be traced through much of the Esk Valley. The gravel 

sequence may overly strath surfaces, and appears to be between 10 and 15m thick. It is 

incised to bedrock in places by ephemeral streams (Figure 4.15). The terraces are covered 

in a 3m thick blanket of reworked loess soil and tephra. This was augered in an attempt to 

identify tephra markers for age correlations, however the reworked nature of the soil made 

identification extremely difficult and the exercise was subsequently abandoned. 

A lower terrace surface, approximately 6m below the upper one is occasionally present, 

and may indicate the gradual onset of stream incision. This is almost always adjacent to the 

current incised gorge, however, in places an apparent migration of the stream channel is 

visible where low-level terrace surfaces are separated from the current gorge by small 

"islands" of what appears to be outlying bedrock. A lack of outcrop prevented further 

investigation. 

Figure 4.15 Holocene gravels exposed in an incised ephimeral stream 

channel adjacent to Kaiwaka Stream. 

The person at bottom right is 1.6m tall. Note the currently dry channel. Siltstone 
bedrock is approximately 2m below the lowest channel level to the left of the 
image. Kaiwaka stream lies -50m away in the direction of the photograph and is 
incised c.60m below this level; its far bank is marked by the band of thick 
vegetation in the middleground. 
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Figure 4.16 Panorama of Trelinnoe Study Area 
upper surface detailing key geomorphological 
features 
Taken from near the top of the prominent 
conglomerate capped hill between Kaiwaka and 
Olakowai streams. Note the good grass cover, and 
dense vegetation along the walls of the incised 
gorges. The shallow landslide in the foreground at 
the far right of the image is inferred to be a result of 
the 1938 storm and is represented in early photos, 
and the digital slope map given in Figure 3.1. 
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4.2.3 LANDSLIDE INVESTIGATION 

Four deep-seated landslides were identified in the Trelinnoe study area; Trelinnoe, Little 

Icecream, Kaiwaka, and Otakowai landslides. While spatially separate, many features of 

these slides are similar. Each is discussed below and parallels are drawn at the end ofthis 

section. 

4.2.3.1 Trelinnoe Landslide 

The Trelinnoe slide (Attachment 2, Figure 4.16-A, Figure 4.19) is the most extensive, 

accessible, and in many ways most typical slide in the area. The slide covers 780,000m2 

and has an estimated volume of 31.2x1 06m3. It is essentially a translational dip-slope slide 

and at least one failure surface can be identified at river level. The surface in the middle of 

the slide is dominated by transverse extensional grabens that indicate a dilation of the slide 

mass, while in other regions compressional ridges are prominent. These features can be 

used to define three zones of differential slide motion, the most rapid of which lies adjacent 

to Kaiwaka Stream. Minimal movement occurs within the most "inland" zone to the 

northeast. 

The toe of the landslide can be identified at bed level in Kaiwaka Stream (Figure 4.17), 

although vegetation cover severely limits exposure. The failure surface here is a 50cm 

thick coarse sandy tuffaceous horizon, this is in-situ and dips steeply downstream at 

050120° SE. At the time of investigation, this was saturated with a very high seepage rate. 

A highly fractured moderately indurated siltstone band is present around· the toe of the 

slide and fractures dip into the toe at around 40°, the strike rotates through 30° 

downstream. This change in strike indicates a component of lateral movement (supported 

by local dip direction), and the dip of fractures back into the face indicates a sharp upward 

rotation of the failure surface. These are probably releasing structures, and indicate the 

level of the bedrock river bed at the time of failure was at least 3m higher than present 

(Figure 4.17, Figure 4.19). By inferring an average stream incision rate of 3.5-4.Smm/yr 

(Section 3.3.3.4) an approximate" age of between 670y.BP and 860y.BP is given for the 

formation of this failure surface. 

Anecdotal evidence suggests the slide remains active: Mr John Wills - the landowner at 

Trelinnoe Station - noted a large slip of at least 400m3 at the toe of the slide less than ten 

years ago, apparently unrelated to any climatic or tectonic disturbance. While sampling a 
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similar region the author also noted an area on the slide face in which joints are fully 

relaxed (i.e. the normal stress across the planes is negligible), and toppling failures are 

common. 

Figure 4.17 Outcrop of Trelinnoe Slide failure surface in Kaiwaka Stream 

Photo taken looking north just downstream of the Kaiwaka Stream bridge (NZMS 
260-V20 348058).Note pack and A3 map board on left hand side for scale. The 
tuffaceous horizon is underlined in orange and marks the base of the slide. Defect 
planes are highlighted in the toe zone. It is inferred that bedrock in the stream at 
the time of failure was at least 3m higher than current stream level and these 
defects represent a rotation of the toe toward the surface. Large siltstone boulders 
are present in the stream bed material as a result of continued slide movement. 

It is difficult to determine the failure surface for the whole slide. The failure occurs tn 

indurated siltstones that suggest a maximum friction angle (~32°) far in excess of the 6° 

average slope of the slide (Figure 4.19). The failure surface must therefore be either on 

siltstone reduced to residual shear strength, or a thin interbed of a much weaker lithology. 

The tephra on which the failure occurs in the toe zone is a very good candidate for the 

latter as results of sample testing indicate the material rapidly disaggregates in water, and 

when saturated, has negligible internal friction. It is difficult, however, to confidently 

extrapolate this below the slide mass as dip measurements taken around the slide are 

sparse, and vary greatly from 0-20°. The steep scarps and basins within the lower 400m of 

the slide reflect extension of the mass, and indicate a dramatic increase in slide velocity 

(Attachment 2, Figure 4.19). The surface of the slide here rises at an angle similar to that of 

the local tephra bedding suggesting the steeply dipping strata may be the primary control 

on the failure in this region. However, the transition to less variable topography more 

characteristic of translational landslides further up-slope suggests either the beddlng dip 
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must increase significantly, or the primary failure surface must be transferred to another, 

shallower dipping, though similarly weak, structure. 

4.2.3.2 Little Icecream Landslide 

The Little Icecream slide is the second largest in the study area (Attachment 2, Figure 

4.20). Also a translational slide, it covers 700,000m2 and has an estimated total volume of 

17.5x106m3• Unfortunately, forestry has recently been established over the surface of the 

slide making field investigation impractical. Observations are therefore based largely on 

air-photo interpretations and basic structural mapping in the surrounding area. 

In planimetric view the slide extent defines a parabolic shape, the axis of which lies along 

a low ridge that runs down the centre of the slide mass. A smaller failure within the slide 

reproduces this form and indicates highest movement rates are probably associated with 

increased overburden pressure from material forming this ridge. 

Movement has been facilitated by the deep incision of an unnamed stream at the toe of the 

slide. The degree of stream incision is disproportionately high for the catchment size and 

suggests highly erodable bedrock. This has been mapped by Bland (2001) as uncemented 

sands of the lower Waipunga Formation. However, it may also incorporate the 

cohesionless sands near the upper contact of the Matahorua Formation Grassy Knoll 

Member which outcrops close to the toe region of the slide. Here the siltstone that 

comprises most of the unit grades into a 10m thick fine grained cleati massive uncemented 

sandstone that is then overlain by a thin (5m) poorly cemented greywacke conglomerate 

(Bland, 2001). Moderately- to well-sorted, poorly cemented, slightly micaceous 

siliciclastic sandy siltstones and sandstones of the Waipunga Formation lie unconformably 

upon the upper Matahorua Formation conglomerate, and at their base grade over several 

metres from a sandy siltstone to a fine grained sandstone (Bland, 2001). 

The slide can be partitioned into four domains based on apparent total displacement and 

mechanics (Attachment 2). The northernmost appears to have moved very little, though the 

graben at the head of the slope indicates up to 50m of extension. This lack of movement is 

probably due to incision in the toe region being the lowest of any part of the slide. Two 

domains can be defined along the central ridge, these are the most active in the slide and 

display several diffuse, arcuate extensional grabens indicating internal disturbance of the 

masses and possibly some rotation. The western unit appears to have moved up to 150m 

downslope from the adjacent hill, and is marked by an incised stream in its northern lateral 
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margin and a prominent scarp on the southern edge. The eastern ofthe two central domains 

appears the most active of the entire slide, it also appears to have a stronger component of 

rotation than any other region. This may be related to the appearance of a secondary shear 

surface related to increasing degrees of rotation as blocks move downslope, or possibly a 

change of lithology on the shear surface inducing different deformational characteristics 

within the slide. Total movement is likely to be only -20m. The southernmost section is 

the least disturbed and one of the less active regions of the landslide. This is sUrPrising as 

stream incision begun adjacent to this region and it should have therefore had the longest 

time to develop and may indicate the landslide was triggered a significant time after the 

onset of incision. Possible triggers include: co~seismic shaking, the development of a 

network of low shear strength persistent defects, or a variation in rock properties across the 

slide which may prevent the release of this section before the movement of central regions 

have created a favourable geometry. Displacement in this area is truly translational, 

although apparently only in the order of 20m. 

A lineation visible in early aerial photographs runs along the valley walls in Kaiwaka 

Stream and appears to indicate a strong lithological contrast, most likely the base of the 

10m thick, clean sandstone in the Grassy Knoll Member (Attachment 2). This marker may 

coincide with the primary basal shear within the landslide. Interestingly, another lineation 

along the Kaiwaka Stream wall marks the Old ~oach Road, a route established in 1861 to 

provide access t6 Te Pohue (and eventually Taupo) from Napier (Parsons, 1997). The route 

crosses from apparently stable ground on the southern margin of Little Icecream Slide 

through the slide and back onto stable ground on the northern side. While the road cuts one 

of the most inactive parts of the landslide, it does provide a good tie point across which to 

judge movement for the 122 years between 1861 and recent aerial photos in 1983. This 

period covers both the 1931 earthquake and 1938 storm. Interestingly, although a detailed 

survey was not undertaken, there is no obvious offset across the slide margin indicating 

this portion of the slide has been stable for the entire period. 

4.2.3.3 Kaiwaka Landslide 

Kaiwaka Landslide (Attachment 2, Figure 4.21) is a large, extensional, translational slide 

located at the eastern end of the Trelinnoe Study An;~a. Only a very limited investigation of 

the slide was able to be undertaken due to a lack of outcrop. While still a dip-slope failure, 

unlike other slides in the region, the direction of slide movement cuts obliquely across 
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local dip, deviating by up to 70° to the north. As a result, the basal failure is likely to be 

near horizontal (see Figure 4.21). Lithologies here are the same as those underlying Little 

Icecream Slide, and it is inferred internal shear strength in the same uncemented sandstone 

is likely to be sufficiently low enough to facilitate failure at such low angles «5°). 

The surface of the slide shows evidence of a sinuous stream channel cut c.1 Om below the 

terrace surface. While this channel obviously pre-dates the slide, and has been heavily 

modified by its movement, it appears the initial incision was controlled by strong 

lineaments as depicted in Attachment 2. The landslide boundaries also adhere strictly to 

these lineaments suggesting defect control, typical ofEsk Valley landslides. 

Figure 4.18 Kaiwaka landslide from Island Farm 

Photo is taken looking WSW, and clearly shows Kaiwaka Landslide at the end of 
the extensive terrace surface between Kaiwaka and Otakowai Streams. 

4.2.3.4 Otakowai Landslide 

Otakowai landslide is located just to the west of the Kaiwaka slide (see Attachment 2, 

Figure 4.21). This slide appears to be more typical of those evidenced in the area, and is 

inferred to be a simple translational slide with basal shear occurring on a Grassy Knoll 

Member tephra, as detailed in Section 4.2.3.1. 

A number of medium sized bedrock failures in Otakowai Stream between Otakowai Slide 

and easting 2835000 may be evidence for a strong underlying instability in the region 

(Attachment 2). These failures typically occur on the northern margin of the stream, and 

contain fragmented bedrock and surficial deposits. Where underlying bedrock is visible, it 

is often intensely sheared or contains imbricate defects at less than 1m spacings. This may 

indicate a deeper-seated control on the landslides than is apparent from their surface 

expression, possibly a strong tectonically induced defect control, or extensive bedding 

controlled slide similar to that to the north of Deep Stream (see Section 4.1.5). More 

detailed mapping is required to investigate the relationship between these medium scale 

and surficial landslides, and a more regional (~2km2) instability. 
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Figure 4.21 Stereo photo pair and true scale cross sections of Otakowai (left) and Kaiwaka (right) Landslides 
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Otakowai landslide is inferred to be failing on a tephra layer within the Grassy KJilol1 Member. Kaiwaka Landslide is unusuall as failure 
is only obliquely down-dip. Poor outcrop hampers accurate location of the failure surface, however it is likely to be within the same 
uncemented sandstone as Little Icecream Landslide above. Note deformation of sinuous stream channel on landslide surface 
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4.3.1 INTRODUCTION 
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Defects are discontinuities in a rock mass. Their orientation and persistence reflect stresses 

in the rock since formation. They affect the geomorphic development of a region by 

providing surfaces or zones of weakness that may be preferentially eroded by fluvial 

processes, conduits for subsurface fluid flow, and planes of low frictional resistance that 

promote block failure and landsliding. An investigation into the defects within a region can 

therefore provide valuable insight into previous tectonic stresses as well as current 

geomorphic processes. 

4.3.2 METHOD 

Defect analysis was mainly confined to the Trelinnoe study region and involved the 

recording of: 

It Location - On aerial photos in the field then transferred to GIS fonnat. 

e Orientation - Strike and dip 

It Persistence - Persistence is the "length" of the defect on the rock face. While only 

the most persistent defects are mapped, noting this is important in order to record 

the significance of the feature. 

• Spacing - Where defects are evenly spaced on the rockface, they are listed as 

"sets" and an average orientation taken. This, combined with defect persistence, 

can help determine the significance of features. 

• Defect information is analyzed using a combination of stereonet plots in the Dips 

computer program and GIS. 

Stereo graphic analysis in Dips was used to identify defect sets. Poles to defect planes were 

plotted on a lower hemisphere equal angle stereonet, and concentrations of poles then used 

to identify each defect set. (see Appendix H - Figure H.3). 

Data taken from Dips was then transferred to GIS and spatial relationships of the defects 

were investigated. Sets are compared with lineaments identified in the reconnaissance 

stage of the investigation. 
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4.3.3 RESULTS 

The majority of bedrock in the study area is massive to weakly bedded, unjointed siltstone. 

The limited defects present are often therefore prominent features, and easily 

distinguishable. Highly persistent defects are relatively common and often extend the 

entire height of a cAOm cliff. Defect sets are also commonly visible in the field, and 

spacing can vary from tens of centimetres to tens of metres. Care was taken when sampling 

the orientation of defects to avoid exfoliation defects related to relaxation of the rock face 

as these secondary features are primarily a result of - rather than a possible contributor to -

geomorphic processes. A typical example of surveyed defects is given in Figure 4.22. 

Sampling of defect orientations was sparse, partly due to dense vegetation cover along 

much of the valley walls, and partly a reflection of the massive, unjointed nature of the 

bedrock. Vegetation also hampered the recording of defect persistence and spacing as poor 

exposure often did not allow reliable identification. This made interpretation extremely 

difficult and these aspects were subsequently ignored. No spatial relationship could be 

identified between the sets. Eighty-five defects were sampled in all; their locations are 

recorded in Appendix H. 

Fisher Concentrations on the stereonet (Figure 4.23), while low, are considered to be 

statistically significant. They are interpreted to be the effect of several sets of sparse, 

regionally persistent, controlling defects within a broad zone of disturbance. In· ideal 

circumstances where only defects related to the five sets were sampled; allowing for a ± 5° 

deviation in strike and/or dip, Fisher Concentrations could only be expected to average 

around 2.8%. This is calculated based on the fact the above deviation accounts for 7% of 

the total plot area, and assumes each defect set contains 20% of the total points. The 

average concentration given above is therefore calculated as the percentage of plots per 1 % 

stereonet area. 

Five defect sets are identified, four sub-vertical, and one steeply dipping. All but set four 

correlate extremely well with the orientation of lineaments identified in aerial photos. A 

summary is given in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.22 Typical defect set identified in Kaiwaka Stream. 

Defects can be traced through the full height of the cliff. There is no evident 
dilation of defects, shearing, or displacement of beds. The traces are strong and 
continuous and are generally marked by vegetation due to slightly elevated 
groundwater flows. 
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Figure 4.23 Defect concentrations plotted on equal-angle stereonet 
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I Defect set Strike Dip Dip Direction Count 

1 246° 81° WSW 17 

2 214° 89° SE 11 

3 139° 89° NE 6 

4 185° 53° Angled 9 

5 170° 86° East 9 

Table 4.1 Identified defect sets 

A [mal set of defects was identified, though not included in the dips analysis. These defects 

were infi'equent, though where identified they were very persistent and oriented sub

parallel to bedding (Figure 4.24). They were almost always associated with active 

groundwater flow and commonly bright orange mineralization(?). The sub horizontal 

nature of these surfaces makes them particularly difficult to identify in the field as they 

readily accumulate debris and encourage vegetation growth. The defects are inferred to be 

associated with flexural shear as a result of tectonic activity. This is discussed later in 

Section 6.1.1. 

Figure 4.24 Flexural shear defect sub-parallel to bedding 

Persistent defect typical of those identified elsewhere in field area. It continues 
across the stream channel, and can be traced at least 40m downstream. 
Approximate bedding attitude is indicated in black. Defect orientation is horizontal. 
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4.4 SUMMARY 
The Esk Valley can be divided into five distinct geomorphic domains. Division is based 

primarily on lithology, followed by the degree of landscape maturation (as described in 

Section 2.3.1), and hydrology. The lithology and hydrology are the two most important 

geomorphic controls in the valley, and the high variation in landscape maturity reflects a 

similarly high degree of disequilibrium in the system. 

Indurated lithologies such as limestone and cemented greywacke conglomerates play an 

important part in defining slope angle and topographic variation. 

The entire valley is currently in a state of geomorphic disequilibrium. An evolved upper 

surface morphology is not currently responding to the high rates of incision taking place in 

the deep bedrock gorges. This is due to the poor connection between streams within the 

gorges, and the hil1s10pes of the upper surface, and can largely be attributed to the broad 

terraces within the system which act as a buffer zone between the two elements. 

A general increase in hil1s1ope stability up through the catchment is matched by greater 

incision and apparently less stable streams. Narrow bedrock gorges dominate the fluvial 

system within the upper valley, while sinuous streams in shallow alluvial channels are 

common toward the mouth. 

Irrespective of the complex structure defining the Maungaharuru Range, geomorphic 

activity in the region is higher than has been seen today. Nonetheless it is an actively 

evolving geomorphic environment, and continues to be a major long-term sediment 

contributor to the Esk system as a whole. 

Lithologically controlled deep-seated landslides take place on low gradient bedding 

surfaces are prevalent throughout the central valley, and lie largely within the upper Grassy 

Knoll Member of the Matahorua Formation. These appear to be sliding on weak, 

permeable tuffaceous horizons, a similarly weak clean, uncemented sandstone, and 

tectonical1y-induced defects in siltstone and sandstone units. Generally, although slide 

initiation post-dates the onset of incision, activity on -the slides is not currently high. 

Sediments within the valley display evidence of tectonic influences including faulting, 

broad folding, and defect generation. Defect orientations align with lineaments described 

in Section 3.2. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Seismic reflection profiles are used in this study to provide insight into subsurface 

structure. Discrepancies observed during both reconnaissance and field investigations 

suggested there may be a stronger tectonic influence on basin sediments and active 

geomorphic processes in the Esk Valley than considered by previous workers (Grindley, 

1960; Bland, 2001). These discrepancies included: 

• Well-developed lineaments observed in both satellite and aerial photos 

• Long river profiles indicating a distinct region in which streams are running above 

grade 

• High sinuosity and incision of rivers 

• Faults and persistent defects mapped within the valley 

• Highly variable dips within the central region 

• Steep dip ofTutira Formation conglomerate in the vicinity of Eland Station 

• Uplift of Tangoio block during 1931 earthquake 

• Location adjacent to the active Mohaka Fault 

• Faults mapped immediately to the north and south 

In order to elucidate some of these discrepancies, an interpretation of three seismic 

reflection lines acquired as part of a 1997 Westec Petroleum survey was undertaken. This 

was combined with limited results from a 1991 Petrocorp Exploration Limited survey, and 

work by Beanland et al. (1998) approximately 30km to the south. 

5.2 METHOD 
Interpretation of Westec lines WEC97-1 to 3 formed the basis of this investigation as the 

raw stacked and migrated data is now open file and readily available. They are located 

largely within the Esk Valley -- WEC97-2 mns along the boundary of the Trelinnoe study 

area - and cover approximately SOkm (see Attachment 3, Figure 5.4). 
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As these seismic reflection profiles were undertaken for the purpose of petroleum 

exploration, the survey and processing was designed to highlight deeper structures. This 

has resulted in good data extending down to 5s two-way-time (TWT) , however, data 

within the upper 0.3s TWT is unfortunately either not available or of very poor quality. 

The best quality data is in well bedded sediments above the basement greywacke between 

0.3 and 3s TWT, and reflectors can easily be traced for several kilometres. Below this, the 

profile becomes very "noisy". The structural simplicity of the area means the stacked 

profiles are by far the clearest and therefore used in interpretation - migration, used to 

restore dipping reflectors, severely reduces visible detail, and is unnecessary for such 

continuous, sub-horizontal stratigraphy. 

Interpretation and correlations were undertaken using Kingdom Suite 2-D and 3-D seismic 

packages. This was important as the lines surveyed were constrained by available roading, 

and are therefore not straight. Units were correlated to outcropping stratigraphy mapped by 

Bland (2001), and interpretation in Beanland et al. (1998) based on projected surface 

outcrop and reflection pattern. As sediments within this section are very similar to those 

present in the Beanland et al. (1998) study, the same average wave velocity of 2200m/s is 

used to determine approximate thicknesses, and enable clear correlation between the 

studies. 

Unfortunately, only low quality scanned images of sections of Petrocorp seismic lines 

EC91-2, -3, -4, and NW88-10 are available in Wylie (1993). These have only minimal 

preliminary interpretation, and little control on the identified structures. A follow-up report 

(Frontier, 1995) provides two structure contour maps indicating the top of a "Cretaceous 

unconformity", and the base of an "Oligocene unconformity". These were determined from 

Te Hoe 1 well data immediately to the north of this study area, and are likely to be accurate 

ages. The Cretaceous unconformity map was digitised and imported into Kingdom Suite as 

a surface to allow correlation with WEC97 results. 

5.3 RESULTS 
Interpreted seismic sections used in this study are ,provided on Attachment 3 and Figure 

5.1, a composite seismic section is provided in Figure 5.3. As described previously, the 

basin in which the Esk Valley is located contains a thick sequence oflargely conformable 

sedimentary strata that dip gently to the southeast. Beds generally also thin in this 

direction, reflecting the westerly sediment source of the uplifting axial ranges. The 
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sediments rest unconformably on westward dipping strata of inferred Miocene (?) age 

sediments (Beanland et ai., 1998), which are in tum cut by steep, westward dipping thrust 

faults. 

A relatively good correlation can be made with outcrop mapped in the Esk Valley, 

particularly in the upper Is TWT where a disconformity appears to separate the cyclic 

sediments contained within the Matahorua Formation from the underlying early- to mid

Mangapanian siltstones and sandstones of the Pohue Formation. This early-mid 

Mangapanian age disconfonnity (referred to from here as the Matahorua Horizon) is 

marked by a complex progradational sequence that appears to downlap onto the underlying 

boundary in the region above the Wakarara Fault-Trelinnoe Sector (WFTS) and 

Eastern Patoka Fault (EPF) (discussed later), as well as above deformed Miocene 

sediments in the east. 

Other inferred unconformities in the sequence lie below the Opoitian Maungaharuru 

Formation, and at the upper contact of the Mesozoic basement greywackes. 

The unconformity that marks the boundary between the deformed Miocene sediments and 

overlying Maungaharuru Group is referred to in Cutten (1994) as the Mokonui 

Unconformity, and is Kapitean to Opoitian in age (6.5-3.6Ma). This is supported by 

Opoitian sediments overlying it in the Esk region, however, these are complicated here as . 

the initiation of the Raukumoana fault produces' a thick' wedge of sediment that extends 

eastward across the section, and an overlying reflector thins to the east before terminating 

above the faults deforming Miocene sediments. 

The Cretaceous unconformity identified in Frontier (1995) which marks the upper contact 

of the greywacke basement is supported by a good correlation with both the lower 

unconformity marked on the seismic sections provided with Wylie (1993) (Figure 5.1), and 

geological mapping to the north of the region in Cutten (1994). Combined with 

interpretation of EC91-3 and WEC97-1, this indicates a relatively consistent Miocene 

sediment thickness to the west of the WFTS of around 700m (Figure 5.3). The 

unconformity lies on the boundary between discontinuous reflectors sub-parallel to the 

overlying Mokonui Unconformity, and the typically scattered reflections relating from 

basement greywackes. There is no evidence on the 'western side of the WFTS for the 

formation of the prominent fault-bounded basins evident in the eastern extents of WEC-l 

and 3 (Attachment 3). 
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There are three active tectonic structures within the region. These are all westward dipping 

reverse faults, and are usually marked by an associated broad doming of the Cenozoic 

sediments. Due to the homogeneity of sediments in the basin, components of possible 

dextral strike-slip cannot be identified. 

The structures identified are illustrated in Attachment 3 and Figure 5.3, a brief description 

of each from west to east follows: 

5.3.1 PATOKA FAULT ZONE 

While the Mohaka Fault appears to have been the dominant structure in the formation of 

the western ranges, rangefront structures within the Patoka Fault Zone (PFZ) have 

accommodated a substantial amount of contraction. This zone comprises the westernmost 

faults in the Esk Valley, and the fault strands can be clearly seen in copies ofEC91-2 to 4 

and WEC97-2 stretching along the foot of the Maniaroa and Te Waka ranges (Attachment 

1). 

The zone consists of the steep Rukumoana Fault to the west, and two prominent splays, 

which can be observed on each of the EC91 surveys (Figure 5.1). At the location ofEC91-

4 these splays are approximately 1.5 and 4.5km to the east of the main fault. They are 

incorrectly labelled in this section and fault B in fact appears to be the normal Te Waka 

Splinter Fault discussed in Section 2.2.2.4, indi(1ating the Rukumoana Fault in fact runs . 

north-east along the eastern foot of the range. Displacement increases on each structure as 

the faults flatten and diverge to the north. 

The easternmost of the PFZ splays, the Eastern Patoka Fault is inferred from a strong, 

gently westward dipping reflector at around 2s TWT in EC91-4, this correlates well with a 

similar reflector at the western end ofWEC97-2 - immediately below a broad c.5km wide 

anticlinal structure which dominates the profile (Figure 5.2). This structure is likely to be 

responsible for many of the defects and lineaments noted earlier (see Section 4.3). While 

the maximum vertical displacement of any single reflector across the anticline is only O.2s 

TWT (~220m), it is permeated by a myriad of small faults which criss-cross the section, 

generally with less than 20m of vertical displacement. They are associated with minor 

warping of the sedimentary sequence above the inferred termination of the EPF at depth. 
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Figure 5.1 EC91 seismic lines indicating location of Raukumoana and Eastern Patoka Fault structures. 
Seismic lines were acquired as part of the 1991 Petrocorp Exploration Ltd. East Coast Basin seismic survey. 
Initial interpretation undertaken by Wylie (1993). Re-interpretation of the structures identified in EC91-4 was 
undertaken in this study, and the Eastern Patoka Fault is inferred from a strong reflector at 2s TWT observed in 
both this section and WEC97-2 (see Attachment 3). Limited data is available for the 2km at either end of each 
line, the intial and final 1 km is omitted. Horizon 1 is inferred to correlate to the top of the greywacke basement 
identified in Frontier (1995), Horizon 2 correlates with the Mokonui Unconformity identified in WEC97 -1 to 3. 
Seismic lines and identified fault structures are located on the map above. Solid lines indicate previously 
identified structures - Mohaka Fault, Te Waka Splinter Fault (TWS), Rangiora Fault (RF), and the Raukumoana 
Fault (Rk) (adapted from Cutten (1988), Kamp (1988), Neall et al. (1995), Begg et al. (1994)), dashed lines 
indicate structures identified in this study - Eastern Patoka Fault (EPF), Wakarara Fault - Trelinnoe Sector 
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Distance along WEC97-2 (km) 
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Figure 5.2 Detail of WEC97-2 showing broad anticlinal structure, and diffuse 

fault zone above the Eastern Patoka Fault 

Reference lines are indicated in white, and stratigraphic horizons detailed in 
Figure 5.3 are also highlighted. Note the dominance of thrust faulting across the 
axis of the anticline. 
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The structure identified in the central region of the survey is unlikely to produce coherent 

surface traces, instead it has developed a c.3km wide zone of minor faulting and jointing as 

part of a broad eastward dipping monocline (Attachment 3, WEC-l&3). While poor 

quality data at depth prevents the accurate location of the fault plane, the effects on 

reflectors above are easily recognisable. Approximately 700m of vertical displacement can 

be observed from the gently tilted western limb of the monocline across to the sub

horizontal undeformed sediments on the east (see Figure 5.6). Further discussion on this 

and implications for surface expression are given in section 5.5 (Impact on valley 

geomorphology). 

5.3.3 MIOCENE DEFORMATION STRUC1URES 

The easternmost structures in the region are visible at the eastern ends of WEC97-1 and -3 

(Attachment 3). Subtle deformation of sediments in this area allows at least two active 
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westward dipping thrusts to be inferred. These are likely to be a slow continuation of the 

structures controlling deformation of the Miocene sequence. 

These appear to have been active since the Mokonui Unconformity, and are not reactivated 

structures as might be expected to have occurred during the first recorded uplift event in 

the forearc (see Section 2.2.2.1). Evidence for this is seen in the distinct thinning of beds 

over the faults, and downlap relationships which are common throughout the sequence, 

though particularly in lower parts (Maungaharuru Group). 

Petane Group sediments thicken significantly to the east, probably due to the onset of 

uplift, however a slight thinning of beds can still be identified across the structures. Post

depositional deformation of stratigraphy is evident throughout the sequence, however, it 

reduces significantly toward the surface - possibly due to a broader distribution of strain in 

sediments remote from the propagating tip of the structures. 

There is considerably more deformation associated with these structures visible to the 

north in WEe 3 (Attachment 3). 
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Figure 5.3 Summary of structure in the forearc basin 
between the Mohaka Fault and Esk River mouth. 
A composite seismic section is given above with 
stratigraphic and structural interpretation based on 
reflection patterns, projected surface outcrop, and 
correlation with a similar profile in Beanland et a/. (1998). 
The image to the left was prod uced with the aid of Kingdom 
Suite, and shows a cross-sectional view looking NE 
through the field area at NZMG 619500N. Horizons were 
correlated between seismic lines WEC97 1 - 3, and the 
horizon present beneath the Maniaroa and Te Waka 
Ranges is based on structural data for the "Cretaceous 
Unconformity" identified in Wylie (1993) from EC91 
seismic data. Here it is assumed to be sub-parallel to the 
Mokonui Unconformity. See Figure 5.1 or Attachment 2 for 
locality map. 
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5.4 CORRELATION WITH STRUCTURAL STYLE TO 
THE SOUTH 

Structures identified in this study bear a striking resemblance to those detailed in Beanland 

et ai. (1998) near the Ngaruroro River, 30km south of the Esk Valley. These southern 

structures have been investigated in much more detail than those in this study, and a 

comparison between the two regions provides confirmation of observations as well as 

important further insight into the nature and activity of the structures. A composite seismic 

section produced for the Esk Valley (Esk Section) is compared with a similar section 

produced by Beanland et al. (1998) (Ngaruroro Section) in Figure 5.4. 

The scale of the two surveys is markedly different. The composite section for the Esk 

indicates a maximum depth to the Miocene strata of c.2.3s TWT, the distance between the 

prominent monoclinal structure in the centre of the line, and the axis of the first active 

Miocene anticline is c.9km giving a time to width ratio of 1 :2.5 . Alternative1y, these 

dimensions for the Ngaruroro Section are c.1.6s, 4.7km respectively, giving a ratio of 

1 :3.4. This must be considered when comparing the two lines in Figure 5.4, as structures in 

the Esk Section line are effectively far less steep, and broader than those in the Ngaruroro 

Section. 

Sedimentary thickness and structure correlates well between the lines, however, the actual

sediments present obviously vary. East of the major monoclinal structure, Miocene strata 

dip and thicken in a westerly direction in both lines, and the total vertical displacement on 

these beds is comparable. The base Waipipian unconformity (c.3.7Ma) identified in the 

Ngaruroro Section is slightly younger than Opoitian Mokonui Formation sediments resting 

on the corresponding Mokonui Unconformity (c.5.3Ma) in the Esk, and the base 

Nukumaruan horizon (c2.4Ma) is similarly younger than cyclic Matahorua Formation 

sediments (base c.3Ma) downlapping on the relevant Esk Section horizon. Despite this, the 

thickness of sediments and superficial reflector patterns at each location are very similar. 

This indicates similar changes in basin environment at each location, and suggests the age 

discrepancies may be related to diachronous transgressions in a northward dipping basin, a 

margin-parallel southward propagation of basin subsidence, or sampling errors may be 

involved in dating and correlating the strata. 
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Figure 5.4 Comparison between composite seismic profiles in the Esk Valley, and 
south of the Ngaruroro River (Bean land et at. (1998)) 
Section N-N' is from the southern study. The overlay indicates units and structures 
identified in this investigation along composite section E-E' within the Esk Valley, and 
highlights similarities between the sections. For clarity the base Nukumaruan (bWn), base 
Mangapanian (bWm), and base Waipipian (bWp) reflectors are highlighted in the I 
Ngaruroro Section according to their inferred correl'atives in the Esk Section. I 
Ages given in timescale are equivalent to New Zealand stage boundaries in Morgans et.al 
(1996) (adapted from Beanland et al. (1998)) 
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Interestingly,. defonnation of the Miocene succession above the basement greywacke is 

minimal on the western side of the Wakarara Fault at each locality. It is also interesting 

fact to note the spacing of the faults identified to the west of the Wakarara Fault on both 

sections, while these structures do not correlate between the two composite cross-sections, 

the similar spacing may indicate some degree of structural inheritance or equivalence. 

Faults identified in each section are identical when profile lengths are adjusted to overlap 

the structures. Spacing of the structures nonna1 to the western bounding (Mohaka) fault at 

the location of the Esk Section profile is approximately 1.5 times that of those in the region 

of the Ngaruroro Section profile, a value equivalent to the increase in forearc basin width 

between these two locations (see Figure 5.5). This indicates that while over 30km apart, 

they are in fact likely to be the same struchues at each location, and movement rates are 

directly proportional. 

Structures between these two locations indicated to be cutting Cretaceous strata to the west 

of Napier (source Frontier, 1995) also support this hypothesis (Figure 5.4); as do basic 

observations of river fonn across the Heretaunga Plains which indicate distinct changes in 

the Tutaekuri, and Mangaone Rivers along the projected strike line of the Wakarara 

Fault/monocline, these match changes in the Ngaruroro River adjacent to the structure at 

the location of the Ngaruroro Section. While further field investigation is required to 

confinn these relationships, the monocline/fault identified as striking through the centre of 

the Esk Valley is therefore defined as the Waikarara Fault - Trelinnoe sector (WFTS). 

A final point to note regarding the correlation of N garuroro Section structures to the Esk 

Section is a distinct decrease in shallow earthquake activity that coincides with the 

boundary between the two sections as shown in Figure 5.5. These earthquakes occur in or 

above the subducting Pacific Plate, and the decrease in the density of earthquakes may 

indicate a significant change in processes relating to its subduction. Reyners (1983) 

suggests a possible model of subducting plate segmentation based on seismological 

evidence (stress distribution, rupture patterns, recent shallow seismicity), the best defined 

of the six boundaries he identifies is the southern of the two indicated in Figure 5.5. The 

intersection of this boundary with faults that bound the western margin of the Forearc 

coincides closely with the decrease in earthquake density and inferred divergence of the 

Wakarara Fault and may in some way be related to structural style seen in the Forearc. 
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Figure 5.5 Correlation between shallow «40km) earthquake locations and 

structure within the central Forearc Basin 

Earthquake locations include all those recorded at depths <40km (source Geonet, 
2003). The Forearc Basin is divided into four sectors based on the intensity of 
earthquake activity (1 (high) - 4(low)). This activity correlates broadly with the 
intensity of active faulting in the Forearc (marked in red (Begg et a/., 1994)). Faults 
identified in this study are marked by broken red lines, an abrupt decrease in 
earthquake density coincides with the region in which the traces are inferred to 
diverge from the Ngaruroro Section (NS). Note the general lack of seismic activity 
in the study area. Possible segmentation of the subducting Pacific Plate as noted 
by Reyners (1983) is indicated by broken orange lines; the area where the 
southern segmentation boundary intersects the western bounding structures of the 
Forearc is approximately co-incident with the decrease in seismic activity within 
the basin and may be responsible for the distinct structural styles. 

'. 

. . 

While accurate slip rates for the Waikarara Fault are not known, a good description and 

history is given in Beanland et al. (1998). It is considered a rangefront contractional 

structure in their study, and exposures of similar structures show it to dip 60-80° to the 

northwest, striae on exposures trend within 20° of the fault dip indicating little strike-slip 

displacement (Erdman and Kelsey, 1992). The fault is a reactivated structure, the timing of 

formation is not known, however, it was active between 2.8 and 3.2 Ma (early 

Mangapanian), this correlates well with an up to c.200m thick wedge of sediment that can 

be traced east from the structure in WEC97-l. This wedge lies immediately below the 
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early Mangapanian disconfonnity that marks the boundary between Matahorua and Pohue 

Formations (c.2.6Ma) (Attachment 3). The fault is inferred to have then been inactive 

during the early Nukumaruan (c.2.0-2.6Ma). As stated earlier (section 2.2.2.1), many faults 

within the forearc were reactivated post-1.6Ma, and the Wakarara Fault indicates 

movement post-2.0Ma, when shallow, eastward dipping antithetic faults developed; 

significant deformation observed in IMa sediments may indicate that all defonnation in 

fact post-dates their deposition (Beanland et al., 1998). 

Raub (1985; Raub et al., 1987), investigates the activity of the Wakarara Monocline 

associated with the fault based on river terrace profiles and surface outcrop. He notes that 

the 200-750ka Salisbury Terrace is strongly defonned and finds no evidence to support 

deformation during the deposition of the terrace, indicating this period of movement 

postdates the deposition of the gravels. Macroscopic and mesoscopic structures identified 

on the monocline associated with this period of movement include SE verging folds and 

reverse faults, flexural slip, contractional faults, and extensional faults. The next age 

control is on Porewan (30ka) aggradation terraces which appear undefonned, this provides 

a minimum age for the cessation of movement. Finally, he notes localised surface rupture 

on some terraces during the Holocene indicating limited recent displacement. 

While Berryman (pers. cornrn. in Beanland et al., 1998) notes only "limited evidence of 

recent faulting or folding" of river terraces near the Wakarara Fault, evidence from river 

profiles in the Esk valley, and observed changes in river fonn may suggest the fault is still 

active. 

5.5 IMPACT ON VALLEY GEOMORPHOLOGY 
Both active and inactive structures can have an effect on processes operating in a rapidly 

evolving landscape such as the Esk Valley. Effects can either be direct; in the form of 

uplift, subsidence, tilting, folding, warping or offset; or they can be indirect and be 

responsible for the formation of weak zones in rock mass such as defects, shear zones, and 

favourable bedding orientations which often become the focus for subsequent geomorphic 

processes. Structures in the Esk Valley, including the Eastern Patoka Fault, Wakarara Fault 

- Trelinnoe sector, Miocene faults in the east, and the Raukomoana Fault, are all1ikely to 

have played a part in controlling geomorphic processes, forming the Esk Valley. 
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5.5.1 EASTERN PATOKA FAULT 

The EPF shows very little sign of activity during the deposition of strata that overly it. This 

indicates, excluding an initial possible movement producing sediments at the time of the 

Mokonui Unconformity, propagation has been entirely within the last 2My. The pattern of 

small thrusts appears to become more diffuse toward the surface, and noise in the seismic 

line makes it difficult to trace any faults much above the Matahorua Horizon (Figure 5.2). 

It is suggested that at this level contraction related to the propagating thrust begins to give 

way to extension of the sediments across the crest of the anticline. This, along with the 

reduction in confining pressure encourages the splaying of the faults. Two ways of 

accommodating the mass imbalance created through this extension are through normal 

faulting, and the thinning of beds through flexural shear. Unfortunately neither of these 

cases can be resolved in the poor quality data of this upper section. 

Surface expression of the EPF is likely to mainly consist of many minor extensional 

structures. It is unlikely that individual splays of the fault zone extend to the surface due to 

the diffuse nature of the faulting. It is, however, probable that the subtle variations in dip 

observed in the field are a result of more ductile deformation of sedimentary sequence by 

faults near the surface. Defects observed are also likely to be the result of this extension. It 

is unlikely the broad folding would be differentiated in the field purely from surface 

mapping, however, depending on the timing of deformation, it is considered very possible 

that stream processes would be sensitive to the degree of deformation. 

5.5.2 WAKARARAFAULT - TRELINNOE SECTOR 

The Wakarara Fault - Trelinnoe Sector and associated monocline are the easternmost of 

the range front structures, and mark the boundary between relatively undeformed, flat

lying forearc basin sediments to the east, and those disturbed by the encroachment of 

contractional rangefront structures from the west. Of the c.700m of vertical uplift observed 

across this monocline, the vast majority of this (approximately 500m) has taken place since 

the reactivation of the structure. This deformation therefore affects all strata present above 

the structure post-2Ma, and is responsible for the marked increase in dips observed in the 

field to the NW of Eskmount Station. Assuming the structures are in fact related, this 

vertical displacement on the WFTS since the Matahorua Horizon (2.6Ma) is likely to relate 

to substantial displacement on the Wakarara Fault between 200ka and 30ka. However, 

given the large distance between the two sections (30km+), complete lack of data on the 
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structure relating the two regIOns, and poorly constrained correlation with the 

Mangapanian period deformation, timing of displacement may vary by as much as OAMy 

(as shown by the variation in unconformity ages in Section 5A) with movement on one 

sector of the fault preceding the other. 

The WFTS monocline shows little evidence of the incipient faulting so prevalent in the 

EPF immediately to the west. Instead, sediments generally appear to have been deformed 

in a more ductile manner. The style of deformation once again appears to change above the 

Matahorua Horizon, and appears to indicate a significant decrease in stratal strength above 

the unconformity. Sedimentary formations in the upper portion of the sequence experience 

the least gravitational loading, and have also experienced less compaction than deeper 

units. This is likely to have produced less competent lithologies with a lower elastic 

modulus, that are now held Wlder relatively low confining pressures . All these factors will 

act to decrease the angle of thrusting within this succession. 

5 

a... ""' . ........ o,: ... .,..._(O< .. , 

Distance along seismic line (km) 

10 

Legend 

15 

./ Minor Faults 
Matahorua Fm. Conglomerates 

I Possible trace of WFTS 
.... Inferred bedding-controlled 

flexural shear 

Figure 5.6 Detail of near-surface deformation above WFTS identified in 

WEC97·1. 

Inset indicates backstop mechanism, and possible block sliding on the 
oversteepened section. Depths are based on an average wave velocity of 
2200m/s. A disconformity is inferred to separate the Matahorua and Pohue 
Formations (green horizon). 
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Deformation in these upper beds is detailed in Figure 5.6, and can be divided into two 

zones either side of the 5km mark on WEC97 -1, this point marks the steepest part of the 

fold (average dip of 15°) and is likely to be near the area in which the projected fault plane 

would reach the surface. A steeply dipping (60°) structure at this point appears to act 

somewhat like a backstop, dividing the two zones. To the west, reflectors become 

discontinuous reflecting a high level of disturbance within the sediments. Backthrusts 

initiated at the junction between this backstop and the disconformity appear to propagate 

steeply westward, and there may be a slight thickening of sedimentary units in the region. 

While similar backtlmIsts are observed on the Waikarara Fault to the south (Beanland et 

al., 1998), and the quality of data in the upper portion of the profile makes it difficult to 

confirm the thickening of beds, the contrast between reflection pattern, faulting, and 

apparent dips across the Matahorua Horizon indicates strong lithological control on the 

structural processes. It appears that flexural slip and gravitational sliding may be taking 

place in a wedge of sediment above the disconformity across this relatively steeply dipping 

section (Figure 5.6). 

To the east of the backstop internal deformation of the sediments once again appears to be 

concentrated in those above the Matahorua Horizon (Figure 5.6). This zone is experiencing 

compression related to the shortening of sediments in the tightening fold hinge. These 

faults are well defined, and spaced approximately 200m apart. They dip to the east, and are 

generally thrust structures. They appear to terminate sharply on the horizon, and the nature 

of motion suggests these are flexural slip tlmIsts created by the wedges of sediment slide 

beneath each other. 

5.5.3 RUKUMOANAFAULT 

Too little is known about the Rukumoana Fault to determine its influence on the Esk 

Valley. As is characteristic of many of these structures, while there is little offset of post

Cretaceous sediments evident in seismic profiles, stratigraphy is strongly deformed across 

the fault indicating considerable dip-slip motion at depth in the basement. The fault has a 

strong surface trace, whether this is entirely a result of the up to 100m vertical 

displacement (see section 2.2.2.4), or whether it is related to an unresolved strike-slip 

component is debatable. As mentioned in section 3.2.2, the strong lineament continues 

along the foot of the Maungaharuru Range, it is likely this is a continuation of this surface 
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expression partially obscured by eroded sediments off the range. Unfortunately no seismic 

lines cross this feature, and its presence is unable to be confi1TI1ed. 

5.5.4 MIOCENE DEFORMATION STRUCTURES 

The Miocene structures to the east of the area show only minimal uplift of surface 

sediments (~40m). Despite this, they coincide with the sharp bend at the transition from the 

valley to aggradations plain, and may in some way have influenced the development ofthis 

f01TI1. 

5.6 SUMMARY 
The two key structures identified in this study are the Wakarara Fault - Trelinnoe Sector 

and Eastern Patoka Fault, evidence suggests both of these structures have been active over 

the last lmy. The influence of these on surface sediments, processes, and landfo1TI1s is 

difficult to quantifY due to the depth at which they appear to te1TI1inate, and diffuse nature 

of defo1TI1ation preceding the thrusts. The Eastern Patoka Fault produces a broad (c.5km) 

anticlinal structure with an associated zone of diffuse tluust faulting. The WFTS induces 

c.700m of vertical displacement across a gentle monoclonal fold. Brittle defo1TI1ation 

appears to be concentrated in the sedimentary sequence above the Matahorua Horizon 

indicating a change in material properties above this boundary. Both bedding-parallel 

flexural slip, and significant flexural slip tluusts may be associated with this structure, It it 

is likely both these structures have been responsible for the f01TI1ation of defects and 

steepened dip slopes which have been exploited by river systems and subject to landsliding 

in the centre of the valley. 

The activity and effects of the Rukumoana Fault, and structures associated with the 

continuation of Miocene defo1TI1ation, is more difficult to quantifY, although it appears 

these structures have not played a particularly important role in defining basin processes. 
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6.1 GEOMORPHIC PROCESS INTERACTIONS 

6.1.1 FLEXURAL SHEAR 

The process of flexural slip usually occurs in bedded sedimentary strata, and is a result of 

differential motion between adjacent beds due to tectonic tilting or folding. While this 

process has long been recognised (eg. Fell et al., 1988; Tanner, 1989; Hutchinson, 1995), 

the geotechnical implications are only moderately understood, and seldom addressed. This 

is primarily because the tectonically induced shears have very limited expression in the 

field, and are not often identified during field investigations - particularly where 

contributing tectonic influences are muted or not anticipated (Hutchinson, 1995). 

Flexural shears are defects in the rock mass parallel or sub-parallel to bedding. Rock mass 

shear strength across these defects can be reduced to residual levels. The shears are fonned 

as strain - initially accommodated by ductile "flexural flow" - becomes localised along 

sharp brittleness contrasts in the rock, producing discrete slip planes. Strain is then 

accommodated along the planes (Hutchinson, 1995) and continued flexure of the beds 

allows these planes to coalesce and persistent discontinuities to develop. 

Strain distribution, and therefore the analysis used, is largely dependant on the geometry of 

the fold producing the slip. For the analysis of flexural shear Ramsay (1967; Ramsay, 

1974) and Hutchinson (1995) subdivide folds into two principal geometries: chevron and 

rounded. For a rounded fold as produced by the Wakarara Fault - Trelinnoe Sector, the 

distribution of strain developed in the rock mass is uneven. It is at a maximum at the 

inflection point of the fold where movement is in a reverse sense with upper beds sliding 

toward the crest of the fold over lower beds, and drops to zero toward the crest and trough 

of the fold (Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.1 Block diagram illustrating shear sense and slickenside formation 

on a rounded fold. 

Shear between beds is in a reverse sense with upper beds moving up-dip relative 
to underlying beds. Maximum displacement is at the inflection point of the fold. 
This decreases to zero toward the crest and trough. Slickensides form on slip 
planes parallel to motion. 

Typically flexural shears can be seen as polished, subplanar defects parallel or sub-parallel 

to bedding. The surface is usually striated in the direction of shearing, and may be 

associated with strong weathering or elevated groundwater flows. The degree of movement 

is often difficult to detennine due to a lack of "piercing point" indicators on either side of 

the structure (Skempton and Petley, 1968; Hutchinson, 1988; Tanner, 1989; Hutchinson, 

1995). Such defects were identified in the Esk Valley as described in Section 4.3. Striae 

and slickensides were not visible, however, possibly due to the homogeneous soft 

sediments producing a fine grit in the gouge zone and evening out surface perturbations. 

As mentioned in Section 5.4, such shears have been noted within the Pliocene Ashley 

Mudstone and Upper Sandy Mudstone overlying the Wakarara Fault in the area to the 

south of the Ngaruroro River (Raub, 1985). 

The attainment of a coherent plane on which residual strength exists is critical in tenns of 

the role flexural slip plays in slope stability. This is principally controlled by the degree of 

displacement of beds across the discontinuity. Skempton and Petley (1968) show that in 

Pleistocene London Clays more than 10cm of displacement is required to reduce shears 

associated with faults, landslides, and bedding plane slip to a residual value. This is 

adopted by Hutchinson (1995), and is also used here as no data is available for Esk Valley 

materials. 
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Ramsay (1967) showed that the amount of strain ()') accommodated across a lithological 

unit on a rounded fold is directly proportional to the thickness of the unit (t), and is 

independent of changes in curvature of the surface of the fold - instead depending only on 

the angle of dip produced by the folding (a) (in radians). This relationship is given below 

in Equation 6.1. 

y=tu Equation 6.1 

Hutchinson (1988) expanded on this and investigated the effect of brittleness contrasts in 

adjacent beds. He shows how, theoretically, the degree of displacement (s) imparted on a 

specific shear plane (initial slip (Si), and total slip (St)) is directly related to the degree of 

folding (again given by the angle of dip of associated beds (a)), the brittleness index (IB) of 

the less competent bed, and the thickness of the beds (competent (t1), incompetent (t2), and 

total (t = t1 + t2)) (Equation 6.2). 

Equation 6.2 

The brittleness index was first suggested by Bishop (1967), but it is not a widely used 

descriptor in geomechanics literature. It is simply a measure of the percentage reduction in 

strength of a material passing from the peak to residual state, and can be derived from a 

stress-strain curve. It is defined by the equation below (Figure 6.2). Bishop (1967) notes 

that "this index varies most markedly with stress", and it is therefore of limited use when 

dealing with shear in a sedimentary sequence as thick as those in the Esk Valley. For near

surface strata in the Esk Valley the value of the brittleness index is assumed to be 

approximately 0.7, typical of weak siltstones and sandstones. 
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Figure 6.2 Generic stress-strain curve and equation to illustrate brittleness 

index 
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Displacement on a flexural shear occurs within the less competent bed, generally at the 

contact with the more competent one. As the failure within this bed is controlled by the 

strain distribution across it, the thickness of the bed in relation to that of the competent bed 

is important. The maximum degree of fl exural shear is therefore produced when the pair 

consists of a thick competent bed and a thin incompetent one (Hutchinson, 1995). The 

vertical spacing of the shears also plays a part, as the total strain is distributed between 

them and a large number of closely spaced shears will each have a much lower 

displacement than a few widely spaced ones. 

It is difficult to take the two layer approach of Hutchinson (1995) when calculating the 

degree of flexural shear across the WFTS simply because of the scale of the disturbance, 

and inherent difficulties in identifying weak layers and quantifying their shear strengths. 

Analysis of seismic profiles in section indicates a change in material properties above the 

Matahorua Horizon. Deformation of the sediments above this appears to be at least 

partially lithologically controlled-indicating favourable conditions for the formation of 

flexural shears. The maximum dip of these beds across the WFTS is 15°, and removing the 

2° dip induced by regional tilting leaves 13° ofWFTS associated folding. Given the c.1km 

thick sediment pile in this area (see Figure 5.6), and applying Equation 6.1 the total 

maximum strain accommodated through these sediments is 226m, or 22.6%. While much 

of this is likely to be accommodated internally as plastic flexural flow, this is considered 

sufficient to also produce significant flexural shear planes throughout the sequence. 

6.1.2 DEFECT GENERATION 

Five defect sets were identified in the field investigation. These correspond well to the 

orientation of lineaments identified in the reconnaissance stage of the investigation, 

indicating the lineaments are likely to be a result of strong defect control, and defects 

present are likely to be laterally continuous. 

As defects are related to stresses on the rock, it is natural to investigate the relationship 

between the defects and active structures in the valley (the EPF and WFTS). Monoclinal 

folding associated with these structures trends NNW at a bearing of 033°. The location of 

these structures corresponds with the location of the strongest lineaments. 

Of the four sub-vertical defect sets identified, set 2 parallels the trend of the structures, set 

1 - the strongest set - strikes 32° to the east of this, and set 3 and 5 strike to the west. The 

strike of these final two is similar, and they are interpreted as being related. The 
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combination of sets 3 and 5 produces an equivalent number of defects to that of set 1, and 

the average strike is perpendicular. 

This information, combined with the lack of any other local tectonic sources suggests these 

defects are primarily a result of stresses imposed by the formation of the WFTS. An 

idealised block diagram showing defect generation as a result of the formation of a 

rounded monoclinal fold is given in figure. Here, plane A is parallel to the fold axis and is 

an analogue to set 2 identified in the field; this is likely to be produced by extension across 

the fold. Planes Band C relate to set 1 and 3+5 respectively; these conjugate defects are 

localised reflections of the regional stress field responsible for the thrust propagation and 

indicate a principal stress defined by the bisector of these planes. 

Figure 6.3 Idealised block diagram detailing defect generation across a 

thrust-propagated fold 

In the field plane Band C represent defect sets 1 and 3+5, and are perpendicular 
to each other, but rotated 130 anticlockwise from the symmetrical arrangement 
with plane A (set 2). This may be associated with some influence from defect set 4 
and local bedding on defect generation. 

6.1.3 STRUC11JRAL CONTROL ON RIVER FORM 

As suggested in Section 5.4, the WFTS has a similar displacement history through the 

Pliocene as the Wakarara Fault to the south of the Ngaruroro River. This displacement 

history could possibly be extrapolated to infer the significant post Matahorua 

Disconformity (2.6Ma) vertical offset in the Esk Valley to have taken place within the last 
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200ka, as well as a period of minor faulting in the Holocene. However, the age control on 

the histories, and the understanding of the relationship between the two faults is too poor to 

confidently make this extrapolation and may involve an error of as much as 400ka (Section 

5.5.2). 

6.1.3.1 Long river profile 

While, as discussed in Section 3.3.1.3, complications associated with the acquisition and 

grid interpolation of base data inhibits the reliability of the area of inferred uplift, the 

consistence of the anomaly throughout the valley is inferred to suggest a true perturbation 

in the river system. This anomaly, initially inferred to relate to a single zone of uplift in the 

central region, is now known to coincide with a combination of the WFTS and EPF 

structures. Though it is impossible to tell the degree of uplift from this data, based on the 

lack of deformation noted on terrace profiles it is unlikely to be high. It is, however, 

possible an increase in uplift rate - or possibly single uplift event early in the stream 

incision - forced streams in the region of the anomaly to incise more rapidly than in other 

reaches. This would have further reduced the restricted ability of the streams to erode 

laterally, forcing incision down into narrower channels. The anomaly seen may simply be a 

reflection of this reduction in the channel width, and be an artefact of the cartography 

process (as visibility into the gorges would be limited), or grid generation (which would be 

unable to resolve channels less than 25m wide). 

6.1.3.2 River Sinuosity 

The sinuous form of the rivers is strongly controlled by defects generated by the structural 

warping. This indicates defects were significant factors in valley morphology at the onset 

of incision and therefore the WFTS and EPF must have also been substantially developed. 

This is not surprising considering the degree of displacement evidenced from deformed 

sediments in seismic section. 

There may be a general increase in sinuosity across the EPF and WFTS structures. The 

lack of a distinct change in the pattern suggests that deformation as a result of activity on 

either structure during terrace formation is unlikely to be high. Tectonic tilting of the 

valley as a result of regional uplift combined with low flows and heavy sediment loads is 

likely to be largely responsible for the highly sinuous form of the Esk tributaries prior to 

incision. An apparent increase in their sinuosity since incision is likely to reflect a 
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reduction in the incision rate as the channels are reaching grade and rivers are tending 

toward a braided form. 

6.1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF TERRACES 

6.1.4.1 Geomorphic environment 

The terraces throughout the Esk Valley represent a period in which constructional 

landscape processes - particularly tectonic uplift - were dominant. Streams were transport

limited as sediment produced through degradational processes exceeded the sediment 

transport capacity of the valley. The manifestation of this was in a landscape consisting of 

steep meandering streams working across broadening aggradational valleys and facilitating 

the continued degradation of relatively unstable subaerial landforms and hillslopes 

recovering from the previous intense fluvially driven degradation of the last interglacial 

(128-112ka) (Section 3.3.3.2). 

While the streams facilitated the degradational process by removing colluvium, they were 

not actively driving it, being sediment choked and unable to access bedrock. As hillslopes 

were left to attain equilibrium during late stages of the last interglacial and much oftbe last 

glacial, both shallow and deep-seated landslides are likely to have been prevalent. With 

minimal incision or stream-generated erosion taking place, these slides would have 

eventually run themselves out, and remaining material then excavated through moderate 

fluvial activity. 

Examples of such relict landslides include the evacuated slide planes noted both to the east 

and west of the Northlands landslide, and the Deep Stream landslide complex (which lies 

at the transition point between upper and lower Esk River terrace profiles) (Attachment 1). 

While the latter of these slides shows evidence of activity since the onset of the current 

period of stream incision, the degree of movement indicated by the long, linear dip-slope 

headscarps indicates significant toe erosion has taken place throughout the slide's history. 

It is likely the failure was initiated during the last interglacial and continued to creep 

throughout the glacial. The latest period of incision has rejuvenated the failure by creating 

greater void space at the toe. 

The formation of a sequence of periodic aggradational terraces in a system only 

occasionally incising into a rapidly uplifting' last glacial landscape has been noted 

elsewhere on the east coast by Berryman et al. (2000) (Section 3.3.3.2). While limited 

incision is likely to have occurred since the last interglacial, this sequence has not been 
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identified in the Esk Valley, and it is possible a combination of limited incision, strong 

lateral planation, and considerable mass-movement driven landscape adjustment 

throughout the glacial has overprinted much of the evidence for previous terrace levels. 

Incision is, however, unlikely to have been sufficient to significantly destabiHse hillslopes 

and generate further periods. of deep-seated land sliding. 

The current period of incision within the catchment is likely to have been initiated c',10ka 

as a result of increased precipitation in the headwaters allowing the system to adjust its 

grade to accommodate regional uplift that took place during the last glaciaL Given the 

sinuosity of both modem and ancient channels throughout the valley, and the relatively 

strong influence of the defect control on river form, it seems likely that the majority of 
., 

incision took place during periods of low flow: The reduced power of the stream in this 

state would have emphasised the minor contrast in strength between the soft bedrock and 

defect planes, and abrasion, slaking, and dissolution are likely to have been the dominant 

erosional processes. 

Based on an average annual incision-related sediment production of 96,000 m3/yr (Section 

3.3.3.4), and the sediment rating curves discussed in Section 2.3.3.3 (and given in 

Appendix B), an average flow of 21m3/s in the lower Esk River channel is required to 

transport all the sediment, well above the 5.3 m3/s mean flow. TIlis implies that, although 

the majority of incision has taken place during, low flow conditions, flood flows are 

required to transport sediment through the system. 

As indicated by the sediment rating cUlVes, 'negligible sediment is transported during 

nom1al flow. Given the rate of sediment transport during a normal 2 year flood flow 

(l.06m3/s at 200m3/s) (Williams, 1986), the average volume of sediment produced through 
, .",> 

incision can be transported out of the system if the river flows at this rate for 2 days per - ' 

event. While this is considered long for the hydraulically responsive catchment, given 

other high flow events that take place, it is probable that very high flow (1:10yr+) events 

are not required t~ transport the sediment generated through channel incision. 

6.1.4.2 Terrace discontinuity 

An important aspect of the terrace investigation' was the identification of a prominent break 

in the profile of the main Esk River terrace in the region surrounding the Deep Stream 

confluence. While the reason for the discrepancy, and ages of the upper and lower terrace 

surfaces, are not known, the age of abandonment of these surfaces is inferred to be 
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Ohakean (l8-lOka) (Section 3.3.3.4). It seems likely that high sediment inputs from the 

Maungaharuru Range gravitational collapse and Deep Stream landslide complex played an 

important part in detennining stream processes and therefore defining the terrace profiles, 

particularly in the region of the Upper Esk terrace. Such significant sediment inputs are 

absent in the mid to lower Esk Valley catclunents. 

The trace of the monocline associ~ted with the WFTS crosses the Esk River approximately 

at the location of the terrace discontinuity. The correlation of activity on the Wakarara 

Fault with the WFTS as described in Sections 5.4 and 6.1.3 indicates substantial uplift 

(SoOrn) of the north-western side of the structure may have taken place between 200ka and 

30ka. It seems, however, that this uplift may have ceased in the Esk catchment prior to the 

establishment of the base lev~l defining the upper surface (possibly mid interglacial, 

cJ2Ska). 

The above conclusion can be tested by investigating possible outcomes if the fault pre

dates terrace fonnation. 

• If the terrace is a single age throughout the valley, the discontinuity in the profile 

could then be inferred to represent the fmal stage of uplift on the WFTS. If this 

were the case, the same distortion should be evident on the terrace surface across 

the monocline in the Kaiwaka and Otakowai catclunents (Attaclunent 1). These 

profiles show no apparent distortion assoCiated with the structure (Figure 3.6 

Terrace profiles and location map for Esk Valley). 

• Alternatively, if the Upper Esk Terrace represents an older level than that in the 
! 

lower valley and displacement on the anticline has occurred since the older surface, 

but ceased prior to the yo~nger terrace fonnation, a similar break in the profiles 

may once more be expected in the tributary catchments where renmants of the older 

surface may be expected to be preserved in the upper catchment. 

With a localised tectonic effect therefore excluded, it is hypothesised the Upper Esk 

Terrace surface may represent base level defined by last interglacial incision (not 

dissimilar to that seen. in the catC(lunent today) to which subsequent landscape adjustment 

occurred. It is possible that, despite the elevated levels of precipitation from the 

Maungaharuru Range, exceptionally high sediment inputs from both the range and Deep 

Stream landslide complex overwhelmed the system, and minor glacial period variations in 
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incision rate were therefore insufficient to drive incision and further reduce base level in 

the upper catchment. 

In the lower catchment (tributary domains 1 and 2), where such large-scale deep-seated 

landslides are not present, limited incision (c.2Om) and profile adjustment was possible 

during wanner periods, and the catchment re-graded to the Ohakean terrace level. 

A comparison ofthe Upper Esk terrace profile with th(!.t of the Esk River today can beused 

to investigate the possible origin of the Upper Esk terrace profile. If base level in the upper 

catchment was defined by a hybrid or detachment-limited channel under similar climatic 

and tectonic conditions as today, then the profile of this - allowing for slight regional 

tilting - may be expected to have a similar longitudinal profile to the current channel (if 

this is at grade). Comparing the upper terrace and Esk River longitudinal profiles as given 

in Figure 3.6 indicates these grades are remarkably similar, affinning the assumption that 

the upper terrace profile may represent an incising hybrid or detachment-limited system, 

while also suggesting the modern Esk River may be nearing grade. 

A further check on this comparison is to compare the uplift rate as described by the 

elevation difference between the graded profiles below Purahotangihia to that of 

Castlecliffian strata that would have been present above the Tangoio block prior to erosion 

(Figure 6.4). These strata are thought to mark the irutiation of regional uplift (Kamp, 

1992). Given a vertical separation of the graded profiles of 80±1Om and late last 

interglacial age of 120±5ka, this gives an uplift rate of 0.67±0.11mm1yr; comparable to 

that of 0.8t~:~~ mm/yr deriveq for Purahotangihia since the deposition of the Castlecliffian 

sediments (based on an elevation of 650±20m and an age of 0.8~:~~ Ma). 

A similar calculation can be undertaken for the inferred channel levels at the western end of the 

Lower Esk Aggradational Valcley geomorphic domain (Figure 4.3). This provides an uplift rate of 

0.37±0.1mm1yr, expectedly lower than that in the upper valley considering the regional tilting 

taking place. Castlecliffian sediments located below the trig at the SW extent of the Waipunga 

ridge (Raywick et al., 1991) can again be used to check this rate. These are accurately located at 

an elevation of 291m; given the same estimated age, an uplift rate of 0.36~~:~~ mm1yr is obtained. 

While these figures are based on several assumptions, and errors are large as a result of poor age 

control, the close correlation at both sites helps strengthen the validity of the assumptions, and 

suggests uplift may have been relatively constant over the last 800,000 years. 
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Figure 6.4 Illustration of dimensions used to 

derive uplift rates in the upper Esk Valley 

A lithologically controlled dip-slope dips SW from 
Waipunga Ridge to the coast. Scattered outcrops of 
Castlecliffian conglomerate indicate the age of the 
final depositional event prior to uplift. A bedding 
surface defined by this outcrop is extrapolated up-dip 
to Purahotangihia. The uplift rate required to raise 
this surface 650m at Purahotangihia correlates well 
with an inferred 80m post-interglacial base level 
uplift in the Esk Valley. 
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The fonn of long-tenn mass movement driven hillslope evolution postulated in Section 

6.1.4.1 for both the upper and lower catchment, has important implications for present day 

catchment stability. Slopes generated in this regime are likely to be mechanically stable 

and have well evolved profiles. 

As slopes are suggested to have developed largely as a result of post interglacial mass 

movement into a fluvial system that was primarily transport-limited, deep-seated 

landsliding is likely to have developed to a stage at which all mechanically and 

geometrically feasible failures have been exhausted. This explains the lack of deep-seated 

failures above the Upper and Lower Esk Valley terrace surfaces. As there is currently 

minimal fluvial activity taking place on this upper surface, it is unlikely further deep-seated 

failures will be triggered. 

While it is suggested that there has been minimal incision in the upper catchment since the 

last interglacial (excluding that currently taking place), limited incision may have taken 

place in the lower catchment - as indicated by the lower Esk terrace profile 20-30m below 

that described by the extension of the upper terrace near the mouth of the river Figure 3.6. 

This incision may have lead to a slightly less stable lower catchment, and combined with 

lithological contrasts as described in Section 4.1, may be part of the reason for the disparity 

in landscape ruggedness between the upper and lower catchments. 
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Typically vegetation is more sparse during glacial periods, and this is reflected in the lack 

of organic matter observed in the terrace gravels. (although most would have since been 

oxidised and therefore not preserved). The lack of substantial vegetation, particularly in the 

upper catchment, would have produced shallow slope stability conditions not unlike those 

produced by the pastoral conditions present in the catchment in 1938, and it is likely slopes 

are therefore graded to a similar leveL of stability. 

The age of terrace abandonment (c. 1 Oka) therefore provides a minimum age for the 

majority of the landforms in the lower valley (excluding relatively minor subsequent 

adjustment primarily due to the effects of increasing soil depth related to production 

through slaking and chemical weathering of the bedrock). It also provides a maximum age 

for the initiation of many of the processes that currently dominate the catchment today 

(deep-seated landsliding, river incision). 

6.1.5 SUMMARY 

Geomorphic processes in the Esk Valley. are intimately linked. To develop an 

understanding of any aspect of the valley system requires an assessment of all the major 

contributing factors: tectonic activity, climate, fluvial processes, and mass movement. 

Tectonic activity has possibly been the single most important process in the Esk Valley 

over the last 800ka. Consistent regional uplift has differentially uplifted the valley, with 

maximum rates occurring near the Maungaharuru Range, and dropping off to near zero at 

the coast. The Wakarara Fault - Trelinnoe Sector has locally increased dips, induced 

flexural shears, and along with the Eastern Patoka Fault and Miocene deformation 

structures, induced a persistent pattern of defects in the valley. While the long-term 

regional pattern of uplift is ongoing; significant activity on the structures beneath the Esk 

Valley appears to have ceased prior to 120ka. Evidence suggests there may have been a 

limited rejuvenation of the structures in the last 10ka. 
, 

The primary climatic influence on valley morphology is associated with the variation of 

sediment generation, stream power, and base level adjustment between glacial and 

interglacial periods. This has affected the rivers' ability to adjust to tectonic i,nfluences, and 

therefore defined their form, and the dominant channel processes. Climate has also had a 

major effect on vegetation in the valley and therefore helped define hillslope stability and 

processes. 
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Fluvial processes have been important in defining valley form, and controlled rates of 

topographic adjustment as well as the evolution of hillslope profiles. It is inferred that 

during the last interglacial, incision rates were similar to those today. Once rivers rapidly 

reached a stable base level (as defined by the profile of the Upper Esk terrace), they began 

to plane laterally and undercut yalley walls. This incision is likely to have triggered the 

deep seated gravitational slope deformation on the Maungaharuru Range as well as many 

deep-seated ,landslides in the channel walls, and initiated a period of rapid hillslope 

adjustment. This lead to the formation of the Upper Esk Valley terrace we see today, and it 

is a1so suggested to have triggered the Deep Stream and Maungaharuru Range landslides. 

The end of the interglacial saw stream power reduce, and with active shallow and deep

seated landsliding continuing in the catchment, rivers became sediment choked. Lacking 

the power to incise and keep pace with tectonic uplift, they developed broad meandering 

forms to maintain grade with the continued uplift and facilitated the transport of sediment 

out of the system. Hillslopes Were left to adjust through mass movement, and exhausted 

opportunities for landsliding, creating stable landfonns and slopes. Minor incision 

occasionally took place in the mid to lower catfhment, most likely during glacial warm 

periods. However, high sediment yields from the upper catchment prevented this incision 

from propagating up the channel. 

The onset of the present interglacial marked a retpm to rapid incision in the catchment. 

Meandering, low-power streams incised along defects, and today much of the catchment 

appears to be nearing grade. 

6.2 LANDSLIDE INVESTIGATION 
Deep-seated landslides investigated iIi the Esk Valley can be classified in two groups; the 

massive translational regressive failures on the eastern face of the Maungaharuru Range, 

and low-angle translational failures within the Grassy Knoll Member. 

6.2.1 MAUNGAHARURl,JRANGE 

6.2.1.1 Landslide model 

Despite apparent similarities, the landslides on the Maungaharuru Range each display quite 

different charactenstics. This makes it unsuitable to formulate a "typical" model for their 

mode of failure. Instead their activity, and therefore the value of their sediment input, is 

better examined in terms of the activity of the underlying driving mechanism and the 

contribution of recent geomorphic change. Unfortunately the deep-seated gravitational 
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slope deformation proposed here as the mechanism responsible for the generation of these 

landslides is only poorly understood; however, some insight can be gained by considering 

the plastic sediment deforma~ion required for this model and structural control associated 

with the uplift of the range. 

6.2.1.2 . Age and activity 

It is extremely hard to determine a maximum age for landsliding on the Maungaharuru 

Range as critical data relating to the rate and nature of the structure uplifting the range is 

not known. An absolute maximum age can be gained from the presence of Castlecliffian 

sediments on the Tangoio block, if these sediments were extrapolated across the valley 

they would overly the Maungaharuru Range (Figure 6.4). Given maximum uplift rates are 

likely to be adjacent to the Mohaka Fault, and structures within the basin uplift the range 

with respect to the Tangoio block, the extrapolation of the Castlecliffian sediments 

indicates the Te Waka limestone that currently defines the form of the range was most 

likely not yet exposed at the time of this deposition. The age of this unit's deposition 

therefore probably represents the initiation of uplift and subsequent incision of the Esk 

Valley at a time when there was negligible relief on the Maungaharuru Range, offering an 

absolute maximum age for the initiation of any landsliding on the range of O.8~~:!~ Ma. 

This rather unsatisfactory age control can be improved upon if it is assumed upper surface 

hillslopes in the Upper Esk Valley are in fact a product of landscape adjustment to a new 

base level defined by aggressive incision during the last interglacial as suggested in 

Section 6.1.4. It is possible that the rapid unloading and removal oflateral support around 

the base of the Maungaharuru Range related to this adjustment is responsible for the 

initiation of the DSGSD. Given time for sufficient sediment removal in the valley, and the 

DSGSD to develop, the landslid~s evident on the slopes. of the Maungaharuru Range are 

likely to have initiated during the early- to mid-glacial period (120-60ka). However, 

maximum movement rates probably took place during the mid- to late-glacial (c.80-18ka) 

when all lateral toe support is likely to have been removed and plastic deformation had 

been fully developed. Excluding unconstrained structural factors, and assuming the 300m 

of subsidence on the top of the range is wholly related to the development of the DSGSD, 

this gives an average subsidence rate in the basin on top of the range of 2.5rnm1yr. 

Landslides in this area do not appear as active as they may have been in the past, 

suggesting the driving force is in fact no longer sufficient to sustain previous failure rates. 

Increased gravitational loading as a result of the accumulation of snow during glacial 

climates could possibly explain the apparent increased activity during the last glacial, 
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however, this is unlikely give~ the upper slopes of the range were 500m below the snow 

equilibrium line altitude (McGlone, 1980; Pillans and Moffat, 1991; Pillans et ai., 1993) 

and substantial accumulation would not have taken place. A possible short- to medium

term factor could be increased pore pressures from the inferred landslide dammed lake 

(Section 4.1.6). 

6.2.1.3 Geomorphological implications 

The geomorphological implications for this type of movement on the Maungaharuru Range 

can be considered in terms of the proposed rotational nature of deformation. This means 

the deviatoric stress is constantly reducing as material rotated up in the "toe zone" resists 

movement. While this reduction in deviatoric stress may be facilitated by uplift of the 

source area, shallowing of the zone of failure, or sediment stripping off the front of the 

range (see Section 4.1.6.2). 

Evidence for the decreased activity can be. seen - amongst other factors - in terms of 

shallow failures where, despite the ruggedness of the range, there are surprisingly few of 

these either on early aeri~l photos, or on the landslide susceptibility map (see Appendix E). 

The major form of erosion instead appears to be through the incision of soft colluvial 

sediments previously mobilised through deep-seated landsliding. This can be evidenced in 

the incised gullies that drain the slopes of the range. 
r) 

The decrease in sediment supply from the range will have major consequences for the Esk 

Valley as this region both supplies the majority of stream flows, and, as shown in the 

hypsometric curve (Section 2.3.1) and long river profiles (Section 3.3.1) is the least 

geomorphically mature region of the catchment and is therefore likely to be a major 

sediment contributor the rest of the system. 

6.2.2 MEDIUM -SCALE TRANSlATIONAL FAILURES 

Medium scale deep-seated landsliding in the Esk Valley occupies over 4% of the total 

catchment land area, and occurs almost exclusively within the Grassy Knoll member of the , , 

Matahorua Formation (Attachment 1). The strong influence of the WFTS on bedding 

within the valley means that exposure of this unit. also coincides with the trace of the 

associated monocline and it is difficult to determine the primary control on the landsliding. 

6.2.2.1 Landslide model 

A generic model for these medium-scale failures is given in Figure 6.5. Key landslide 

features and controls identified in the model are discussed below: 
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1. Material in "shallow" parts of the landslide, often toward the headscarp of the 

failure, regularly shows evidence of ductile flow and/or is more highly deformed 

than the rest of the mass; 

2. The main landslide block is generally intact, although it often shows evidence of 

some extension downslope in the form of transverse scarps and grabens; 

3. There is possible internal division into zones based on differential rates of movement; 

4. One lateral margin is commonly exposed by stream incision. This margin often 

contains steep secondary failures inferred to be generated by differential motion 

within the slide (see Figure 4.5 Tributary domain 2 DTM, A&B); 

5. The toe zone of the landslide is typically at, or very near, current stream bed level. It 

is not uncommon for the failure surface to be below bed level, displacement being 

facilitated by a slight rotation in the toe zone, possibly along flexural shears. Intense 

shearing and high groundwater flows are often present at the toe of the slide. 

6.2.2.2 Geomorphic Coptrols on landslide development 

Important geomorphic controls on landslide development are also illustrated in Figure 6.5, 

and are discussed below: 

6. Stream incision - This is particularly important in the toe region where it creates a 

geometry suitable for the initiation of the landslides with the removal of lateral 

support. As the landslide failure planes are inferred to be planar surfaces that dip to 

the east or south-east, incision is required to excavate down to the pre-existing weak 

surfaces and provide a void into which the slides can move. 

It is important that stream activity continue in the toe region, and that stream power 

is sufficient to transport sediment produced by the slide, as debris trapped between 

the slide and the opposing wall of the channel will buttress the slide. 

Stream incision can also cause the dra;wdown of the watertable in adjacent bedrock 

spurs. This is likely,to have a stabilising effect on the slides as pore pressures, 

particularly jn fractured or penneable rock (i.e. landslide mass) will be decreased, 

and required rainfall levels to saturate the rock will increase markedly. High 

seepages from the tephra at the toe of the Trelinnoe slide (Section 4.2.3.1) are 

evidence for this process. 

7. Weak sedimentary layers - laterally extensive weak horizons provide planes 

predisposed to the formation of large deep-seated landslides. Where the angle of 
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internal friction of the undisturbed strata is at or below that of local bedding, failure 

is able to occur. Once this takes place, the development of strain rapidly reduces the 

material to residual strength further reducing slide stability. Penneability typically 

also increases in mobilised material found along the failure surface of landslides. 

This can reduce stability by increasing pore pressures and clay content through 

weathering which is important in long-teml deep-seated failures. Field evidence 

indicates that two principal lithological controls are the frequent SOcm thick 

tuffaceous horizons, and the 10m thick cohesionless quartz-rich sandstone in the 

upper section ofthe Matahorua Fonnation Grassy Knoll Member. 

The tuffaceous horizo~s are particularly important as they have a much lower shear 

strength than the adjacent strata, and weather to clays. As a result of their volcanic 

source and "airfall blankst" deposition they occur frequently within the Matahorua 

Fonnation and are laterally extensive. 

8. Defect controls on the margins are important as they both increase groundwater 

infiltration, and reduce lateral resistance to sliding. When a slide initiates it has to 

overcome both the shear strength of the material that is to become the basal failur~.' 

surface, and the resisting forces of material along the margins. The fact that lateral 

and headscarp defects are so strictly adhered to indicates that the presence of these 

may be critical to slide generation, and that the slides may therefore - at least at the 

time of initiation - -be very close to staQle state. This may support an initial 

earthquake triggering hypothesis, as if the angle of the defect or bedding-controlled 
., 

failure surface was substantially higher than that of the respective friction angles, a 

pure incision-triggered slide may be mot:e likely to propagate back up the slope 

inducing lateral shears with orientations beneficial to the slide geometry rather than 

failing along less favourably oriented pre-existing surfaces. 

9. Flexural shears are also likely to be important contributors to the fonnation of the 

failure surface. Ho~ever, as these are unlikely to be as extensive or planar as the 

bedding controls, they are seen as mechanisms to enable the propagation of strain 

largely transferred in weaker horizons. 
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Figure 6.5 Idealised block diagram of medium-scale 
translational sliding in the Esk Valley 
Vertical planes represent the three principal sub-vertical joint sets identified in 
Sectoin 4.3.3. The colours of the planes corresponds to those identifying the planes 
on the stereonet in Figure 4.23. These planes increase infiltration, and facilitate 
lateral release. The purple planes represent flexural shears and cross sub-parallel 
to bedding. The bedding attitude is indicated with dashed lines sub-parallel to the 
landslide failure surface . Weak tephra horizons are indicated by heavy black lines. 
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6.2.2.3 Age and activity 

The failure surface for these slides often coincide with stream level, or slightly below the 

bedrock channel. Assuming terraces were abandoned at 1 aka, then these slides must be 

much younger than this. The incidence of the failure surface with present day stream level 
;:; 

suggests that either 1) as rivers have incised they have continually triggered translational 

failures each time they near a weak surface, or 2) landsliding of this scale is a recent 

phenomenon, and variation of a controlling process such as increasing tectonic activity or 

rainfall is responsible for the generation of the failures. 

Whilst the continued failure option is in many ways the most likely, a number of factors do 

not support this inference: 

III River channels display little or no evidence of continued disturbance from the slides 

as may be expected from a situation in which a continuous sediment supply has been 

provided for thousands of years. 

CD There is little evidence for multiple stages of failure. Where landslides are zoned, 

the upper unit does not appear to have moved significantly further than the 

underlying. It often appears more intact, suggesting less total shear stress through 
[ 

the unit as failure has been concentrated in underlying sediments. 

Despite these observations, there is no clear -mechanical reason why deep-seated 

landsliding should purely be a recent occurrence, particularly as most controls on 

landsliding have either: 

a) Remained constant through time i.e. earthquake activity and incision rate (inferred 

from apparently constant uplift rate, Section 6.1.4.2), and levels of defects 

(assuming the majority of activity on the WFTS ceased prior to the last interglacial, 

see Section 6.1.4.2); ,-

b) Developed to increase slope stability i.e. drawdown of groundwater level, and the 

disassociation of rivers from hillslopes. 

It is therefore assumed that deep-seated landsliding has been a consistent input to the river 

system since the onset of incision. The lack of internal deformation in the slides is thought 

to be a reflection of the relatively wide spacing of coherent planes of weakness on which 

sliding can occur; the fact that the failure surface of many of the slides investigated 
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coincides with current channel level may be coincidental (lateral failure from Deep Stream 

Landslide Complex, Trelinnoe Landslide, Kaiwaka Landslide), or a reflection of extremely 

high driving forces migrating the zone of failure with lowering of the stream bed level 

(Deep Stream Landslide Complex). It is likely the slides are episodic, and the initiation is 

controlled by incision intersecting widely 'spaced, discrete weak horizons. 

Due to the geometry of a translational landslide, once initiated, the medium-scale failures 

are likely to remain active until exhausted of landslide material, or external controls such 

as those discussed earlier in this section act to resist the sliding. These landslides display a 

wide range of activity levels in the catchment, although surface morphology does not 

indicate current rapid movement on any of the slides. While some failures, such as the 

Little Icecream Landslide, m~y have been partially stabilised through the incision related 

draw-down of the groundwater level, the majority may be expected to continue to creep 
( 

slowly and sporadically discharge material off the face to be transported by the fluvial 

system. There is no evidence 'to suggest that any ofthese failures have or will fail rapidly. 

6.2.3 SUMMARY 

Two styles of deep-seated !andsliding were investigated in the Esk Valley; the large 

regressive failures on the Maungaharuru Range, and medium-scale translational failures in 

the Matahorua Fonnation. 

The failures on the Maungaharuru Range are investigated with respect to the deep-seated 

gravitational slope defonnatio~ driving subsidence in the basin on top of the range, and 

landslides off the eastern face:: This activity is inferred to have initiated as a result of lateral 

unloading through landsliding following the incision of the last interglacial (between 120 

and 60ka). Average subsidence rates were approximately 2.5mm1yr and are likely to have 
I 

been substantially higher during peak movement (c.60-18ka). Infilling of a lake on the 

crest of the range may have accelerated movement, but present-day activity appears low. 

The occurrence of medium-scale translational landslides within the catchment corresponds 

to the tnice of the Wakarara Fault '- Trelinnoe Sector and outcrop of 1;he Matahorua 

Fonnation. Basal failure is primarily lithologically controlled, although flexural shears 

associated with the WFTS are likely to also play an important role. Critical horizons 

include regular tuffaceous layers, and a thick (c. 1 Om) uncemehted sandstone below the 

upper contact of the unit. These slides were initiated post-lOka, and progressive failures 
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have most likely occurred with continued stream incision. They are possibly initially 

earthquake triggered features. 

The Maungaharuru Range was a major sediment contributor to the valley system 

throughout the last glaciation. The redu.ced activity indicates a deficit in sediment supply to 

the valley, probably throughout the last 18ka. 

Medium-scale landslides have not contributed a significant volume of sediment to the 

system and are likely to con~inue to slowly creep for their duration. The exception to this is 

the Deep Stream landslide complex which may have been initiated following the last 

interglacial. Sediment produced from this slide may have played a significant part in 

preventing incision from propagating up the channel between 120ka and 10ka. 

6 .. 3 GEOMORPHIC STABILITY OF THE CATCHMENT 
From this study it is possible to derive a model of catchment stability. Geomorphic 

stability in a landscape such a~ this can be defined as a measure of the rate of landscape 

evolution and its sensitivity to perturbations in the geomorphic regime. This section 

investigates the role of landslidi.ng and stream incision as dominant catchment processes, 

the interaction between these and tectonic and climatic forcing, and the implications for 

continued landscape development. 

6.3.1 MAONGAHARURU RANGE 

The slopes of the Maungaharuru Range are some of the most geomorphically active 

regions in the catchment. Although sediment production in this area currently appears to be 

very high, the majority appears to be sourced from mobilised colluvium, and not related to 

continued movement of the deep-seated landslides that flank the range. These slides appear 

to be currently less active than their overall morphology suggests they once were. 

However, swamps, sinkholes, open fractures, and rockfalls around the crest of the range all 

indicate possible continued displacement of the underlying structural or DSGSD driving 

mechanism (Section 4.1.6). 

Recent deforestation of the range, particularly in incised valleys, is likely to have played a 

large part in the destabilisation of soft alluvial or colluvial debris on the range. Anecdotal 

evidence from forestry contractors and local fanners suggests stream channels on and 

around the range are rapidly aggrading (as much as 4-5m in 40 years under some bridges 

on Ohurakura Road). This follows massive degradation in many small streams on the range 
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during the April 1938 stonn where Grant (1939) reports "Many such streams which 

previously gave good road fords have been scoured into heavy gulches". 

6.3.2 MEDIUM TRANSLATIONAL lANDSLIDES 

Deep seated landslides provide the crucial link between present-day channel processes and 

continued hillslope evolution of the upper surface. These slides significantly reduce 

bedrock strength, produce oversteepened hillslopes, and channelise overland flow. AI~ of 

these effects provide a means for the incision occurring within incised channels to 

propagate to the landfonns above the terrace surface. An increase in the rate of landsliding 

could significantly increase the rate of sediment generation in the system, both directly 

through slide transfer into the channels, and indirectly through the production of shallow 

landsliding on upper surface ~ldpes. Conversely, if slides cease their motion, the unjointed 

siltstone cliffs are likely to re~ain intact, and the primary form of geomorphic adjustment 

will be through the continued slow undercutting of valley walls. There is very little 

evidence of this process taking place in the catchment today, particularly in upper, highly 

incised reaches. Here the vertical nature of the walls suggests these have not been adjusted 

significantly since the onset of incision. The rate of undercutting will eventually increase 

as the upper reaches of the catchment attain grade and excess stream power allows the 

system to cross :fro~m detachment-limited incision to transport-limited planation. 

The deep-seated translation'al failures within the Matahorua Formation appear to be 

relatively stable and are likely to continue their slow creep. There is evidence for a possible 

landslide dam in Deep Stream as a result of a lateral failure off the Deep Stream Landslide 

Complex (Section 4.1.5), and rapid secondary failures such as this, or that off the toe of the 

Trelinnoe slide, are likely to continue to occur episodically. 

A lack of morphological evidence in the stream channels for the continued input of these 

slides over the last 10ka indicates that the streams have been able to keep up with sediment 

inputs. This is supported by an inspection of the present day channel at the toe of the 

failures where bedrock is commonly exposed. These slides are not major sediment 

contributors to the system. 

There is no evidence for significant movement during either the 1931 eat1hquake or 1938 

flood, though the toe regions of some do show significarit evidence of current activity (e.g. 

Trelinnoe Landslide, Section 4.2.3.1) . 
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6.3.3 SHALLOW FAILURES 

While these failures occupy only a small portion of the total catchment land area (c.O.4% 

as a result of the 1938 storm), they are some of the most prevalent active geomorphic 

features in the valley. This 'means they have historically had a large effect on the valley 

geomorphology. 

The majority of slopes in the catchment were developed throughout the last glacial period 

when streams are unlikely to have had access to bedrock and were probably only 

transporting sediment through the system. These slopes were therefore initially graded 

through mass movement under the cover of native grasses and shrubs (not too dissimilar to 

the vegetation in the valley today). Broadleaf forests developed over these slopes with the 

onset of global warming in the last 14,500 years and would have notably increased soil 

stability. Much of this forest was replaced by bracken and scrub following the arrival of 

Polynesian settlers c.1 OOOBP, and slope stability would have suffered as a result (see 

Section 2.3.4). 

The slope history described above has lead to the development of generally evolved, 

relatively stable hillslop'es; present-day shallow landsliding occurs mainly in 

geomorphically active areas where slopes are connected to the stream system. The shallow 

landslides are triggered by increased pore pressures in the mixed weathered bedrock/tephra 

soils as a result of high intensity rainfalls, and were particularly problematic following the 

conversion of the catchment to pastoralism in the early-mid 1900's (Section 2.3.2.3). 

Recent improvements in land management practices and the re-establishment of riparian 

zones along many streams is likely to have significantly improved the shallow slope 

stability situation. The process of shallow landsliding is, however, likely to continue at 

levels significantly greater than pre-European settlement. 

6.3.4 STREAM CHANNELS 

6.3.4.1 Esk Valley 
The high degree of incision in the catchment (c. I. 7 - 4.5mmJyr for the last 10ka (section 

3.3.3.4)) is evidence for, the disequilibrium in the Esk Valley system, and indicates a high 

degree of instability. However, morphological evidence (channel bed morphology (Section 

3.3.1.4), long profile form (Section 6.1.4), and sinuosity (Section 3.3.2.4)) suggests at least 

the main channels are nearing their equilibrium profile and the rate of incision is 
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decreasing. As this takes place, the river channels are likely to begin to fill with sediment 

and plane laterally, providing source material for flood flows, and destabilising the walls of 

the channels. Evidence for this can be seen in the lower valley today where the broad 

channel has significant bedlQad. This is a long-term effect however, and currently much of 

the channel remains incised into bedrock with very little bed load. This, combined with the 

lack of water storage in the system will ensure a rapid response to rainfall events, 

particularly infrequent high magnitude storms. 
( 

Today streams are both detachment and transport-limited. These limitations determine the 

grade of the highly incised streams, and define the rate at which degradational processes 

are able to operate. While long river profiles indicate tectonic controls within the central 

reaches of the valley, stream incision appears to have been able to keep up with this by 

cutting narrower channels more rapidly (Section 6.1.3.1). This localised uplift has not had 

a huge influence on the valley morphology, and most of the tectonic controls are inherited 

from previous regimes within the catchment (e.g. the steep Maungaharuru Range, regional 

uplift, defects and flexural shears associated with the WFTS). 

This incision has added a degree of stability in some ways, or at least a buffer zone in 

which a significant period of time (> lka) is likely to be required to propagate significant 

geomorphic change throughout the catchment. 

6.3.4.2 Aggradational plain 

If the Upper Esk Terrace profile represents the graded profile of the Esk River following a 

period of rapid incision during the last interglacial (c.l25-120ka), and the surface is the 

result of ongoing hillslope and channel processes adjusting to this profile; then, given the 

" apparent continued uplift of the Esk region following the formation of the surface (Section 

6.1.4), incision below this terrace may be assumed to have occurred since 120ka. In the 

Lower Esk Aggradational Valley this appears to comprise of a significant amount of incision 

(c.5Om) below present valley level (Figure 4.3), before aggradation to the level of the 

extrapolated Ohakean t~ace profile (c.l5m above modern level) took place, and finally 

incision to the current valley level. This interpretation is hampered by the resolution of 

contour data which inhibits the location of terraces in the lower valley, as well as the lack of 

evidence for terraces in the lower half of the aggradational valley. The depth of incision in 

the valley is inferred from the adjacent hillslope profiles and well data (Section 4.1.3). 
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This situation is remarkablY'similar to that described in the more in-depth study of the 

Waipaoa River by Berryman et al. (2000) (Section 3.3.3.2). These authors suggest incision 

occurred in the lower reaches of the river up to and during the period in which deposition 

of the Waipaoa 1 (correlated with Ohakean) terrace was taking place in the upper 

catchment. This was approximately 16ka, when sea level had reached a lowstand of 

c.12Om below modem sea level (Shackleton, 1987), and the coastline was located well 

(30km) offshore from its present position. Aggradation then occurred in the lower reaches 

of the valley during rapid sea-level rise c. 9-6000yr.BP, burying the incision and lower 
\ 

reaches of the Waipaoa 1 _terrace. Since 6ka.BP, however, sea level has been stable (Gibb, 

1986), and Berryman et al. (2000) therefore relate channel adjustments evident in the 

Waipaoa River Valley since this time to tectonic adjustment. 

If the interpretation of Berryman et al. (2000) is applied for the Esk River system, then 

infilling following incision of the aggradational valley probably also occurred during this 

9-6ka rapid sea level rise. Based on the valley profile inferred in Section 4.1.3, the 

Ohakean terrace surface must therefore be deformed to dip steeply below the aggradational 

sediments in the valley and grade to the erosional surface (Figure 6.6). This indicates a 
\ 

strong post-formation folding with the downthrown side to the east. A profile of the Last 

Glacial Maximum (Ohakean) 'terrace in the Ngaruroro River 30km to the south (Litchfield, 

in prep.) may show evidence for such post-deposition deformation, where, in thelower 

24km of the river the terrace surface dips gently below present-day stream level. It is then 

located somewhat uncertainly in a water well 10 km downstream and 75m below the 

surface (Dravid and Brown, 1997). This may indicate faulting and/or folding between the 

localities with similar significant downthrow to the east. 
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Figure 6.6 Schematic diagram of terrace relationships and monoclinal 
folding in the Lower Esk Aggradational Valley 
The inferred Ohakean (18-10ka) terrace level is indicated in red, the last 
interglacial level (based on extrapolation from the Upper Esk Terrace) is indicated 
in white. Folding is inferred to have initiated before or during the deposition of the 
Ohakean terrace, and ceased at 1750BP. Sedimentary fill is indicated in yellow, 
bedrock in grey. 
"e" denotes Castlecliffian strata outcrop used to derive uplift rates (section 
6.1.4.2.) 
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An examination of seismic evidence (WEC97-3, Attachment 3) indicates a gentle folding 

of the sediments east of the easternmost Miocene deformation structure (at the 5km mark 

in the Esk River) assuming a seismic velocity of 2200m/s, this fold induces c.88m (O.4s 

TWT) of subsidence by the eastern end of the seismic line at the 3km mark on the river 

channel (Attachment 3). This is inferred to explain the lack of evidence for the Ohakean 

terrace in the lower aggradational valley noted in Section 4.1.2. 

The applicability of this deformation to the deformation of the Ohakean terrace profile is 

supported by Hull (1986) who notes a net subsidence of 8m at the southern end of the 

Ahuriri Lagoon over the last 3500 years. The site for this study by Hull is located 9km to 

the south of the Esk River, along strike of the Miocene deformation structures. The 

majority of subsidence occurred prior to 1750 years BP (at a rate of 4.6mmJyr), and since 

then there have been two periods of minor (1m) uplift and one of subsidence. This data is 
J 

based on radiocarbon dates from a 8m deep trench cut into the lagoon sediments, 8m was 

therefore the maximum possible subsidence that could be observed. 

Based on the data given previously in this section it seems likely that much more 

substantial subsidence has taken place between the deposition of the 18ka Ohakean surface 

to 3.5ka when the record in the lagoon begins. In order to facilitate the 88m of 

displacement calculated from seismic line WEC97-3 at the rate given by Hull (1986), 19ka 

of constant subsidence is required. This indicates activity on the fold may have initiated at, 

or slightly before, the formation of the oldest Ohakean terrace. 

Contrasting this subsidence at the mouth of the valley is the long-term pattern of consistent 

regional uplift determined in Section 6.1.4.2, and the effects of the 1931 earthquake 

. (Section 2.2.3). Poorly constrained uplift rates for the mid to upper aggradational valley 

determined in Section 6.1.4.2 can be applied to suggest the alluvial plain should be 

c. 2.2~:~ m above the 6000yr. marine highstand level at which the surface was formed. This 

adjustment is relatively insignificant considering the 2m of uplift that occurred during the 

1931 earthquake, and may suggest either that the earthquake uplift is an extremely rare 

event, that there is considerable error in the assumptions on which the uplift rate is based, 

or, as described by Hull (1986) in Ahuriri Lagoon, the uplift is part of a continuing cycle of 

intermittent tectonic uplift and subsidence. 
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6.3.5 S~:r 
Climatic and tectonic processes play an integral role in defining the present-day stability of 

the most active geomorphic processes in the catchment. Gaining an understanding of the 

activity and nature of these influences can provide significant insight into the form and 

geomorphic activity oflandforms associated with these processes. 

Early displacement of landslides on the Maungaharuru Range, and associated instability 

throughout the last glacial provided significant volumes of sediment to the Esk Valley 

system. This is likely to have been an ongoing process, but the effect may have been 

recently enhanced by deforestation. Recent climatic and tectonic controls are not likely to 
( 

have had a significant impact on the stability of the range. 

Translational deep-seated landslides are a slowly emerging feature on the landscape. These 
J 

provide a geomorphic connection between hillslopes and the channels, and will be 

important factors controlling future landscape development. Current sediment inputs are, 

however, not high, and while they have been triggered by climatic and tectonically-induced 

incision, it is unlikely that continuing activity is altering the stability of the slides. 

Shallow landslides occur on' slopes evolved during the last glacial. The profile of these 

slopes, is therefore graded to angles that reflect the poor vegetation coverage during this 

time. While significant soils are likely to have developed during post-glacial warming, the 

onset of Polynesian settlement at lOOOBP significantly reduced forest cover· and initiated 

the process of hills lopes returning to glacial levels of stability. 

Rapid (3-8rnm1yr) incision in the catchment has taken place over the last lOka, and has not 

significantly destabilised the siltstone valley walls. It appears the streams are reaching 

grade at present, particularly in the lower catchment, and this is likely to lead to an 

undercutting of the valley walls and broadening of channels. A degree of stability has been 

added to the catchments through this incision, and it is likely a response time of c.l 000 

years will be required to propagate significant geomorphic change from the hillslopes to 

the streams or vice versa. 

The Lower Esk Aggradational Valley shows signs of rapid geomorphic change as a result 

of the strong influence of tectonic and climatic processes. High rates of tectonic subsidence 

in the lower valley up to c.1750BP are likely to have lead to significant overbank 

deposition, while in the upper reaches postglacial incision has seen the Esk River entrench 
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below the level of the Ohakean terrace, which would limit the degree of flooding in this 

region. Since c.1750BP tectonic, anthropogenic, and flood-related adjustment has caused 

the river to incise along the length of the valley. 

6.4 FLOOD HAZARD 
6.4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section assesses the contribution of catchment evolution to the long-term flood hazard 

in the lower Esk Valley. The April 1938 Esk Valley flood is used here as a case study as it 

is the only recorded high magnitude event that posed significant risk to people's life or 

property. The assessment is based on evidence gathered throughout this investigation, and 

includes an evaluation of climatic, morphologic, and sediment generation processes 

(including deep-seated landslidirig); and their relationship to the current geomorphic 

stability of the catchment. 

6.4.2 CATCHMENT STABILITY 

The uniqueness of the 1938 flood can be investigated by first considering the long-tenn 

(1 Oka+) history of incision and aggradation both in the Esk River catchment, and the 

aggradational valley. 

6.4.2.1 Aggradational valley 

Evidence suggests that since c.10ka the Esk River -has incised approximately 20m through 

the Ohakean terrace surface in the upper reaches of the aggradational valley. This incision 

is likely to have ceased approximately 6ka, allowing the river to achieve a stable fonn 

(Section 6.3.4.2). Nonnal overbank siltation would have developed the banks so the river 

was confined in all but the most extreme events. During the incision in the upper valley, 

the lower (eastern) end may have been rapidly subsiding (Section 6.3.4.2), and significant 

aggradation is likely to have has taken place across the valley floor. It is possible the 

effects of this can still be seen in the fonn of the established channel, where it runs very 

straight across the western side of the fold, before crossing the structure and transitioning 

to a more sinuous and finally meandering channel in the lower reaches (Figure 4.3, the fold 

hinge is approximately in the location of cross-section V-V'). As this subsidence ceased 

just 1750 years ago it is still possible that sedimentation in the lower valley has not been 

sufficient to raise the valley floor up to a nonnal floodbank level. 
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Another important process in the last 10ka is the transport of significant volumes of 

sediment south along the coast from the mouth of the Mohaka River. This is evident in the 

large gravel berm present along the coast at the mouth of the Esk River. The generally low 

stream power of the Esk River was insufficient to overcome this input except during flood 

flows, and the river mouth migrated southward to Ahuriri lagoon. 

Recent tectonic uplift (2m, 1931), aggradation in the valley and channel (c. 1 m, 1938), and 

opening of the channel mouth with ongoing gravel extraction to maintain this, all would 

have had the effect of forcing the channel to incise and increase in. sinuosity as it adjusts to 

a steeper grade. As the form of the channel is suggested to represent adjustment to pre-

1750BP tectonic conditions, adjustments since this time are likely to have therefore taken 

place within the confines of the ancient channel. 

6.4.2.2 Esk catchment 

All of the aforementioned controls are almost certain to have lead to an entrenchment of 

the Esk River over the last 6ka, particularly in the upper end of the aggradational valley. 

Any possible controls affecting aggradation, and enhancing the effect of the flood hazard, 

must have therefore been sourced from the upper catchment. 

Excluding a tectonic influence, there., are three significant controls that may generate 

periods of aggradation in the lower valley and therefore promote flooding: i) a decrease in 

precipitation and associated stream power; ii)' increased sediment yield from the· 

catchment; and iii) the gradual attainment of grade in a stream system. 

.. Although a reduction in precipitation may initially seem counter intuitive, the highly 

variable, almost bimodal nature of rainfall in the catchment means that a relatively 

short-term (c.100yr) decrease in average precipitation within the catchment may not 

substantially affect sediment yields, but instead may lead to aggradation within 

channels as stream power is insufficient to move all sediment in the system. This 

sediment can then be mobilised during flood flows and re-deposited downstream. 

• Sediment yield from the catchment is likely to have increased significantly since 

1000yr.BP when deforestation began, and once again in the late 1800's with the 

ariival of Europeans and conversion of the land to pastoralism. The majority of this 

is likely to be from shallow landsliding and channel erosion off the Maungaharuru 

Range (Section 6.3.1). 
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• As the majority of the stream system appears to be nearing grade it will be 

approaching a transport-limited state (Section 3.3.1.2). Evidence for this can be seen 

in the accumulation of alluvium in the lower catchment. This will also lead to an 

accumulation of alluvium in channels, and add to sediment loads during flood 

events (Section 3.3.1.4). 

6.4.2.3 Implications 

The long-tenn tectonic instability in the Lower Esk Aggradational Valley is likely to have 

meant the lower Esk River has been continually unstable, with periods of rapid incision, 

aggradation, and avulsion. These were superimposed on long-term aggradation relating to 

an initially rapid sea level rise between 9-6ka. A stable sea-level since this time, and the 

general trend of apparently constant uplift since 120ka would have produced incision in the 

upper aggradational valley, and substantial siltation across the lower valley. 

The effects of this long-tenn tectonic control are, however, likely to have been overprinted 

by significant recent «1 OOyr) uplift and aggradation during the 1931 and 1938 events, as 

well as anthropogenic control initiated aft,er the arrival of Europeans. These are therefore 

likely to be the controlling factors in present-day channel and valley stability. 
" 

Continuous stage recording at the Waipunga bridge site indicate mean water level in the 

Esk has been consistently decreasing for the duration of recordings (1963-2003) (source: 

HBRC). This is inferred to indicate the channel has also been downcutting at a rate of 

3Smmly. This rate, while rapid, has been remarkably consistent for the 40 year period. A 

comparison with mean flow data for the same period indicates slight aggradation occurs 

during periods (c.Syr) of low-flow conditions, and high flow periods increase the incision 

rate. The consistency of this incision indicates the river in this region is well above grade, 

and its return to grade is likely to be controlled by mean stream power. Records show this 

rate was approximately the sa.n'le between the 1938 flood and the next survey in 1975 

(Williams, 1986), indicating little significant incision following the event. 

Assuming this incision rate can be extrapolated back to the 1931 earthquake, this would 

equate to a total incision of 2.2m, above the 1.6m of uplift measured for the same site in 

1931 this emphasises the combination of factors required to produce the current regime. 
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6.4.3 KEy CONTRIBUTORS 

6.4.3.1 Climatic 

As described in Section 2.4.2.1, the primary contributor to the 1938 Esk Valley flood was 

three days of particularly heavy,rainfall culminating in intense precipitation on the mo~ng 

of the 2Sth of April (average of S08mm in 3 days across the catchment, and a peak of 

308mm in 14 hours at Tutira (Grant, 1939)). This rainfall was a result of the collision of 

two weather systems, each commonly associated with very high precipitation levels, in the 

vicinity of the Maungaharuru Range. The interaction of these systems in association with 

the orographic effect of the Maungaharuru Range caused a rapid upwelling and 

condensation of the air masses, rapidly producing intense precipitation. 

An event of this scale is very rare in the Esk Valley, and the r~currence interval is 

apprhximately 1000 years (Sectfon 2.4.1). It is therefore unlikely the rapidly evolving Esl: 

system could adjust to efficiently transmit flows of such an infrequent event. As a result 

the catchment response is likely to be poor, and overbank flooding inevitable. 

6.4.3.2 Catchment morphology 

The main morphologic factors that contribute to flood flows in the Esk Valley are the 

steep, linear hillslopes that promote rapid runoff, the lack of storage, and the 

correspondence of the most common channel lengths to channels draining the 

Maungaharuru Range, producing large flood peaks: 

These factors have been constant over the last 10ka, and it is likely the Esk system has 

adjusted to facilitate them. It is therefore unlikely they played a particularly large part in 

the 1938 event. 

6.4.3.3 Sediment load 

From the shape of the hydrpgraph and sediment transport curve for the 1938 event (Figure 

2.9) it is apparent that by far the majority of sediment was transported in the ten hours 

during which the' river rapidly rose and broke its banks. Sediment deposited on the' 

floodplain during this time therefore represents the majority of that transported out of the 

system during the storm. 

As shown in Sections 2.4.2.3, 2.4.2.4, and 3.2.3.3, the volume of sediment produced by 

+1.33xlO/i 

shallow landsliding as described by the digital slope map (2.67x106 -O.38xlO/i m3) is 

considerably less than that likely to have been transported past the Waipunga Road Bridge 
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(4.51x106m3
), which is in tum less than was deposited on the aggradational valley floor 

(6.5x106m3
). Sediment produced by deep-seated landsliding (O.5x106m3

) is unlikely to 

have contributed significantly to the total sediment transported during the event. It is easy 

to resolve the disparity between sediment transported past the bridge and that deposited in 

the valley simply by considering errors involved. However, when it is considered that not 

all sediment derived from shallow landslides reached the channel, and of that in the 

channel, not all was deposited on the valley floor, it seems unlikely that the majority of 

sediment generated during the storm came from shallow landsliding. 

This suggests there must be other significant contributors to flood sediment load. Possible 

sources include bank erosion, remobilisation of landslide colluvium, bed scour, and 

sediment entrained in surficial runoff. Each source is investigated further below: 

.. Bank erosion - sediment eroded directly off stream banks can contribute significant 

volumes of sediment particularly in actively avulsing channels, or those incised into 

soft alluvial material. Bank; erosion is not considered a significant contributor to the 

Esk flood, principally because banks are largely smooth, unjointed bedrock. 

• Bed scour in the detachment-limited upper reaches of the catchment appears to 

occur mostly during low-flow conditions, however, sediment produced by this 

process requires flood flows to transport it out of the system (section 6.1.4.1). This 

effectively rules out bedrock incision as a major sediment contributor, and as Grant 

(1939) notes that scour in the lower reaches of stream channels is "relatively 

absent" the proportion of sediment eroded from transport-limited reaches, is also 

unlikely to be high. 

• Sediment entrainm~nt in overland flow is not considered to be a major contributor 

due to the abundance of broad, low-gradient terraces in the catchment. These are 

unlikely to sustain flow rates sufficient to transport the large volumes of sediment 

required, instead accumulating sediment as infiltration reduces overland flow. 

.. Colluvium at the base of slopes derived from previous landslide events is another 

possible source of sediment. While this is composed of mobilised soils and can 

therefore produce slumping to depths greater than the average 2m of most shallow 

landslides, the lack of connection between rivers and the hillslopes in much of the 

catchment again prevents the entrainment ofthese deposits in streamflow. This also 
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means the streams are unable to undercut the base of colluvial deposits, a common 

method of destabilisation. 

It is considered likely that a large proportion of sediment generated during the 1938 storm 

originated from mobilised colluvial and fluvial deposits on the slopes of the Maungaharuru 

Range. This region is the most geomorphically active in the valley and slopes are likely to 

have still been evolving rather then degrading during the mid to late glacial (Section 

6.2.1.3). As a result of this the region is likely to have been most severely affected by 

recent deforestation. It was the focus of the most intense rainfall during the storm, and pore 

pressures and overland fl,9W are therefore likely to have been very high. These are the two 

most significant contributors to slope instability, erosion, and sediment transport, - all of 

which would have been major factors in the production and transfer of sediment during the 

storm. 

Reports by Grant (1939) of severe erosion, and by local farmers of subsequent rapid 

aggradation support this conclusion (Section 6.3.1). These variations in bed level reflect 

the degree of erosion that took place on the range, as well as current rates of sediment 

generation as the transport of sediment into stream channels has aggraded them to levels 

possibly near to those prior to the 1938 storm. 

6.4.4 S~1( 
The single largest contributor to the 1938 Esk Valley flood was the extreme level of 

precipitation that fell on the eastern slopes of the Maungaharuru Range between 2am and 

Sam on the 25th of April. This precipitation marked the culmination of a rare (c. 1: 1000yr) 

3-day rainfall event, and fell on an already saturated catchment contributing to severe 

channel erosion on the Maungaharuru Range and shallow land sliding in the Esk Valley. 

All precipitation received on the range entered the main Esk River channel at the same 

time. As a result, flows in the aggradational valley near the mouth of the Esk River 

approximately 3 hours later rapidly rose from a very high 60Om3/s to 2000m3/s in just 3 

hours. This caused the river to break its banks, and exceptional volumes of sediment were 

transported into the aggradational valley and deposited across the floor. 

Irrespective ofthe return interval of the event, evidence suggests that geomorphologically, 

this is a very rare event. Tectonically induced incision in the upper aggradational valley, 

and rapid aggradation in the lower aggradational valley are likely to have been the 

dominant forms of channel adjustment in the last 6ka. It is likely subsidence ceased at 
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1750BP, and since then it appears the river has remained in the same channel. Much of the . 

long-term tectonic effects have been overprinted by recent anthropogenic channel 

modification (mid 1800's-present), uplift (1931), and deposition of flood sediments (1938). 

These have all contributed to the incision of the channel and increasing sustainable flood 

levels. 

6.4.5 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The key to minimising geomorphic hazards IS to mInImISe change in the rate of 

contributing geomorphic processes; rapid change promotes instability in the system and 

reduces the predictability of system response. This observation can be applied to the Esk 

River catchment. However, largely as a result of the valley's location in a tectonically 

active region, natural variation in the rate of geomorphic activity is inherent in the 

landscape. The most recent evidence'" of this can be seen in the tectonic uplift as a result of 

the 1931 Napier earthquake, and indirectly 'in very high rates of sediment generation and 

transport as a result of the orographically-controlled 1938 Esk Valley storm. 

As these rare natural events are difficult to plan for, and impossible to control, attention 

must be paid to controlling the rate of geomorphic processes susceptible to anthropogenic 

activity. The single most important human modification to geomorphic processes in the 

Esk Valley has been the increase in overland flow and slope instability as a result of 

deforestation. Another influence includes channel modification in the aggradational valley 

through straightening the outlet and gravel extraction, although these are both likely to 

redu,ce the flooding hazard. 

The effects of deforestation are particularly important on the slopes of the Maungaharuru 

Range and geomorphic ally active areas characterised by high densities of steep slopes as 

identified on the Digital Slope Map in Appendix E. In order to prevent significant 

accumulation of colluvium and alluvium in these regions, and therefore minimise the 

volume of sediment available for entrainment during flood flows, it is recommended that 

forestry be carefully managed to minimise the volume of sediment produced through 

shallow failures and enhanced overland flow during storm events. 

Forestry is targeted in the Esk Valley as, although pasture induces similar slope instability 

issues as cleared or recently planted forestry (Section 2.3.4), commercial plantations are 

already established in almost all of the most geomorphically active, and therefore areas of 

greatest sediment contribution. More work is required in order to determine a sustainable 
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level of sediment production, but it is suggested that maintaining native vegetation and 

closed-canopy exotic fore~ts (>8yrs) over two thirds of the critically unstable areas could 

reduce storm-derived sediment production through shallow landsliding by as much as 10%. 

The effect of reforestation would be particularly important on the Maungaharuru Range 

where overland flow rates would also be reduced. Sediment entrained in overland flow and 

produced through channel erosion is cited as an important contributing factor to the Esk 

Valley Flood as it is likely to be a large proportion of that transported during the event. In 

areas of the range where forestry is not established it is proposed that riparian zones are 

reverted to native vegetation to reduce the transportation of sediment into streams. 
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7 .. 1 CATCHMENT PROCESSES AND EVOLUTION 
The geomorphology of the Esk Valley is intimately linked to tectonic and paleo·climatic 

processes. Landscape evolution in the valley is likely to have begun with the onset of the 

most recent period of Forearc Basin uplift c.800ka. The majority of landfonns, however, 

appear to have evolved throughout the last glacial (120·l8ka). Rapid stream incision (up to 

80m at c.8mm/yr) has been ongoing since the onset of the current interglacial (c.1 Oka) and 

is likely to be a result of increased precipitation and stream power. 

The longitudinal profile of a broad terrace in the upper Esk Valley is believed to represent 

channel base level during the last interglacial. It is suggested that the terrace surface 

represents a period of significant mass-movement, as well as transport-limited aggradation 

and lateral planation by sinuous streams throughout the glacial. Limited incision took place 

in the mid- to lower-catchment during brief glacial wann periods, and these areas re

graded to a c.18-l Oka Ohakean terrace. 

These conditions have meant that the level of geomorphic connectivity between stream and 

hillslope processes is low, and these remmes can therefore be considered somewhat 

independently. Hillslopes on the upper surface are likely to have developed largely during 

the laSt glacial, and are generally evolved and relatively stable. Consequently, levels of 

geomorphic activity are relatively low. The incised streams, however, have rapidly cut into 

bedrock, and rates of geomorphic change are therefore rapid. Numerous large (c.1km2
) 

deep-seated landslides provide a degree of cOlll1ectivity between the stream channels and 

upper surface, but these are slow moving and significant change is not yet evident. 

The angular sinuosity of streams throughout the valley indicates persistent rock mass 

defects - resulting from deformation by underlying structures (the Eastern Patoka Fault 

and Wakarara Fault-Trelinnoe Sector) - were well deVeloped by the onset of the current 

period of incision. The strong influence of these relatively weak defects on stream form 

indicates incision is likely to have occurred during normal flow conditions. Data from 

sediment transport curves suggests the sediment generated (96,OOOm3/yr) is then 

transported out of the system during regular flood events. 
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Deep-seated Landslides investigated in the Esk Valley are classified in two groups: 

1. Massive translational regressive failures occur on the eastern face of the 

Maungaharuru Range. These are inferred to be associated with the development of a deep

seated gravitational slope deformation which affects the entire Maungaharuru Range. 

However, the understanding of structural control which obviously defines the form of the 

range is poor, and this interpretation requires more research. The slides are likely to have 

been triggered as a result of m~s wasting in the upper catchment during the early- to mid

last glacial, and show evidence of heightened activity in the past. 

2. Low-angle translational failures occur within the Grassy Knoll Member of the 

Matahorua Formation. The exposure of this unit coincides with the trace of a thrust

propagated monocline associated with the Wakarara Fault - Trelinnoe Sector. Weak, 

permeable tuffaceous and sandstone horizons within the unit, combined with vertical 

defects and flexural shears 'associated with the formation of the monocline provide the 

mechanical characteristics required for such low-angle (c. 6°) translational failures. A 

favourable geometry is produced by gentle tectonic tilting and the current post-glacial 

stream incision in the toe zone. 

With evolved hillslopes largely detached from a confined but incising river system by 

stable, largely unjointed valley walls, current geomorphic stability in the valley is 

relatively high. It is likely to take a substantial period of time (1 OOOyr+) to propagate any 

significant geomorphic change through the system. However, evidence suggests streams 

throughout much of theEsk Valley, particularly the Esk River and lower reaches of its 

tributaries, are nearing grade. As these streams attain grade, they will infill with sediment 

and excess energy will be available for lateral planation. This will initiate a period of 

instability where channel walls will be undercut, and deep-seated landsliding will become 

more prevalent throughout the catchment. Deep-seated landslides have therefore been, and 

will continue to be, important contributors to landscape evolution within the Esk Valley. 

The lower Esk aggradational valley appears to have experienced a significantly different 

tectonic regime from the upper catchment, and is more susceptible to climatically induced 

sealevel change. Recent tectonic activity (1931 Napier Earthquake), flooding (1938 Esk 

Valley Flood), and anthropogenic processes (c.1840-present) have significantly raised 

channel grade. As a result the river appears confined to an ancient (pre-1750BP) channel 

and is currently incising at a rate apparently limited only by stream power (3.5mm1yr). 
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7.2 CONlRIBUTION OF DEEP-SEATED IANDSLIDING 
TO THE ESK VALLEY FLOOD HAZARD 

The volume of sediment currently generated directly through the activity of deep-seated 

landslides is low. Most sediment is produced either through shallow landsliding in 

geomorphic ally active areas within the valley, or the erosion of alluvium, colluvium and 

loess from the surface of deep-seated landslides on the- Maungaharuru Range. The 

entrainment of this sediment in the river system reduces stream power and blankets 

bedrock, preventing incision and forcing streams to meander or run above grade. During 

flood events it contributes to staging levels by adding volume and preventing channel 

incision. 

The April 1938 Esk Valley flood was primarily a response to a rare (c.1 :1000yr) rainfall 

event. Peak flow lasted only half an hour, and the river was beyond it's banks for just 
\ 

seven hours. During this time approximately 4.5x106 
- 6.5x106m3 of sediment was 

deposited on the valley floor. This sediment is likely to have comprised the majority of that 

transported by the flood, and was most likely a result of severe erosion on the surface of 

deep-seated landslides on the Maungaharuru Range, and substantial shallow landsliding on 

hillslopes within the valley. 

Despite reports of reactivation and triggering of deep-seated landslides within the Hawke's 

Bay Region, there is no evidence to suggest that the deep-seated landslides in the Esk 

Valley moved significantly during the 1938 stonn, or the Ms7.8 1931 Hawke's Bay 

Earthquake. However, the resolution of this investigation did not allow minor movements 

«c.3m) or increases in activity to be identified. These would produce only a relatively 

small volume of sediment, and hence are unlikely to be significant contributors to flood 

hazards in the Esk Valley. 

7.3 GEOMORPHIC STABILITY AND FLOOD HAZARD 
ON THE AGGRADATIONAL PLAIN 

A study of the Lower Esk Aggradational Valley based largely on the extrapolation of river 

and terrace profiles indicates the river in the upper half of the domain has incised c.2Om 

over the last 10ka. The riyer is likely to be sitting on or near a bedrock strath surface, and it 

is therefore considered very unlikely that overbank sedimentation has been, or will be a 

significant geomorphic process in this part of the valley. In the lower half of the domain it 
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appears rapid subsidence up to 1750BP may have promoted significant aggradation across 

the valley floor. While this now appears to have ceased, it is possible this part of the valley 

may have been more prone to overbank flooding than the upper valley. Uplift in 1931 and 

siltation as a result of the 1938 event are likely to have mitigated any preconditioning 

associated with subsidence in the lower aggradational valley as the Esk River is now 

incising, and bank levels ate elevated as a result of the sedimentation. 

While it is considered un1~kely that an event of this magnitude will again occur during the 

design life of any structures in the Esk Valley, forest management in geomorphically active 

areas, and re-vegetation within gullies on the Maungaharuru Range can significantly 

reduce the sediment load, and therefore the hazard posed by smaller, more frequent floods. 

7.4 AsSESSMENT OF AN ENGINEERING 
GEOMORPHOLOGICAL APPROACH TO HAZARD 
EVALUATION 

Geomorphic process interactions are complex, particularly in active tectonic regions. 

Understanding these interactions and identifying the dominant processes within an 

environment through the study of geomorphology can provide a ~odel for the prehistoric 

development of landscape elements. By then applying an engineering geological 

knowledge of soil and rock mechanics, surface and groundwater hydrology, and techniques 

of hazard evaluation; data gathered through the geomorphological investigation can· be 

used to refine the model of landscape development, assess present-day stability, and 

investigate the effect of anthropogenic processes. 

This investigation has pioneered Quaternary research in the Esk River Valley, and as a 

result has had little directly relevant geologic or geotechnical research to develop on. This, 

combined with the large scale of the rapidly evolving valley and its associated hazards, 

. make this an ideal situation in which to implement an engineering geomorphological 

investigation. 

Major achievements of this specific form of investigation in the Esk Valley include: 

l1'li The identification of recently, possibly currently, active faulting in the central valley, 

and the recognition of associated flexural shears, and their implications for slope 

stability; 
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• The determination of a maxImum age for translational landslide development 

throughout the valley, arid the formulation of a model to describe slide evolution and 

current stability; 

• The identification of geomorphically active areas prone to heightened levels of shallow 

landsliding; 

• The development of a model to describe the evolution of landslides on the 

Maungaharuru Range and assess present-day stability based on a possible deep-seated 

gravitational slope deformation, a process previously not recognised in New Zealand; 

• An assessment of the long-term flooding history in the lower Esk aggradational valley, 

and evaluation of the potential today; 

• The production of a flood hydrograph and identification of major contributors to the 

April 1938 Esk Valley Flood; 

• And the assessment of the April 1938 event with respect to the long-term geomorphic , 

development of the Esk Valley and implications for future hazard management. 

All of these observations and conclusions were the direct result of a combined engineering 

geological/geomorphological investigation and are key to defining hazards in the valley 

today. 

This technique is best suited to the evaluation of regional hazards in geomorphically active 

regions. In these areas the activity and scale of geo~orphic processes mean they are able to 

be resolved with the c.20+m resolution of data commonly available. The acquisition of 

more detailed regional data, while both costly and time consuming to obtain, can also 
.~ 

cause significant problems with storage and processing and will not necessarily benefit 

such an investigation. This means the technique may not be suitable for the investigation of 

localised hazards, or those developing in slowly evolving regions where perturbations are 

commonly minor, and do not cause significant disruption to the system. 

While numerical or similar quantitative methods provide an accurate assessment of hazard 

susceptibility, these require a significant volume of prior research pertaining to the specific 

area. In regions such as the Esk Valley, where this data is not available, an engineering 

geomorphological approach to an investigation can highlight important processes, assess 

their relative roles in the landscape, provide a qualitative evaluation of hazards, and flag 

areas in which to concentrate a testing programme· and develop quantitative models to 

better assess hazard potential. This has the potential to make considerable savings in both 
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time and money, while improving the confidence of any outcomes from a testing 

programme. 

7.5 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUR1HER RESEARCH 
As this was the first investigation conducted into the Quaternary geology or 

geomorphology of the Esk Valley, a large amount of "ground had to be covered" in order 

to develop an adequate understanding of the valley geomorphology and therefore assess 

landslide and flood hazards. Assumptions are inevitable in such an investigation as funding 

and time are limited. This section identifies work that is required to confirm or better 

constrain interpretations made in this investigation, as well as new avenues of research that 

have been highlighted as a result of findings. 

II Terraces - while an attempt was made to date terraces in the valley, this was 

unsuccessful. Mapping of the surfaces was only at reconnaissance level. The 

correlation of these surfaces plays an integral part in setting the timeline and 

identifying the evolution of processes and features in the valley, and accurate age 

control, and better correlation of the multiple surfaces is essential both in the upper 

and lower valley. 

o Long river profiles - while these were a tool rather than a finding of the 

investigation, the rivers' close adherence to exponential profiles could offer an 

opportunity to investigate the development of stream profile. This could also 
.' 

elucidate the source of the inferred area of uplift in the profiles. ill order to 

undertake this investigation better control on the river bed level is required; this is 

likely to be complicated given the topography, and may not be viable. 

.. Shallow landslides - as much work has been undertaken into soil stability on the 

east coast the assessment of conditions for soil stability was not a high priority in 

this investigation. Shallow landslides were, however, an important contributor to the 

1938 flood, and the calibration of a deterministic slope stability model for the 

catchment could better define at-risk areas, and aid in the development of 

management practices. 

II Translational deep-seated landslides - further work should be undertaken to 

quantitatively assess the stability of these failures. The role of earthquake ground 

accelerations and intense rainfall on bedrock pore pressures is not known. Further 

investigation could develop a model to determine landslide behaviour during 
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extreme events, and predict future stability. Roadcuts on the Old Coach Road across 

Little Icecream Landslide could be used to calibrate a long-term "scarp diffusion 

model" that could be applied to date scarps generated through landsliding. 

41 Maungaharuru Range - better structural control is required to determine tectonic 

and gravitational control on deep-seated landsliding off the Maungaharuru Range. 

This would allow the development and activity of these slides to be better 

constrained. Two important sites for trenching and radiocarbon dating are in the 

breached lake on the surface of the southern slide (V20 Esk, 300150), and in the 

possible lake sediments present-on the top of the range (V20Esk, 323193). This 

could provide rates of slide movement and structural development. 

41 Aggradational valley - Detailed terrace mapping along with a seismic investigation 

are required to determine the accuracy of inferred terrace relationships and depth to 

bedrock in the aggradational valley. This would better determine the rate and degree 

of inferred subsidence in the lower valley, and may have significant implications for 

earthquake hazards in Hawke's Bay. 

• Forearc Basin structure - The interpretation ofWestec Petroleum seismic profiles in 
( 

this study have highlighted some strong similarities between structure in the forearc 

to the south of the Heretaunga plains, and that in the Esk Valley. Work needs to be 

done to extend the structures located in the Esk Valley south across the Heretaunga 

Plains, and determine the relationship of these to those identified in Beanland et ai. 

(1998). This could have important implications for groundwater and flood hazarl1 

investigations on the Heretaunga Plains, as well as contributing to the scientific 

understanding of forearc basin structure and evolution. 

• Landscape evolution modelling - this is one of the most rapidly developing areas in 

geomorphologic research, mainly because of the development in computational 

power that has allowed increasingly complex numerical relationships to be 

developed and tested and thus providing an increasing degree of understanding of 

landscape processes. The applicability of these models is broad, with the potential to 

assess hazards, investigate the effects of climate change, and enable the intelligent 

management of natural resources. The Esk Valley offers a good opportunity to 

investigate such a model as the rapidly evolving topography and simple geology 

largely negate the effects of inherited landforms, and the scale and variation of 

processes in the valley are likely to be well resolved in a model. 
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Appendix A 
NAPIER AIRPORT AND ESK FOREST RAINFALL 

RECORD 
Rainfall duration (h) 

0.5 1 2 12 24 48 72 

roO 2 18 26 55 72 99 121 131 
10 26 36 77 100 139 171 185 2 
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Figure A.1 Comparison of calculated rainfall return intervals for varying 

intensities at Napier Airport rainfall recorder (Thompson, 1987a) and 

precipitation recorded at the same location during April 1938 storm (Grant, 

1939). 

Thomson (1987b) derived rainfall frequencies for fired recorder sites in Hawke's Bay. The 

record for Napier Airport begins in 1936; Esk Forest in 1951. Figure A.l Plots 24 and 36 

hour rainfalls (mm) for the April 1938 event (highlighted orange) with respect to estimated 

return intervals at the same site. Figure A.2 plots the April 1938 rainfall recorded at Tutira 

with respect to the estimates derived for Esk Forest. This is necessary as the Esk recorder 

was not installed at the time of the 1938 event, and while the Tutira recorder was, it is not a 

government recorder station, and was therefore not analysed by Thomson (1987b). This 

comparison, however, is reasonable as each site is a similar distance from the 

Maungaharuru Range, and Grant (1939) encompasses both sites in the same isohyetal line 

for the whole 1938 event. 
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Figure A.2 Comparison of calculated rainfall return intervals for varying 

intensities at Esk Forest rainfall recorder (Thompson, 1987a) and 

precipitation recorded at Lake Tutira during April 1938 storm (Grant, 1939). 
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AppendixB 
CALCULATING TOTAL SEDIMENT OUTPUT FOR lHE 

APRIL 1938 FLOOD 

Sediment output for the 1938 flood was calculated based on the hydro graph derived from 

eye-witness accounts (Grant, 1939; Cowie, 1957) and modelled flow stagings at the 

Waipunga Bridge (Williams, 1986), and sediment rating curves produced for the same 

section ofthe Esk River in Williams (1986). 

The flood lasted three days, and the rise and fall on the 25th (~_Cowie (1957) it is reported 

as the 24th, however, this appears to be in error as the maximum intensity of rainfall 

reportedly fell on the morning of the 25th (Grant, 1939; Cowie, 1957), and Grant (1939) 
, 

notes this was the cause the flood peak) of April is reported by a local settler - presumably 

living in 'the lower Esk Valley - and recorded in Cowie (1957) as below: 

4 a.m. rise conunenced 

7.15 a.m. bank high 

9:30-10:30 a.m. rising near peak 

10 -10:30 a.m. at peak 

10:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. falling slowly to bank high 

two days later level back to nonnal 

The peak discharge for the Esk River below the railway bridge (NZMS 260 sheet v20 ref. 

386985) was calculated at 183Om3/s, for Mangakopikopiko stream: 21Om3/s. This gives a 

combined peak discharge for the Esk River at Waipunga Bridge of approximately 
r 

204Om3/s (Grant, 1939). The peak of the flood is said to have only lasted for half an hour, 

with the river flowing at over 50% of this for almost two days (Grant, 1939; Cowie, 1957). 

Total discharge for the Esk River was calculated to be 98xl06m3 (Grant, 1939). Initial 

sediment volume calculations, also by Grant (1939) suggest sediment loads were over 75% 

by volume. lfowever Williams (1986) shows the assumptions on which this calculation 

was based are incorrect, and that the maximum concentration is more likely to be 

approximately 17.5%. 
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Stage-flow analysis of the lower Esk River undertaken by Williams (1986) helps detennine 

flows during the April 1938 flood. Maximum flows were reassessed, and the July 1985 

event was used to calibrate a hydraulic model for the lower Esk River. The model predicts 

a maximum flow for the 1938 event of 2000-2500m3/s, in general agreement with the 

calculations of Grant (1939) immediately following the event. A check of the models 
(, 

accuracy can be seen in predicted vs. measured flood levels for the event, these are 

generally within 0.5% of agreement for seven selected sites in the lower 13km of the 

channel (Williams, 1986). Bank full discharge is currently approximately 600m3/s, this is 

possibly slightly higher than the waning bank full flows following the 1938 event as there 

has been a general degradation of the channel since this time allowing for higher 

discharges, though not significantly given the inherent errors in this fonn of derivation. 

The values derived in the hydraulic model were used to produce the hydro graph for the 

1938 event given in Section 2.4.1. "Rise commenced" is likely to refer to the rise to the 

main flood peak, flows were most likely already high due to two days' heavy rain in the 

catchment, and an initial below bank level flow of 500m3 Is was adopted. Peak flow was 

assumed to be 200Om3 Is, and nonnal flow nominal. The near ''peak flow" was arbitrarily 

taken as 1800m3/s. Bank high level was, however, slightly more difficult to detennine as 

interpretations of the river bank may vary along the channel, and with the scale of the 

event. The river is said to have maintained half its peak flow for almost two days, while 

even today this would have left the majority of the valley underwater, with the river 

definitely not within its natural banks. Applying the current bank full discharge value and a 

simple linear recessr~n of flood waters, however, overestimated the total event outflow as 

reported by Grant by almost 50x106m 3/s, and left the flow for the two days about the peak 

at just over 400m3 I s, well below the 1 oOOm 3 I s reported by the same author. For the purpose 

of this investigation a bank full flow of 700m3 Is was adopted, this is probably slightly high 

as considerable flooding would be likely in the valley, however, it seems a reasonable 

compromise between eye-witness reports and estimated flows. 

Williams (1986) evaluated a suspended sediment rating curve initially produced by the 

Ministry of Works and Development by comparing predicted sediment loads to actual 

flows over a range of velocities, including the 725m3/s March 1985 flood. Results are 

shown to correspond remarkably well to the predicted curves. He then developed a bed 

material transport curve based on the hydraulic and sedimentary properties of the channel 
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using three popular empirical sediment transport equations (Meyer-Peter and Muller, 

Engelund-Hansen, and Einstein-Brown). These equations gave similar results, and allowed 

the development of a general bed material transport equation specific to the lower Esk 

River. Both the suspended sediment and bed material transport equations are given below: 

Suspended sediment transport: 

0-6Q2.SS 
Equation 13 .• 1 

material transport: 

T=O.00036Qo.97 Equation 13.2 

Where: 

S = Suspended sediment transport rate (m3/s) 
\ 

T Bed material transport rate (m3/s) 

River flow (m3/s) 

These relationships are represented graphically on the sediment ratfng curves in Figure 

B.l. This indicates suspended sediment is dominant, particularly at high flows. 

sediment transport curve has been derived for the 1938 event based on inferred flows 

from the flood hydro graph and empirical sediment transport equations. By calculating the 

integral of the sediment transport curve, the total sediment output for the event is then 

determined. Results from this are given in Table B.I. 
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Table B.1 Calculated flood and sediment output values at Waipunga 

for April 1938 Esk Valley flood 

Appendix B 

Suspended load 
Time (h) Time(s) flow (m3/s) (m3

) 

Total sediment 
Bed load (m3) load (m3/s) 

Interval 
(h) 

Suspended load 
(m3

) Bed 
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1000 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~::::~s~u;s;pe~n~d~e~d~s;e~dimen-t~lo~a=d-(-m-Jj-s-) -
- Bed material transport (m3js) 

0.001 -~-------------4~------------------------------------~ 

10 100 1000 10000 

Flow (m3/s) 

Figure B.1 Sediment transport curves for Esk River at Waipunga Bridge 

(Williams, 1986) 
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AppendixC 
LINEAMENT ANALYSIS 
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Blind thrust determined from seismic analysis 

Active fault trace (Begg et al. 1994) 

Figure C.1 Representative persistent lineaments identified in the Esk Valley 

Lineaments were identified both on aerial and satellite photographs. However, for 
clarity only a representative set are reproduced here to illustrate the main trends in 
the valley. These lineaments correlate well with defects measured in the valley, 
and are labelled accordingly. The maximum intensity appears to correspond with 
the traces of blind thrusts that deform valley sediments. 
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AppendixD 
LIST OF PHOTOS 

Figure 0.1 list of aerial photos used 
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Figure 0.2 List of field photos 

XCoord YCoord ID 
2836580 6205240 p4-5-<l2_ 1 
2836310 6205210 p4-5-<l2_2 
2835960 6205390 p4~2_3 
2835620 6205510 p4-5-<l2_ 4 
2835630 6205560 p4-5-<l2_5 
2835530 6205620 p4-5-<l2_6 
2835310 6205810 p4-5-<l2_8 
2835300 6205190 p4-5-02_9 
2835190 6205830 p4-5-<l2 _10 
2835140 6205810 p4-5-02_11 
2834BOO 6205820 p4-5-<l2_12 
2834800 6205800 p4-5-<l2_13 
2834810 6205820 p4-5-<l2_16 
2833960 6205210 p4-5-<l2_14 
2834190 6201500 pl0-5-<l2_1 
2834960 6201400 pl~2_2 
2834960 6201430 pl~2_3 
2835300 6201510 pl0-5-02_ 4 
2835290 6201500 plO-5-02_5 
2835290 6201500 pl 0-5-02_6 
2835330 6201480 pl~2_1 
2835280 6201530 plO-5-02_10 
2835330 6201460 plO-5-02_11 
2835320 6201410 pl~2_8 
2834430 6205830 pll-5-02_1 
2834430 6205810 pll-5-02_2 
2834120 6205310 pll-5-02_3 
2834130 6205310 pll-5-02_ 4 
2834820 6205360 pll~_5 
2835160 6206410 pll-5-02_6 
2835100 6206420 pll-5-02_1 
2834410 6205920 pll-5-02_8 
2835600 6204450 p12~2_1 
2835530 6204450 p12-5-02_2 
2834100 6205880 p5-5-<l2_1 
2832250 6206010 pS-5-<l2_2 
2832280 6205990 pS-5-02_3 
2832330 6205950 pS-5-<l2_ 4 
2832330 6205980 pS-5-<l2_5 
2832100 6205590 pS-5-<l2_1 
2832680 6205600 pS-5-02_8 
2832120 6205620 pS~2_9 
2632490 6205810 pS-5-02_11 
2832490 6205830 pS~2_10 
2832nO 6205560 ~2_12 
2832910 6205530 pS-5-<l2_14 
2832910 6205510 pS~2_15 
2842960 6225300 pl ~2_1 
2844480 6224680 pl~2_2 
2844510 6224650 pl-5-<l2_4 
2844200 6226690 pl~2_5 
2830990 6215410 p2oo1-1 
2839530 6203920 p2oo1-2 
2836630 6215110 p2oo1-3 
2831600 6213480 p2oo1-4 
2840800 6210450 p2OO1-5 
2836890 6213820 p2001-6 
2831180 6211640 p2001-1 
2832940 6216280 p2001-6 
2841260 6210100 p2001-9 
2833910 6211340 p2001-10 
2833230 6214910 p2001-11 
2832210 6216910 p2001-12 
2836890 6205640 Trellinoe terrac 
2832150 6206410 p1-6-<l2_1 
2835510 6213510 p2oo1-13 
2835450 6221290 p2-6-<l2_1 
2831620 6201150 p28-<l5-<l2_ 4 
2833580 6212690 p29-<l5-02 _ 1 
2834990 6218810 pOl-{)6-<l2_1 
2837180 6206800 p28-<l5-02_3 
2838110 6206390 p28-<l5-<l2_2 

Orlenll'ltlon Description 
210 Valley form 
210 Valley form 
220 River terrace 
100 Defects - block failure 
160 Valley form - defects 
330 Valley form 
100 Defects - block failure 
260 Valley form - defects 
235 Defects on cliff 
90 Defects in stream bed 
90 Failure surface break-out close-up 
50 Failure surface break-out panorama 
20 Failure plane - sandstone bed 
50 Panorama looking NW from Hat-top hill 

115 Possible fault trace, note alteratlon of dip in beds 
355 Transitlon from bedrock to slide debris - noIe intensely jointed bedrock 
3S5 Close-up of bedrock jointing , 
110 Structural control on channel formation In reverse knickpoint 
50 Dominant structure In stream wall 

300 Strath terrace surface Immediately upstream of reverse knickpoint - highly weathered 
285 Small knick point upstream of small fault 
150 Receeded cliff-face at reverse knickpolnl note: terrace surface is to immediate right 
20 Small faull immediately downstream of slide and knlckpoirit 

340 Landslide running down to small fault 
180 Fault splay zone off track. Main fault probably to left (E) 
180 Close-up of faults 
115 Panorama looking toward Walpunga Rd cliffs 
11(5 Close-up of possible fault dislulbing block failure 

15 Terraces In Trellinoe slide 
50 Panorama looking at terrace surfaces arnund diffs 

235 Bedding defined ridge within strath terrace 
110 Widely spaced continuous defects In cliffs above Kaiwaka bridge 
235 Possible fault traces and dault-sontrolled stream 
60 Fault or landslide fractured sandstone 

180 Discontinuity below bridge - continues up face 
285 Defect croesing stream 
285 2m high well receeded knickpoint 
110 Fault trace In south wall 
350 Fault trace on north wall 
165 Wood on contact between conglom & siltst. Possible haiatus -lOcm above 
225 Valley profile (for location) 
160 3 prominent defects 10m apart 
190 1 m wide faull zone 
101m wide faull zone 

300 Highly incised stream 
90 Landslide failure plane 

350 Looking up at landslide 
195 Panorama looking up valley 
185 Looking up at possible fault trace In cliffs 
150 Interesting weathering pattern In clffs 

15 Looking out from velley eroded along fault trace 
230 Panorama looking toward dip slope 
330 Panorama looking over Icecream hili 
260 Looking at fall-off telTllce structures 
220 Fault structures 
355 Strike ridges 

15 Fault Structures 
10 BaSin at top of Maungaharuru Range 

160 Looking out over landslide Debris 
335 Looking accross at Maungahuruhu Range 
160 Looking out over landslide debris 
115 Panorama looking through Esk Valley 
115 Panorama looking over Esk Valley 
230 Panorama looking over main Treilinoe Terrace 
250 T rellinnoe defects 
350 Glenlyon step-otf surfaces 
200 Looking back at bedding in southam slides 
340 Landslide faiiure surface sub-parallel to bedding 

o Panorama of large slide from logging area 
190 Bedding in Maungaharuru range 
95 Possible faultllineation in Esk 

220 Bedding plane 
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Appendix E 
CALClJIATING THE SEDIMENT VOLUME 

CONTRIBUTION OF SHALLOW IANDSLIDING DURING 
1938 FLOOD 

Inspection of aerial photos indicated approximately 80% of slopes between 27° and 31 ° on 

the LINZ DEM exhibited shallow failure during the 1938 Esk Valley storm. While the 

slope association is primarily a useful tool for identifying areas of potential instability, it 

can be used to calculate approximate levels of sediment production - though errors are 

large. 

The slope comparison was undertaken by converting the DEM (CD>Appendices/Appendix 

EIDEM.grd) into a digital slope map for the area using the "Terrain Slope" option in Surfer 

8 (CD>Appendices/Appendix ElDigitaISlopeMap.grd). This converts the Z value for each 

25m x 25m grid cell to a maximum slope angle for the cell based on the relative elevations 

of the four adjacent cells (ZN, ZS, ZE, ZW) as given in Equation 1. 

Equation E.1 

(Golden Software, 

2002) 

In order to calculate the volume of material produced by these slides, a distribution map 

first had to be produced (CD>Appendices/Appendix E/SlopeDist27-31.grd). The 

Grid>Math command was used to do this by forcing slope values outside the 27° - 31 0 

window'to zero, all non-zero values were then made equal to 1, providing a binary grid 

describing the slope distribution. Calculating the platform area of the cells is complicated 

in Surfer 8 as it automatically interpolates the Z value between adjacent cells, and areas 

can only be calculated above or below a set horizon. As most landslide areas constitute a 

single 25m2 cell, this can lead to an overestimation of the true area by as much as 600% 

Figure E.I. In order to minimise this error, a horizon approximately equal to I was selected 

(0.99999), and the area calculated is between this horizon and 1. 
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A cube with Q COGl' Je (rifi. Vol!0718 error iJ in.:;realed. 

A rube wi1h Q ,foler grid Vol!0718 error iJ rllduced. 

Figure E.1 Illustration of grid interpolation derived errors in area and volume 

calculations (Golden Software, 2002) 

The area returned by this method was then divided by the cosine of the average slope 

(29°), and the average depth of shallow landsliding in the region as reported in literature 

(Pettinga and Bell, 1992; Merz and Mosley, 1998) to return the total volume of sediment 

produced. 

As well as potential interpolation errors associated with the Surfer program, a number of 

other substantial sources of error are associated with this approach, these include: 

• Actual landsliding as identified in aerial photographs is typically more extensive 

than that indicated by the slope map. This may have lead to an underestimation by 

as much as 50%. 

• Variation in average landslide depth will substantially affect the total volume 

calculation, however as the same depth has been reported by separate studies it is 

unlikely to vary substantially. 

• The tendency for the DEM grid to round off sharp cliffs is also apparent as a large 

number of the slopes are located adjacent to the incised gullies. While the steepness 

of the terrain in aerial photos makes it impossible to identify landslides in this 

region, it is unlikely the same processes contribute to landslide generation in these 
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areas, and distribution is likely to be different. For this reason these slides should 

not strictly be included in this calculation. However, steep slopes and presumably 

high pore pressures in this region suggest landsliding is likely to be prevalent along 

these margins during rainfall events. It is extremely difficult to remove these points 

from the dataset, an attempt has been made by excluding all elevations below the 

level of the inferred Ohakean terrace as it would have extended through the valley. 

This exclud~dapproximately 14% of the area (163,676m2 in planform area). 

However, it also excludes many .''valid'' points below the terrace level and is 

generally unsatisfactory. For this reason, and for the fact the gorge margins are 

likely to be inherently unstable, values quoted in the text include these points. 
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Chapter 2 Geomorphic Overview 

6230000 

6225000 

6220000 

6215000 

6210000 

6205000 

6200000 

6195000 

6190000~-----L~--~~~-=~~~~~~~--~ 

2820000 2825000 2830000 2835000 2840000 2845000 2850000 

Appendix E.2 Slope distribution map for slopes 270 - 31 0 

Each point on the overlay represents a 25m2 cell. Slopes between 2JD and 31 0 are used as a proxy for 
shallow landsliding following the April 1938 Esk Valley Storm as an examination of aerial photographs 
taken soon after the event suggest these correspond to 80% of the shallow failures that were present 
on the landscape. Slopes are derived through interpolation of a LlNZ OEM based on 1 :50,000 contour 
data. 
Catchment and geomorphic boundaries in the Esk Valley are also outlined. The base image is taken 
from Landsat 7 ETM (1999). Co-ordinates are in NZMG, units are in meters. 
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Appendix F 
FIT STATISTICS FOR LONG RIVER PROFILE CURVES 

Figure F.l was' compiled by Crosby (2001) at a field location NE of Gisborne. The DEM 

the figure is derived from is the same as that used in this investigation. Contour data is that 

provided on the NZMS 260 1 :50 000 topographic maps. The figure clearly shows the poor 

grid interpolation, particularly at lower gradients, though also indicates the accuracy of the 

contour data as it aligns well with the surveyed points. 

The profile "smootlring" used in this investigation attempted to partially negate the effect 

of contamination of the walls in the steep gorges, and this poor grid interpolation by 

rounding all values down to the nearest 20m interval. This is indicated in red on the lower 

portion of the diagram. While this removed any contamination, and brought data down 

slightly - more into line with the true profile - it also emphasised the steps between 

contours and increased errors associated with correlations with other "unsmoothed" data 

offtheDEM. 
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Figure F.1 long profile of the south fork of the Mangaorongo River showing 

the relationship between DEM, contour, and survey data (Crosby and 

advised by K. Whipple, 2001). 
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(CD>Appendicesl Appendix F IDrainageData.xIs) 
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AppendixG 
CALCULATING CHANNEL SINUOSITY 

G . I INTRODUCTION 

A new method 'of calculating channel sinuosity was developed for this investigation. lliis 

method enables a user to quickly and accurately calculate channel sinuosity continuously 

along a channel profile. The method utilises two popular software applications; Golden 

Software Surfer, and Microsoft Excel, and results can be easily incorporated in a GIS 

database. 

The calculation of channel sinuosity requires only two variables, channel path length and 

straight:..line valley length. While neither of these is particularly difficult to measure, there 
, . 

are two fundamental problems associated with applying the calculation to a river channel: 

1. Delineating a path that ~s representative of the valley length 

2. Choosing a meander length that is representative of those in the channel 

These are related by a single complicating factor: geometry in nature is inherently 

complex. Commonly, meanders of different length and amplitUde are superimposed on one 

another, and structural controls can play an important part in the definition of the meander 

form, constantly varying their shape and scale. A simple means of dealing will this 

problem is to perform many iterations along the profile, varying the scale of meander 

chosen. A computational approach is the obvious choice for this technique as each iteration 

adds to an already tedious task. 

G-II METHOD 

1. Examine sinuosity form using a map and/or aerial photos to determine orders of 

sinuosity present 

2. Create a map in Surfer from XYZ topographic data. If no data is available, create a 

Base Map using an image file of a topographic map, then define image co-ordinates in 

the properties dialog. Create a grid (originalmap.grd) of the same dimensions using the 

grid-function command, and set the function to "z===O" or similar. 
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3. Digitise the stream profile (stream.bIn) (SP) frOPl the map, create a "slice" from this 

profile (stream.dat) using the initial grid used to produce the map (originaImap.grd). 

4. Digitise valley length profiles (VLP) connecting inflection points of smallest 

pathlength meanders (VLPxx.bln) 

5. Repeat step 4 for all identified pathlengths 

6. Produce a grid (stream.grd) from the SP (stream.dat) that extends laterally beyond the 

maximum deviation of the coarsest VLP line using the stream path length for Z values. 

TIlls is done using the Kringing algorithm as an exact interpolator, and produces a 

corridor of equal length values that extend laterally from the stream path while still 

honouring the initial values. The selected search radius defines the width of the 

corridor produced. and therefore maximum deviation from the channel. This reduces 

resolution however, and should be kept to a minimum. 

7. Produce a "slice" of the grid from each of the digitised VLPs (VLPxx.bln), this 

produces individual .dat files with x, y, stream pathlength, and valley length values. 

8. TIlls is enough data to produce sinuosity curves from the VLP relating to the shortest 

pathlength meanders. 

9. For the next VLP repeat step 6, substituting the previous VLP "slice" (.dat) for the 

stream path and using the 'valley length column for Z values. Step 7 is also repeated; 

however as a "slice" has already been produced, an additional column of O's must be 

added to the VLP .dat file and the grid-residuals option is used instead. This produces a 

.dat file for the VLP with columns as below: 

x y SP length VLP length Check 0 Residuals (previous 

'- value VLP length) 

10. The residuals column is negative, multiply by -1 to restore to normal. 

11. If other scales are identified, repeat steps 6-9 
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12. Open the vtP .dat files in Excel, and add a row of cells at the top of the page. In one of 

these cells place a value which will represent a sampling interval for the sinuosity 

calculation. This should approximate the path length of the meanders. 

13. In new columns - using the MATCH command and the sampling interval value entered 

above, find the values in the SP length column that lie half a sampling interval above 

and below each cell. This will obviously not be possible for the rows near the start and 

the end of the VLP and will return null values. The fonnula in cell 128 in Figure G.l is 

as fol1ows: =MATCH«G28+D$1I2),$G$4:$G$575, 1) 

F;gure G.1 Excel spreadsheet used to calculate sinuosities 

14. The OFFSET command is then used in conjunction with references returned from 

column H and I to calculate the sinuosity. 

15. Finally, sinuosity shou1d be plotted against SP length 

16. The sample interval can then be adjusted to highlight trends or particular meander 

pathlengths. 

A line representing the valley length was digitised using straight lines connecting the 

inflexion points of major thalwegs along the river. A grid was then derived that extended 

beyond the limit of the widest meander and enabled correlation between valley length and 

channel length. A running window of 300m was chosen as a sampling interval a10ng the 

val1ey length as results best describe channel sinuosity. This value equates to around half 

the wavelength of the largest meander, ensuring it is sampled without losing excessive 

resolution on smaller meanders, and agrees with observations made by Litchfield (1995). 
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DEFECT ANALYSIS DATA 

Figure H.1 Defect orientation and location data 

XCoord YCoord Strike Dip SymboUYP SpacinlL....m Displaceme Set Motion Notes 
2f>35650 6205560 341 68 Defecl 0 0 0 
2835370 6205790 251 65 Defect 0 0 1 
2835360 6205790 92 80 Defect 0 0 0 
2835360 6205790 185 85 Defeci 0 0 5 
2835190 6205800 270 52 Defect 1.5 0 0 
2835170 6205800 210 90 Defect 2 0 2 
2835150 6205780 238 62 Defecl 0.5 0 1 
2835140 6205770 340 88 Defect 1.5 0 5 
2834690 6205840 250 85 Defect 8 0 1 
2834680 6205840 285 75 Defect 0 0 0 
2832120 6206070 335 85 Defect 0 0 0 
2833030 6205480 320 '00 Defect 0 0 3 
2632600 6205660 160 65 Defect 10 0 5 
2832370 6205910 lS8 86 Defect 0 0 5 
2834740 6207350 18 20 Detect 0 0 0 
2834750 6207350 232 85 Detect 0 0 1 
2834730 6207360 82 18 Detect 0 0 0 
2834860 6207420 136 86 Detect 1 0 3 
2834950 6207380 182 50 Detect 0 0 4 
2834950 6207380 255 05 De/ect 0 0 1 
2834940 6207450 145 90 Detect 0 0 3 
2834950 6207480 20 88 De/eet 0 0 2 
2835110 6207440 180 e8 Detect 0 0 5 
2835160 6207520 255 90 Detect 0 0 1 
2f>353oo 6207500 90 90 Detect 0 0 0 
2635300 6207500 55 82 Defect 0 0 1 
2835310 6207490 216 90 Defect 1.2 0 2 
2835320 6207480 185 90 Defect 0 0 5 
2835610 6207380 248 eo Defect 0 0 1 
2834410 6205800 255 57 Defect 0.5 0 1 
2!ti441 0 6205510 3 72 Defect 10 0 0 
2,835530 6204570 255 72 Delect 0 0 1 
2835690 6204400 230 70 Delect 0 0 0 
2835770 6204540 138 85 Detect 0.65 0 3 
2835770 6204540 50 88 Detect 0.65 0 2 
2835740 6204520 286 80 Defect 0 a 0 
2835740 6204520 200 85 Defect 0 a 2 
2835720 6204550 111 90 Defect 0.4 a a 
2835720 6204570 232 28 Defect 0 0 a 
2835550 6204450 316 88 Defect 0 0 3 
2835560 .. 6204470 las 62 Defect 0.15 0 4 
2835550 6204470 195 50 Defect 0.3 a 4 
2835410 6204420 J5 40 Defect 0.6 a 0 
2835390 6204420 272 90 Defect 0.6 0 0 
2835400 6204360 320 35 Defect 1.5 0 0 
2835400 6204370 210 88 Defect 0 0 2 
2835390 6204370 244 90 Defect 0 0 1 1m wlde gut in hillside. 
2635250 6204250 38 70 Defect 0 0 0 Face defect 
2835160 6204250 288 88 Defect 0 0 0 
2835160 6204250 75 26 Defect 0 0 0 
2835170 6204500 152 80 Defect 0 0 5 Approx. Left. face In photo 
2835200 6204480 255 80 Defect 0 0 1 Approx. Right facs in photo 
2835190 6204510 170 60 Defect 0 0 4 Approx. Middle face in photo 
2830900 6203930 204 65 Defecl 1 0 4 
2830900 6203920 64 88 Defect 0 0 1 
2830900 6203910 55 50 Defect 0 0 0 
2830930 6203880 42 75 Detect 0 0 0 
2830930 6203880 60 86 Detect 0 0 1 
2830990 6203830 56 68 Defect 2 0 0 Spaced about every 2m up to tault 
2836790 6204910 230 45 Defect 0 0 0 
2838790 6204900 17e 45 Defect 0 0 4 
2838800 6204920 26 90 Defect 0 0 2 
2637860 6206830 320 90 Defect 0 0 3 
2838100 6206290 42 90 Defect 3 0 2 
2Jl38060 6206290 320 55 Defect 1 0 0 
2838440 6206030 230 27 Defect a 0 0 
2638720 6205380 158 47 Defect 0.05 0 4 
2638720 6205360 207 45 Defect 0.2 0 4 
2836730 6205330 235 63 De/ect 0.6 0 1 
2843030 6213820 245 70 Defect 0 0 1 
2835410 6218190 290 66 Defect 0 0 0 
2834710 6218450 290 80 De/ect 15 0 0 
2836790 6204900 180 65 Defect 0 0 4 
2838840 6204610 295 50 De/ect 0 0 0 May be I))(follation 
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XCoord 
2832480 
2832320 
2835320 
2834430 
2835100 
2832800 
2841450 
2846150 
2846150 
2830910 
2830930 
2830970 
2831030 
2837770 

Figure H.2 Fault orientations and localities 

YCoord Sirike Dip SymboUyp Spacin9_m Displaceme Molion 
6205850 190 85 Fault 1 2.8 Normal 
6205940 165 80 Fault 0.35 3 Normal 
6207460 210 80 Faull 0 0.4 Normal 
6205810 354 32 Fault 2.2 0.25 Reverse 
6209700 0 o Faull 0 1.5 
6206900 0 o Faull 0 3 
6206470 45 o Faull 0 0 
6207880 55 o Fault 0 0 
6207850 190 o Faull 0 0 
6203900 199 70 Fault 0 0.2 Normal 
6203870 60 88 Faull 0 0.25 Reverse 
6203840 18 90 Faull 0 0.1 Reverse 
6203800 235 60 Faull 0 0.15 Normal 
6204040 88 80 Faull 0 0 

s 

Figure H.3 Stereographic plot of defect poles 
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Noles 

From Kyle Bland 
From Kyle Bland 
From D.Haywick 
From D.Haywick 
From D.Haywick 

Appears 10 be fault, Ihough can'llell mol ion 
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Figure H.4 Relative weightings of defect sets 
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Appendix I 
CD CONTENTS 

Hawkes Bay.enl 
1-Le Ith-Int roducllon.pdf 
2-LeKh-Overvlew.pdf 
3-Le~h-Reconnalssance.pdf 

4-Leith-Field.pdf 
5-LeKh-Structure.pdf 
6-Le~h-Dlscussion. pdf 
7-Leith-Condusion.pdf 
a-Le Ith-Appendtx.pd f 
9-Le nh-B Ibllography.pdf 
1 O-leith-Fulrrext.pd f 
Attachment1.cdr 
At tach men t2.cdr 

ETM3Pa nchromatic.tlf 
ET M 3Pa nc hromat Ie. tfw 
ShadedRellef.tif 
ShadedRellef.tfw 
47029.tif 

. 47029.tfw· 
47031.t1f 
47031.tfw 
47033.tif 
47033.tfw 
47035.tif 
47035.tfw 
113423.tif 
113423.tfw 
HawkesBay.tif 
HawkesBay.tfw 
2147Cretaceous.tif 
2147Cretaceous.tfw 

DralnageData.xls 

See photo ID 
Photos.xls 

DEM.grd 

esk:valley _a 

DigitalSlopeMap.grd 

SlopeDist27-31.grd 

SlopeDist27-31.dat 

Sinuosities.xls 

DefectsAndFaults.xls 

UppertceASCII.grd 

UppertceASCII .xls 

s8demo.exe 

Acrobat6.exe 

Enderoo.exe 

EndNote 
Adobe Acrobat Chapter 1 
Adobe Acrobat Chapter 2 
Adobe Acrobat Chapler 3 
Adobe Acrobat Chapter 4 
Adobe Acrobat Chapter 5 
Adobe Acrobat Chapter 6 
Adobe Acrobat Chapter 7 
Ad obe Acroba t Appendtx 
Adobe Acrobat BI.bllography 
Adobe Acrobat Full Thesis Text 
Corel Draw 11 Field area overview 
Corel Draw 11 Trelinnoe Study Area geomolphle map 

ArcVlew Landsat Panchromatlc image 
Notepad Georeferenclng Infonnatlon for above Image 
ArcView Shaded renef map derived from 20m contours 
Notepad Georeferenclng Infonnatlon for above Image 
ArcView 1943 Aerial photo ofTrelinnoe study Area 
Notepad Georeferendng Infonnatlon for above Image 
ArcView 1943 Aerial photo ofTrelinnoe study Area 
Notepad Georeferenclng Infonnatlon for above Image 
ArcView 1943 Aerial photo ofTrelinnoe study Area 
Notepad Georeferenclng InfonnaHon for above Image 
ArcView 1943 Aerial photo ofTrelinnoe study Area 
Notepad Georelerendng Infonnation for above Image 
ArcView 1943 Aerial photo ofTrlbutary Domain 3 
Notepad Georeferencing InfonnaHon for above Image 
ArcView Reglonat map of Hawke's Bay. Source: LlNZ webs~e 
Notepad Georeferenclng Infonnallon for above image 
ArcView Con tours of Cretaceous unconfo nn ny In Frontier (1995) 
Notepad Georeferenclng Infonnatlon for above Image 

Microsoft Excel FK statistics for long rlwr profiles 

See photo Description 
Microsoft .Excel Photo location and orientation 

Golden Software Surfer 

xyz ASCII grid data 

Surfer Dlgttal slope map 

Surfer Binary grid of slopes 27-31 deg 

xyz Binary grid of slopes 27-31 deg 

Microsoft Excel Channel slnuosny calculations 

Microsoft Excel Defect and fault orientation data 

Surfer grid of GPS survey of terrace north of Berry Rd. Stream 

Microsoft Excel GPS survey of terrace north of Berry Rd. Stream 

free demo of Surfer a 

free Acrobat reader 

free demo of EndNote 
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